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Chapter 7

Where We Stand: Public Policy and Technology

The science and technology policy of the U.S.
Government has traditionally been concerned with
basic science, health, energy, agriculture, and de-
fense. It has been described as big science deployed
to meet big problems,l and as mission-oriented
rather than diffusion-oriented.2 With few exceptions
(the most important being agriculture and civilian
aircraft), U.S. Government policy has not been
directed toward helping private enterprises make
commercial use of advances in technology. Only
recently, as it became painfully obvious that one
U.S. industry after another was losing technological
leadership, have U.S. policy makers given serious
thought to a different approach. Some changes are
occurring, and of these, some are real departures
from the past. But they have been made in a
piecemeal, ad hoc fashion. No comprehensive set of
government policies has yet been adopted to pro-
mote the use of technology for better performance in
manufacturing.

The Federal Government undertook a truly novel
venture when it went halves with the semiconductor
industry in the Sematech R&D consortium, which
seeks to improve the manufacturing process for the
industry. Other government-supported R&D consor-
tia have been considered (e.g., to promote R&D for
advanced television systems). Repeatedly, Congress
has enacted laws that urge the 700-odd Federal
laboratories to make their research results more
accessible to industry, and to undertake new R&D
projects designed and operated in collaboration with
industry. In establishing Engineering Research Cen-
ters in 18 universities, the National Science Founda-
tion hopes to forge stronger links between academic
engineering research and training and the world of
industry. NSF is also encouraging U.S. scientists
and engineers to acquaint themselves with research
results coming out of Japan, and to foster the flow of
technology from Japan to this country. A growing
number of States are establishing industrial exten-
sion services to bring best practice technology to
smaller manufacturers, and the U.S. Government is
taking some initiatives in the same arena.

These programs represent deliberate actions by
Federal, State, and local governments in the United
States to improve the use of technology by U.S.
manufacturers. Other government actions, also in-
tended to improve industrial performance, work
more indirectly. Among these are tax policies, such
as the present tax credit for increased R&D or the
past program of rapid depreciation for capital
investments in up-to-date plant and equipment.3

Laws protecting intellectual property (e.g., patent
and copyright laws) are intended to reward innova-
tion and thus to foster technological advance.
Finally, Federal policies adopted for national goals
other than international competitiveness may still
affect it indirectly. One of these is antitrust law and
enforcement.

The following sections describe and analyze
government programs and policies as they existed in
1990 from the standpoint of their effect on U.S.
manufacturing technology. Chapter 2 of this report,
analyzing policy issues and options, discusses pro-
grams and approaches that Congress might wish to
consider for the future.

INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION
In the United States, government technical and

financial assistance to small and medium-sized
business is patchy and thin. Federal programs do not
begin to compare in size to the $31 billion per year
that the Japanese national government pours into its
combined program of direct loans and technical
assistance to smaller businesses—not to mention the
added contributions from prefectures, cities, and city
wards, plus the $56 billion in guaranteed loans for
small firms underwritten by government institu-
tions.4

The U.S. assistance programs are not only much
smaller than the Japanese but also more hit-or-miss.
Every city in Japan and most rural towns have their
industrial halls, or federations of small business, or
chambers of commerce, dispensing technical help
along with plentiful funding for purchase or lease of

l~vin  M- weln~rg, Reflections  on Big Science (Oxford: Pergamon  press, 1967).

zHenry Ergas, ‘Does Technology Policy Matter?’ Technology and Global /ndusmy:  Compaw”es  and Nutwns in the WorfdEconomy  Bruce R. Guile
and Harvey Brooks (cd.) (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1987).

s~scuwion of tax policies affecting R&D and capital investment is inch. 2.
gFor a &scnption of Japanese national government programs to assist smaller businesses, see ch. 6.

- 1 7 3 -
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the latest production equipment. Japan is blanketed
with government or quasi-public institutions at the
service of small and medium-size enterprises. In the
United States, a small manufacturer in need of
technical advice is lucky to find a State or local
agency capable of providing it, much less a Federal
program that fits his needs.

Small firms form a sizable minority in U.S.
manufacturing. Some 358,000 small and medium-
size firms (defined as those with fewer than 500
employees) account for 98.8 percent of all manufac-
turing enterprises, and 35 percent of the manufactur-
ing work forces According to one estimate, these
small firms represented 21 percent of value added in
manufacturing in 1982.6 However, employment may
be a better gauge of the contribution of small firms
to manufacturing, since wages are the major compo-
nent of value added and wages are lower in small
manufacturing firms than in larger ones.

Many small outfits are suppliers of essential
materials and parts for large manufacturing firms,
and they are especially important in metalworking—
the fabrication and machining of metal parts. Over
94 percent of the firms in five major metalworking
industries are small plants with fewer than 100
employees. 7 How well these firms do their jobs
affects the cost, quality, and marketability of major
products from kitchen appliances to automobiles to
bulldozers, drilling rigs, and jet airliners. Small to
medium-size metalworking firms are also the heart
of the industries making production machinery,
from tools, dies, and jigs to block-long papermaking
machines. In other words, the technological upgrad-
ing of small and medium-sized manufacturers has
nationwide economic implications.

Many of these firms need technological upgrad-
ing. This does not mean that small factories need to
install 21st-century computer-integrated manufac-
turing systems. It does mean they need to acquire
up-to-date equipment, train people to use it well, and
organize work efficiently. Getting best practice
technology out to all corners of U.S. manufacturing

is not easy. Owners of small manufacturing firms are
often too busy doing a dozen jobs to find out for
themselves about technology improvements. Many
do not have their own manufacturing engineers,
because the engineers cost too much, or are not
needed full time, or are unavailable in out-of-the
way places where some manufacturing plants are
located. Consulting engineering firms are usually
more geared to serving large clients than small ones,
and many small manufacturers don’t trust their
ability to find a consultant who will tailor his advice
to what the manufacturer needs rather than what the
consultant has to sell. Vendors of production equip-
ment can be good sources of technical advice, but
often they fall short of what is needed, especially in
adapting software to fit particular firms’ require-
ments and in training workers to use the equipment.
According to one director of a State industrial
extension service, you can’t just throw in a computer
and read the manual-you have to train people.
“We’ve had lots of companies with computers in
their closets. ” Finally, financing is the biggest
hurdle for many small manufacturers. A small firm
is less likely than a big one to have the contacts or
track record needed to get loans or otherwise raise
money for modernization, and financing is often
more expensive for small firms.

Federal Programs for Technology Diffusion to
Small Manufacturers

Recognizing the gaps in technology diffusion to
small and medium-size manufacturers, Congress has
recently created new programs of technical assis-
tance to smaller firms. The Federal effort is still quite
limited, however, and there are no Federal loan
programs specifically aimed at promoting the adop-
tion of new technologies by small manufacturers. In
fiscal year 1989, financial aid administered by the
Small Business Administration amounted to $47.3
million in direct loans (which are available only to
disadvantaged people) $3.6 billion in loan guaran-
tees, and a contribution of about $150 million to two
quasi-public financing agencies for small firms. This

57_’~ Stite ~~Sw/~  B~ine~~: A Report ~~r~ p~~~ide~  (Wmhington,  DC: U.S. Gover~ent  ~nt~g office, 1989),  table  /4.15,  pp. 80-81, and table
A. 17, pp. 84-5. The Japanese sector is more heavily weighted toward smaller fins; esmbiishments  witi fewer ~an 300 emPloY~s are 99.5 Wrcent  of
all manufacturing establishments and employ 74 percent of the sectoral work force.

6Jw1  popkin  & Co., “Small Business Gross Product Originating: 1958 -1982,” contract report to the Office of Advocacy, Small  Business
Administration, cited in ibid., p. 31.

7~ 1986,  here were 134,7~  entewn=s in tie five major  z-digit  met~wor~ng  s~tors, Fabfica~  Met~  Products, Machinery  except Ekct.(icd,

Electric and Electronic Equipment, Transportation Equipment, and Instruments and Related Products (SIC 34-38), and of these, 126,700 were small
enterprises with fewer than 1(X) employees. Ibid,, table A.18, pp. 86-87.
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aid is given to all kinds of small and medium-size
firms (most small businesses are in retail trade and
other services) for all kinds of purposes which may
have little to do with improving technology.

The biggest U.S. Government program promoting
technology advances in small manufacturing is the
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) pro-
gram, established by Congress in 1982.8 Under this
program, Federal agencies with R&D budgets of
more than $100 million per year must set aside 1.25
percent to help small and medium-size firms com-
pete for Federal research contracts and support these
small firms in bringing their R&D results to the point
of commercialization. In 1987, 1,276 small compa-
nies were awarded $350 million to do R&D work for
11 Federal agencies. The first phase in the SBIR
program is feasibility studies of promising ideas
(2,189 awards in 1987, for a total of $109 million);
the next is development of the ideas with the greatest
potential (768 awards, $241 million). SBIR does not
fund the final stages of bringing a product to market,
but the Small Business Administration does help
firms that have gained a place in the R&D program
find private financing for commercialization.

SBIR has been given high marks for funneling
Federal R&D money to small fins, and for helping
young, innovative companies develop advanced
technology products.9 Most of the projects are in the
areas of defense, health, and energy, where Federal
R&D is concentrated but where commercial possi-
bilities are often limited. The program has been
especially helpful, however, in at least one commer-
cially oriented field-biotechnology .10 What SBIR
does not do, and was not designed to do, is give best
practice technical assistance to the great majority of
small manufacturing businesses, which are not
involved in the development of products or proc-
esses at the frontier of advancing technology.

The Small Business Administration runs a few
programs that dispense business management and

marketing advice to the ordinary small company
(which, as noted, is most often in services or retail
trade). One of these is the counseling and brief
workshops on business management offered by
volunteers, the Service Corps of Retired Executives
(budgeted at $2.5 million). Another is the Small
Business Development Centers, mostly located on
university campuses, which provide counsel from
faculty or students on particular problems, some of
which may be technical. There are 53 such centers
nationwide, in all but four States; about half their
funding comes from the government ($45 million in
fiscal year 1989) and the rest from the universities.
Useful as these programs are, they are not focused on
the choice and use of technology in manufacturing.

Federal programs that concentrate on improving
manufacturing fins’ use of technology come down
to a very few. The oldest and largest is the
Manufacturing Technology (ManTech) program of
the Department of Defense, funded at $175.5 million
in fiscal year 1990. ManTech was created to
encourage the development and use of innovative
manufacturing technologies, and thus strengthen the
U.S. defense industrial base. The program is directed
to large companies as much as small ones, and is
concerned with production of military goods. Most
of the ManTech money goes to large defense
contractors, often for rather narrow projects promis-
ing near-term savings. 11 However, some ManTech
projects have brought forth new manufacturing
technologies of broad importance, civilian as well as
military. Numerically controlled machine tools were
developed in a ManTech project. More recent
projects with possible commercial applications in-
clude work on near net shaping of metals and
computer integrated manufacturing systems.

If the funding for ManTech programs (varying up
and down from $130 million to $200 million in the
1980s) seems a minuscule portion of the Defense
Department’s $40 billion R&D budget, it looms very

s~e sm~l Business Innovation Development Aet of 1982 established SBIR.
gCompUoller  Gener~ of tie Unitd States, Gener~ Accounting Office, Implementing the Small Business lnwvation  Develome~ Ac+The  First

2 Years, GAO/RCED-86-13  (Washington, DC: October 1985); A Profile of Selected Firms Awarded Small Business Innovation Research Funuk,
GAO-RCED-86-113FS  (Washington, DC: 1986); Effectiveness of Small Business innovation Research Program Procedures, GAO/RCED-87-63
(Washington, DC: 1987); Small Business Innovation Research Participants Give Program High Marks, GAO-RCED-87-161BR  (Washington, DC:
1987).

1~.s.  Congess, Offiu of T~hno@y As~ssment,  New Development in Biotechnology: U.S. Investment in Bwtechnofogy, OTA-BA-360
(Springfield, VA: National Teehnical Information Service, 1988). OTA found that “SBIR funds are one of the few sources of direct Federal support
for applied researeh and development.

llMmufactW~g Studies Bo~d,  Manufacturing Tec~/ogy:  Corurstow  of a Renewed Defense ]@tria/ Base (Washington, DC: National
Academy Press, 1987).
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large compared to Federal spending for manufactur-
ing technology on the commercial side-especially
diffusion of technology to small manufacture.
Technology diffusion programs include the 28-year-
old Trade Adjustment Assistance, and the newly
minted Manufacturing Technology Centers (MTCs),
created in the 1988 trade act and operated by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST, formerly the National Bureau of Stand-
ards). 12

Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) for firms is
open only to companies that can show they were hurt
by imports.13 It has usually been funded at about $15
to $16 million per year but in recent years its
prospects were uncertain (the Reagan Admini-
stration repeatedly proposed to abolish it) and its
funding was cut. In fiscal year 1990 it received $9.9
million in new and carryover funds. Nevertheless,
until 1988 TAA was the major Federal program
giving one-on-one technical assistance to small and
medium-size manufacturers. The TAA program also
gives advice to its clients on such things as
marketing and advertising, inventory control, and
financial management. Help is provided by 12 small,
regional, non-profit centers that act, in effect, as
industrial extension agencies.

The new Manufacturing Technology Centers are
charged generally with transfer of advanced technol-
ogy to industry, with special emphasis on U.S.-based
small and medium-sized manufacturers. The law
directs the centers to make new manufacturing
technology ‘‘usable” to these smaller firms; ac-
tively provide them with technical and management
information about manufacturing; establish demon-
stration centers for advanced production technolo-
gies; and, for small firms with fewer than 100
employees, make short-term loans of advanced
manufacturing equipment. So far, three federally
funded Manufacturing Technology Centers (in Troy
NY, Cleveland OH, and Columbia SC) have been
established in the United States and three more are
planned. The three existing centers got a total of $4.5
million in Federal funds in 1989; matching funds
from local sources are required.

NIST expects the Manufacturing Technology
Centers to serve primarily small firms with 200 or
fewer employees, and to concentrate more on
off-the-shelf best practice technologies than on
high-tech cutting edge systems fresh from the R&D
lab. NIST officials also say that the primary service
offered by the Centers will be modernization plans,
customized to fit the needs of individual firms.
However, the language of the law gives NIST
latitude to support Centers with varying approaches,
and so far it has done so. The Troy MTC is
concentrating on transfer of high-technology sys-
tems from labs to selected fins, though it also
cooperates with State agencies and community
colleges in diffusing best practice to a broad range of
client firms. Field agents of the Cleveland MTC are
knocking on doors of thousands of small companies
in a concentrated industrial area and offering those
that respond individual business and technical plans.
The South Carolina MTC, which is closely linked to
the State’s technical college system, is installing
centers to demonstrate computerized metalworking
equipment.

NIST has its own small demonstration center in
the Shop of the 90s. This is a working machine shop
that fills job orders from government agencies but
also serves a technology extension purpose. It is an
offshoot of NIST’s highly automated, state-of-the-
art Advanced Manufacturing Research Facility (AMRF),
which was meant to serve in part as a learning center
for manufacturers. However, many people from
small manufacturing firms found the AMRF entirely
too advanced to have any practical application to
their businesses. The Shop of the 90s, using off-the-
shelf technology, fits their needs and experience
better. Because it is a working shop, with 60
employees and a business worth about $4 million a
year, the manager has credibility with small manu-
facturers. State technology agents are brought in for
presentations, and the Shop is open for tours and
phone inquiries.

One more small NIST program, also created in the
1988 trade act, is intended to provide technical and
financial assistance to State technology extension

lzNei~erprogr~  is st,rictly  limi~ tO small and mtiium-size manufacturers, but in practice TM has mostly served small manufacturing fiis, and
the law creating the Manufacturing Technology Centers emphasizes dissemination of new technology to small and medium-size manufacturers. See the
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 (Public Law 1O(H18), Subpart B, Sec. 5121(a).

lsTrade AdJWtment  Assis~nce ~so includes a r~mployment ~d rewfiing  program  for workers losing ~eir jobs due to imports; ~S pm Of TAA
is far bigger (recently funded at about $200 million per year) and better-known than TM for firms. For a description and evaluation of both programs,
see U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Trade Adjustment Assistance: New Ideas for an Old Progr@pecial  Report, OTA-lTE-346
(Springfield, VA: National Technical Information Service, 1987).
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services. This program got no funding until fiscal
year 1990, when it received $1.3 million, but NIST
had already begun some modest outreach to States.
So far, it has mostly been a one-man show—a single
NIST official (sometimes accompanied by the man-
ager of the Shop of the 90s) who travels to State
technology agencies explaining what resources NIST
has to offer, referring them to other sources of
Federal help, and helping various State agencies
make contact with each other.

Another federally funded technology demonstra-
tion center has been in business since 1988. That is
the National Apparel Technology Center in Raleigh,
NC, an outgrowth of the 10-year-old TC2 project.
TC2 (Textile/Clothing Technology Corporation) began
as a combined government-industry effort to de-
velop a flexible, automated sewing system able to
take on a variety of complicated sewing jobs, such
as attaching the sleeve in a man’s suit jacket.
Although it has fallen short of some of its ambitious
technical goals, has produced some commercially
usable automated sewing equipment. In addition,
TC2 now supports the Raleigh center, which demon-
strates a whole range of modern apparel-making
equipment to its member companies, large and
small, and arranges seminars with apparel engineer-
ing faculty of nearby North Carolina State Univer-
sity. The Federal Government’s contribution to TC2

has been $3.5 million per year for the past few years.
The Defense Logistics Agency also operates three
demonstration centers for apparel technology, each
funded at up to $5 million per year, with three-
quarters Federal funding. These centers are open to
civilian manufacturers as well as defense contrac-
tors.

Altogether, these Federal technology extension
efforts are scattered and small. Up to now, the
emphasis in Federal technology transfer programs
for small manufacturers has been much more on
pushing out sophisticated new products and proc-
esses (as in the SBIR program) than on helping
individual firms adopt best practice technology.

State Industrial Extension Programs

Most of the action in industrial extension is in the
States, and even there it is limited, though increas-
ing. Exactly how much it amounts to is uncertain,
partly because surveys of State programs are incom-
plete and quickly outdated, and partly because
“industrial extension” is not very well defined in
the surveys. More than 40 States have programs to
‘‘promote technology, “ but most of their effort and
funding goes for research and development in
universities and for aid to high-technology startup
ventures-not for help to existing firms in adopting
best practice technology. According to a survey of
State programs done for NIST in 1988-89, only 13
programs in nine States had technology extension
programs whose main purpose was direct consulta-
tion with manufacturers on the use of technology .14
However, this number is already out of date. At least
one new program, Nebraska’s, was established after
the survey was completed.

One of the better recent surveys of State technol-
ogy programs was done by the Minnesota Gover-
nor’s Office of Science and Technology .15 It found
that in 1988 States directly spent $550 million on
various kinds of technology programs, but only
about 10 percent of that—some $57 million—went
for technology transfer and technology/managerial
assistance (table 7-l). Technology transfer, which
got $46 million (8 percent) of the finds, was defined
as facilitating “the transmission of new technolo-
gies from the laboratory to the private sector. . . for
the creation of new businesses, the introduction of
new product lines for established firms, or the
revitalization of mature industries.” l6 Despite this
language, some activities that States call “technol-
ogy transfer” might really be closer to industrial
extension services. At a guess, the States are
spending some $25 million to $40 million for such
services.

As used here, industrial extension means a service
something like this: an accessible office staffed with
a few engineers or people with experience in
industry invites telephone calls or visits from
managers of small manufacturing firms seeking

ld~~d R. J~~~n,  ~ting  ~rWtor,  T@-~olo~  Semices, National  ~stitute  of Standwds  and Tec~ology, te~imony before the U.S. House of
Representatives, Committee on Small Business, Sept. 28, 1989.

15@vernor’s  Office of Science and TW~OlOW,  Stite Tec~/o~ Progr- in the United Smtes, 1988 (St. Paul, MN: ~nnesota  Wpaltment  Of
Energy and Economic Development, 1988).

IGIbid.,  p. 1.
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Table 7-l—Expenditure on State Technology Programs, FY 1986 and FY 1988

Number of Average
Expenditures States with State

programs spending
FY 1986a FY 1988a FY 1988 FY 1988

Type of program $ Million Percent $ Million Percent $ Million

Technology/research centers . . . . . . 285.6 41.0 226.6 41.2 29 7.8
Research grants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126.7 18.2 150.2 27.3 25 6.0
Venture/seed capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159.6 22.9 37.4 6.8 18 2.1
Research Parks/incubators . . . . . . . . 75.6 10.9 36.9 6.7 22 1.7
Technology/managerial assistance . 10.5 1.5 11.0 2.0 30 0.4
Technology transfer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.4 1.2 45.7 8.3 26 1.8
Other technology programs . . . . . . . . 30.1 4.3 42.4 7.7 41 1.0

700.0 b 100.0 b 550.0 100.0 44C 12.5
Notes:
a There are differences in accounting procedures between the 1986 and 1988 reports, For some states, the 1986 figures represented muiti-year appropriations.

The 1988 figures are all on an annual basis.
b column sum does not add to total because of rounding.
c Number of States with one or more technology Programs.

SOURCE: Calculated from: Governor’s Office of Science and Technology, State Technology Programs in the United  States, (St. Paul, MN: Minnesota
Department of Energy and Economic Development, September 1986); Governor’s Office of Science and Technology, State Technology Programs
in the United States, 1988, (St. Paul, MN: Minnesota Department of Trade and Economic Development, July 1988).

help. Promptly after the first interview, the office
sends a technical specialist (either someone from its
own staff or an engineer from the State university)
to make an onsite diagnosis. Then the extension
service produces a customized client report, and its
technical specialist or a consultant works one-on-
one with the firm to put into effect the improvements
recommended by the service and accepted by the
firm’s manager.

What small manufacturers need more than the
newest technologies fresh out of the laboratory is
off-the-shelf hardware and software and individual
help in choosing and managing them. They need
advice on these choices from an independent source
with no financial stake in the selection. And they
need to understand how much training is involved in
adopting new equipment, and where to get it. These
conclusions are drawn from the experience of people
involved in technology extension, both the agents
providing the services and the firms receiving them.
In visits and interviews with five State industrial
extension programs in 1988, OTA found that the
programs were serving genuine needs that were not
otherwise being met, and that demand for the
services was high.17 At least two of the States—
Georgia and Maryland-do not advertise the serv-
ices they offer for fear of being swamped with
requests for assistance. (Box 7-A lists and briefly
describes the programs OTA visited.)

Individual Problem Solving

Everyone interviewed took it as given that one-on-
one contact between technical specialists and com-
pany managers is the bedrock of industrial exten-
sion. A good hard look at the company’s individual
problems is the starting point for all the programs.
This often includes an intensive telephone interview
to begin with, followed by a site visit and a
diagnostic report. Again and again, company man-
agers remarked on the value of an objective,
experienced outsider taking a fresh look at the
company’s problems—something that managers of
small outfits are often too swamped to do. ‘‘I don’t
have time to do research,” said Jerry Lipkin,
Executive Vice-President of Moyco Industries, a
Philadelphia manufacturer of abrasives and dental
products. “I have to do sales, marketing, and
personnel. ’

Sometimes, the diagnosis may find that a com-
pany’s efforts to modernize are misdirected, or that
real problems have escaped the manager’s attention.
According to Travis Walton, director of Maryland’s
Technology Extension System (TES), some compa-
nies think they need sophisticated computer equip-
ment when they don’t. For example, “If you make
the same product year after year you don’t need
CAD (computer-aided design)—you only need it if
you customize. ’ One company, Travis added, came
to TES for aid in setting up a computer system to

l~~dings from ~e~ Vlslts and interviews are also reported in Philip Shapka, ‘‘Industrial Extension: hrning  from Experience,’ contractor report
to the Office of Technology Assessment, November 1988.
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Box 7-A—Five State Industrial Extension Programs
In 1988 OTA visited five industrial extension programs in four States, some with long experience and some

just a few years old. Through interviews with program managers, extension agents, and clients, OTA sought
information on the kinds of technical assistance small manufacturers need and how the programs are meeting the
needs. The five programs, with acronyms and year of origin, are:

Georgia Institute of Technology Industrial Extension Regional Offices (GTRI, 1960) is headquartered at
Georgia Tech in Atlanta and supports 12 regional offices, each with a field staff of two or three people giving
individual service to client fins, The regional offices also link clients with specialized services at Georgia Tech,
including assistance on productivity, energy conservation, workplace safety, hazardous waste management, and
training. Funded at $3.8 million in 1988, GTRI had 26 professional employees and served 960 firms. Days of field
service averaged 2 to 5 and the average cost per client was $4,000.

Maryland Technology Extension Service (TES, 1983), based at the University of Maryland, offers
one-on-one client assistance at five regional offices. Field staff may refer problems to the university faculty. With
a full-time staff of seven people, and funding of about $400,000, TES served 250 to 300 clients in 1988, giving up
to 5 days of service at an average cost per client of about $1,500.

Michigan Modernization Service (MMS, 1985) is a State-sponsored program, affiliated with Michigan’s
Industrial Technology Institute. Its services include intensive diagnosis and onsite visits from a field representative,
experienced in industry and manufacturing technology, paired with a training specialist. Some 45 people staff the
program, but most of the 25 professionals are part-time consultants. The 1988 budget was $2.8 million (expected
to rise to $3.9 million in 1989) and 140 clients were served (250 expected in 1989). Cost per client was about
$20,000 for an average of 6 days of service.

Pennsylvania Technical Assistance Program (PENNTAP, 1965), a joint program of Penn State University
and the Pennsylvania Department of Commerce, provides technical information from faculty specialists and some
onsite visits, in response to client requests. Sometimes PENNTAP takes the initiative in acquainting firms with new
technologies. Total budget in 1988 (including in-kind facilities and services donated by the University) was about
$1.3 million and the staff was equal to 12 1/2 full-time slots. Some 850 firms and 450 local government bodies
received services; cost per industry client was $1,100 to $1,500. The length of service was not reported.

Pennsylvania Technology Management Group (TMG, 1984), a nonprofit corporation sponsored by the
State, concentrates on bringing best practice technology to small manufacturers (defined as having fewer than 250
employees, but in practice usually in the range of 20 to 40 employees). One of the small core staff (6 people)
evaluates the client’s problems, and TMG then shares the cost of a consultant, if needed. With a budget of $350,000
in 1988, TMG served about 40 clients, at an average cost of $8,800. The length of service averaged 8 days.

track inventory, but the real problem was that the company got the space it needed in only 25,000
inventory was “totally chaotic” and far too big,
tying up capital in unneeded items.

Another example comes from the Tnemec Co.,
Inc. of Baltimore. This branch plant of a small
company ($1 3 million sales per year) makes indus-
trial protective coatings for water towers, wastewa-
ter plants, and the like. Tnemec wanted to expand to
handle a growing business, but the plant manager,
Frank Lavin, recognized that he needed help in
planning the expansion. “I’m in a small business
with a busy day-to-day routine, ’ he said. ‘‘I don’t
know how to build a new plant, ’ He called on TES.
In a site visit, the TES engineer found that a
complicated, inefficient flow of materials had devel-
oped over the years in the old plant, and suggested
a wholesale rearrangement. The result was that the

square feet, not 40,000 square feet as originally
planned. ‘‘At $25 a square foot, we saved a lot of
money," Lavin said. He added that if he had asked
a consulting firm for 40,000 square feet, they would
have built it without question. “Consulting engi-
neers and architects build what you ask them to.

Trust

Lavin, like other company managers, praised the
‘‘objectivity and the expertise of the State exten-
sion service. Trust in the services’ impartiality-the
fact they are not trying to sell the companies
anything or collect big fees—is a key element in
their success. This was the reason several plant
owners and managers gave for turning to a State
agency instead of a private consultant. Besides, they
said, small firms have trouble getting competent
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service from consulting engineers. One said bluntly:
“They are a waste of time and expensive.”

Brooks Manufacturing is one company that struck
out in trying to find the right private consultant. This
Philadelphia firm has a $6-million-a-year business
making electrical outlet strips, but it faces growing
competition (especially from Taiwan) in its basic
product line. Brooks is trying to build up its business
in more specialized, higher value-added items—
electrical outlet strips for medical carts, for example
and is developing a special power strip that is
compatible with sophisticated communications equip-
ment. But the company is too small to support a
research and development department to design its
new products, and it failed to get what it needed from
three different consulting engineers. “The engineer-
ing service consultants usually send out the new
guys to small fins, ” President Gary Brooks said.

Pennsylvania’s Technology Management Group
(TMG) stepped in and helped Brooks find a capable
engineering consultant, who developed new product
designs and made blueprints for the company. TMG
also funded an evaluation of the company’s opera-
tions to see whether it needed and could handle a
Materials Requirements Planning (MRP) system,
which takes an order and breaks it down into the
individual components and material needed to fill
that order. On the basis of the evaluation, Brooks
adopted the system. TMG also found a qualified
consultant to help the firm tailor the system to its
needs.

At Moyco Industries in Philadelphia, Jerry Lipkin
remarked that the intervention of TMG in finding a
consultant meant that the fees were predictable and
there was a cap on final costs. “We have been
burned by consultants in the past, and the program’s
involvement helps reduce the risk of this happen-
ing.” That TMG puts up a little money (maximum
of $1 ,500) toward the consultant’s fee reassures the
company that TMG too has a stake in the outcome,
and that the consultant is qualified. For their part,
consultants seem to welcome referrals from State
extension services since this adds to their credibility
and opens doors to new business.

Extension services operating out of university
engineering departments can use members of their
own departments for consultations. For example,
when American Bottlers Equipment Co. (Ambec) of
Owings Mills, MD, came to Maryland’s Technology
Extension Service for help in computerizing its parts

list and linking the list with computerized drawings,
the service used its university connection. TES
works out of five regional offices but is based in the
Engineering Research Center of the University of
Maryland; it calls on engineering faculty members
in nearly half its cases. Travis Walton, director of the
program, says TES has a “visiting nurse” approach—
the engineers who staff the regional offices do what
they know how to do and call for help when the
problem is beyond them.

Ambec is a small company specializing in the
manufacture of stainless steel conveying and han-
dling equipment for customers in the food and
beverage, pharmaceutical, electronics and other
industries. It has sales of $10 million per year and
about 100 employees. Essentially a job shop, Ambec
works to customer specifications, using families of
parts which it assembles to meet a particular
customer’s needs. Before consulting TES, Ambec
had gone through a bad experience with a private
consulting firm, which sold it a Material Resource
Planning software system that was supposed to keep
track of orders and parts, but never worked as
promised. Instead of trying that route again, the
company called on the State extension service. TES
linked Ambec with a University of Maryland
engineering professor and a student with good
computer skills. The student developed the program
Ambec wanted and later went to work full time for
the company.

Confidence in an extension service’s competence
is as important to a company as trust in its
objectivity. Connections with an institution that is
already well respected throughout the State help to
establish that confidence. In Maryland, for example,
that institution is the University’s highly regarded
engineering department. In Pennsylvania it is Penn
State University, in Georgia it is Georgia Tech, in
Michigan it is the Industrial Technology Institute in
Ann Arbor.

Sometimes, only experience will instill confi-
dence. Terry Brady, president of Bradhart, Inc. of
Howell MI, consulted the Michigan Modernization
Service--MMS) only as a last resort. Bradhart is a
small but top-of-the-line job shop, machining high-
quality metal parts, especially bearings, to the
specifications of its customers in the aerospace,
ordnance, and oil industries. To stay competitive in
the new global economy, the company decided to
modernize. Moving to larger quarters, it installed
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several computer numerically controlled (CNC)
machine tools and a computer system to integrate
orders and office processing with production. This
investment cost half a million dollars-a lot for a
company with sales of $3 million per year. Unfortu-
nately, the company’s managers soon discovered
that they had seriously underestimated the startup
costs for training workers to use the new tools.
Further, the software for the computer system did
not run properly. The company had run out of credit.
It was in a make-or-break position.

At this point, Brady called MMS, but without
much hope of real help. He was surprised, frost at
getting a prompt businesslike response, and still
more so at the quality of training and other assistance
MMS was able to provide. Finally, MMS gave
Brady a vital boost in confidence when its evaluation
confirmed that the company was right to invest
heavily in modern equipment, and was headed in the
right direction. Brady remarked appreciatively on
the way MMS staff had served as a “sounding
board,” providing advisors who were not competi-
tors but still had an understanding of business and
technology. “I still don’t believe,” he said, “that
someone would want to help the little guy. ”

Training

Nothing could better illustrate the importance of
training on new equipment than the Bradhart story.
Because the managers did not appreciate how much
training would cost, the company almost went under
in an otherwise sensible move to modernize. Fortu-
nately, MMS was able to help Bradhart get State
training funds and find good training programs. (As
discussed below, MMS also helped the company get
a bank loan to tide it over the crunch, before the
investment in equipment and training began to pay
off.)

With help from MMS, Bradhart set up training
programs for employees, both in-house and at a local
community college. Shopfloor employees received
training on the CNC tools and in quality control
techniques; the office staff was trained in spread-
sheet and database programs and job costing. In
addition, the company sent four or five employees at
a time through a local community college to learn
basic mathematics, quality control, and supervisory
skills. MMS also helped Bradhart untangle its
software.

Although the directors and staff in all five
industrial extension services stressed the importance
of training, MMS was the only one with a training
element routinely built into its services. It took time
for MMS to recognize the merits of marrying
training with technology. In its early days (perhaps
influenced by General Motors, which was then
trying to automate everything it could in auto
assembly) the program concentrated on hardware,
and training to use the hardware was not much
emphasized. Today, MMS takes care to emphasize
that it is not hawking technology per se but is
helping firms use technology, which means develop-
ing management and training. On every site visit,
MMS sends pairs of training and technology special-
ists to make the diagnosis and write the report, which
includes an assessment of training needs and options
for every client and actively helps clients design or
procure training. The Michigan program spends
roughly $1 dollar on training assistance for every $2
dollars it spends on technology deployment.

Other industrial extension services, though less
systematic about training than MMS, also know
where to refer clients for training advice and
assistance. For example, Pennsylvania’s TMG
linked Brooks Manufacturing with a community
college to get training in quality control, statistics,
teamwork, and basic math for its workers. However,
some of the services have a harder time finding
adequate training. Georgia Tech has a small indus-
trial training unit able to provide limited training,
mostly for frost line supervisors. But in some of its
cases, training that extension agents recommend,
and companies are eager to get, is not available.

For example, in a productivity audit of Imperial
Cup’s paper and plastic cup manufacturing plant in
La Fayette, GA, the Georgia Tech engineer included
several recommendations for improved training. She
found the current training-2 days under a fret-line
supervisor-inadequate for working with the so-
phisticated machinery in the company’s paper de-
partment. Imperial tried to get a local vocational-
technical school to train workers on the shop floor,
but the school offered only classroom training. The
company also had trouble finding workers with the
skills needed to maintain the machinery. The local
voc-ed school turned out electronics and auto
technicians, but not machinery repairers. In the past,
the company sent small groups of workers to the
machinery manufacturer in Wisconsin for training,
but the manufacturer recently expressed reluctance
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to continue it. At the time of OTA’s visit, no solution
to Imperial’s training needs was in sight.

Financial Aid

Industrial extension services do not provide funds
for capital investment or operating expenses. They
are in the business of giving technical, not financial,
assistance. However, they can help small firms
coming to them with financial problems in two
ways. First, their diagnosis may reveal that what the
firm’s manager thought was a need for funds is really
more a problem of management that can be solved,
say, with a better use of space, flow of materials, or
control of inventory.

Second, the State agency can be very useful in
directing firms to sources of funds, and supporting
them in dealings with banks. For example, the
Michigan Modernization Service not only pointed
the Bradhart company toward State funds that could
help pay the big bills for their training needs. MMS
also helped the company get a bank loan, using State
economic development funds as equity (the funds
came from Community Development Block Grants,
contributed by the Federal Government to the
States). “This lessened the financial pressures,”
said Terry Brady, Bradhart’s president. “We would
have gone down without the State’s help.”

Besides the block grants and other economic
development funds, many States have special loan
programs for small businesses that extension serv-
ices can tap. The extension services can also plug
into the Federal program of small business guaran-
teed loans. It is safe to say, however, that finding the
money to modernize a factory is a serious hurdle for
many small manufacturing firms in the United
States. They do not have the many options of the
small Japanese firm, which can afford to pass up a
low-interest government loan in favor of a bank loan
at a slightly higher rate, because the bank takes just
one day to consummate the deal, while the govern-
ment loan might take a whole month (see box 6-A,
ch. 6).

Staff, Fees, Intensiveness, and Cost of Services

All the State agencies interviewed by OTA
reported that they had found ways of getting good
staff-even though most pay their engineers and
other technically trained people below-market sala-
ries. For their small core staffs, they look for people
with broad technical competence (rather than depth
of knowledge in a narrow field) and an interest in

working with people as well as things. The Technol-
ogy Management Group in Pennsylvania calls the
kind of person they look for NYTE--not your
typical engineer. TMG reports no trouble attracting
and keeping staff, even though the pay (on average,
$35,000 per year in 1988) is well below the median
for engineers. The pay in the Georgia Tech extension
service is higher (averaging in the mid-$40,000s),
but the program’s directors say the satisfaction of the
job is at least as important as pay in attracting good
people. Most of the extension offices are in rural
areas where the agents get plenty of local recogni-
tion, both for the job they do and as representatives
of prestigious Georgia Tech.

The Michigan Modernization Service relies mostly
on part-time consultants for its field representatives,
and has been through some periods of high turnover.
The program directors say that although it is a
challenge to get good people, it can be done. The pay
is pegged at the State rate for consultants—$250 per
day, which compares with $800 to $1,000 per day for
private engineering consultants. The field reps take
the work despite the uncompetitive rate, partly
because it opens the door for more contracts later,
partly because the State does much of the prelimi-
nary work—and also partly because they enjoy it.
Some of the field reps are retired industry engineers
(often from the auto industry) and they are enthusias-
tic about helping small firms learn how to solve
problems for themselves. The MMS has changed its
ideas about what makes a good field representative.
At first, they looked for people with specific
technical qualifications. Now they look for breadth
and the ability to establish trust, listen, and write a
good analytic report.

With its large roster of part-time field representa-
tives (25 in 1988), MMS does not often need outside
consultants, but other programs (TMG in particular)
use private consultants quite regularly. TES relies
heavily on its faculty connections (using them for 45
percent of clients), and the Georgia Tech extension
offices taps the resources of the Georgia Tech
Research Institute in Atlanta for about 30 percent of
its clients. Thus, these programs are able to tackle a
shifting variety of technical problems while keeping
only a small permanent staff for continuity and a
sense of mission.

None of the State programs charges a fee for its
initial assessment. Only one, TMG, charges any fee
at all; in this program, firms pay apart (usually about
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two-thirds) of the fee for consultants. The fact that
the firms pay nothing for the diagnostic assessment
makes it easy for them to enter the program, even
when (like the Bradhart company) they don’t have
very high hopes for it. Many of the company
managers interviewed by OTA said they would be
glad-next time-to pay for services they got from
the extension agencies. The problem with paying up
front is that they have no idea whether the agency
will deliver professional level services. In the case of
TMG, firms get their diagnosis before they are asked
to share payment for a consultant. And about 60
percent decide not to go ahead (though many of these
are able to make improvements on their own, based
on the diagnosis). Those that choose to go forward
know what their cost will be, since TMG takes
responsibility for dealing with the consultant. The
Michigan program is considering a second phase of
service that might charge user fees, but this would
follow the first, no-charge phase.

The cost per client of the five programs ran from
about $1,000 to $20,000 in 1988 (box 7-A). There
seemed to be a rough correspondence between the
cost and the intensiveness of the services clients
receive, although it is hard to say this definitively
because definitions of services differ, and so do
allocations of cost. MMS and TMG, both of which
emphasize field visits and individual consultations
based on a written diagnostic assessment, are at the
high end. MMS reported an average of 6 days of
service and a cost of $20,000 per client. TMG said
it gave an average of 8 days of service, at a cost of
$8,800 per client—but the cost rose to $19,400 for
those clients (40 percent) who elected to use a
consultant.

Maryland’s TES and the Georgia Tech extension
service both give up to 5 days service to their clients,
though neither is rigid about “setting” the clock
running.’ TES ‘ ‘usually’ makes field visits, though
not always. Georgia Tech may or may not; one
regional office reported having contact with 200
companies in a year, helping 100 in depth, and
making about 50 site visits. Another said that some
field officers are so familiar with a firm after dealing
with it over the years (Georgia Tech has been in the
industrial extension business since 1960) that a site
visit isn’t necessary. Both tend to give their clients
oral, not written reports. And both rely for special-
ized technical help on their university connections,
not private consultants. TES pays its faculty advi-
sors for their time only when asked, and then at their

university salary (not private consultant) rates. The
faculty advisors may then use the money for
professional purposes such as travel or research
support. Georgia Tech can call on its parent organi-
zation for extra services to its clients-for example,
a productivity audit from the State-funded Georgia
Productivity Center program. The TES cost per
client is nominally $1,500, but most of the cost of
consultation with engineering faculty at the Univer-
sity of Maryland is not included in this figure.
Georgia Tech reported a cost per client of $4,000.

The least expensive of these programs,
PENNTAP, generally offers the least intensive
services. Often, the problems that companies bring
to it are narrowly technical and can be handled by a
telephone call, a fax message, or group meetings.
PENNTAP’s eight staff specialists (mostly engi-
neers) do make site visits as well, however, and they
tailor responses to clients’ individual problems.
According to the program’s director, human contact
is the key to technology dissemination. PENNTAP
reported spending about $1,100 to $1,500 per client
firm, with no estimate of the days of service
rendered.

Improvements in Services Offered

Most of the people OTA interviewed, including
the staffs of the five extension services and their
clients, thought the programs were doing a good and
much-needed job. If there is one change they all
want to make, it is to expand the programs and serve
more firms, Two of the extension services, Georgia
Tech and Maryland’s TES, specifically stated that
they don’t advertise for fear of attracting too much
business. Georgia Tech asked the State legislature
for funds to open five more regional offices.
Michigan’s service was expanding in 1989, and
Pennsylvania established a new $10 million-a-year
program of Industrial Resource Centers, replacing
the much smaller TMG, which will serve as advisor
to the new centers.

At one of the programs, MMS, the staff had given
serious thought to expanding services to individual
companies, as well as extending service to more
companies. MMS staff members believe that the
average of 6 days of service they now give clients is
about right for a first bite. “Small and medium-size
firms face a digestion issue,” said Alan Baum,
director of research and analysis. “They can only
deal with so much at a time. ” But the staff is
seriously considering offering a second phase of
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assistance of up to 20 days, with the firm paying for
some or all of the costs (the first phase, as noted
above, is free).

MMS has another idea in mind as well. That is to
strengthen horizontal links between small firms in
the same or closely connected businesses, freeing
them from too-great dependence on the larger firms
that are their customers. Interestingly, managers of
Japanese Government programs for small manufac-
turers are promoting more independence in much the
same way, through networks that provide coopera-
tive product development and marketing services
(see ch. 6). Michigan’s Industrial Technology Insti-
tute, of which MMS is now a part, has made some
preliminary moves in this direction. Its PRIME
project (Program of Research in Modernization
Economics), started in 1985, is helping Michigan
auto parts and components suppliers meet new
demands from the Big Three automakers—
especially the demand for complete subassemblies
rather than disparate parts. For example, PRIME
might link a small foundry with a machine shop so
the two together could make a complete camshaft
subassembly.

Finally, some of the extension services-notably
Georgia Tech-would like to do more with training.
They believe that the training programs they cur-
rently offer are too “off-the-shelf” and depend too
much on the classroom. And they think that closer
links between industrial extension and State voca-
tional educational systems are a must.

It would be a mistake to consider the examples
discussed above as typical of industrial extension
services in the United States. They are not. OTA
chose these five programs to examine not because
they are typical but because they are among the most
active and the best. The purpose was to suggest what
can be done with technical assistance to small
manufacturers, not to suggest that it is being done

nationwide. The situation is patchy. Several States
besides the four mentioned here also have active
programs, others are following the leaders and
establishing industrial extension services, and some
are doing little if anything. An accurate count is not
available, but it is likely that the State and Federal
programs combined are spending no more than $40
to $50 million per year on industrial extension. If
just 24,000 small American manufacturing firms
were to receive industrial extension services each
year (about 7 percent of small manufacturers roughly
similar to the proportion that is served in Georgia by
the Georgia Tech extension service), the total cost
would be $120 million to $480 million per year,
depending on the level of service.18

COMMERCIALIZING
TECHNOLOGY FROM FEDERAL

LABORATORIES
During the 1980s, the government has tried to

encourage the commercialization of technology
from the Federal labs by private industry, Congress
has passed several laws to promote it; scientific
advisers to the President and executive agencies
have strongly urged it; and President Reagan signed
an Executive Order laying out guidelines to accom-
plish it.19 The effects have been positive but modest.
The Federal labs still have a long way to go before
realizing their potential as a source of new ideas for
industry.

When the interaction works, lab-generated tech-
nologies can have an impact. For example, although
it focuses on nuclear weapons research for the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE), Sandia National
Laboratories has also made contributions to civilian
industry. Sandia helped to develop important clean
room technology and the hot-solder leveler, used in
electronics manufacturing. Each was worth over

lgs~ ch. 2 for  more detail on these estimates.

l~e lawspmmfig  t~hnolo~  tr~sferinclude the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980, the Patent and Trademark Amendments
Act of 1980, the Bayh-Dole Patent Amendments of 1984, the Federal Technolo~  Transfer Act of 1986, the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act
of 1988, and the National Competitiveness Technology Transfer kt of 1989. Also, during 1988-89, subcommittees of the House Committee on Science,
Space, and Technology and of the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources held hearings on technology transfer. Major reports to the
executive branch include Report of the White House Science Council Fe&ra/ Laboratory Review Panel, Office of Science and Technology Policy,
Executive office of the fiesiden~ 1983; Energy Research Advisory Board, Research and Technology Utilizatwn:  A Report of the Energy Research
Advisory Board to the Unite dStates Department of Energy, DOQ&O067,  1988; and The Federal Technology Tran@er  Act of 1986: The First 2 Years,
Report to the President and Congress form the Secretary of Commerce, July 1989. President Reagan’s order establishing guidelines for tie Federal labs
on technology transfer was Executive Order 12591, Apr. 10, 1987.
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$100 million to industry by 1987 according to
Sandia’s estimates.20

Technology transfer is increasing, albeit slowly.
Quantitative measures are elusive and fail to capture
the key ingredient of personal interaction. Nonethe-
less, some trends are indicative. Active license
agreements between DOE’s Oak Ridge National
Laboratory and industry were up from 2 in 1985 to
33 in June 1989.21 Industry increased its royalty
payments to DOE labs from $297,000 in FY 1987 to
$908,000 in the first 9 months of FY 1989,22 and are
likely to rise further.

The labs were set up mostly to pursue missions
other than commercially promising R&D-notably,
basic research and the development of science and
technology related to weapons—so there are limits
to the potential for technology transfer. However,
there are also barriers that are not integral to the labs
themselves. These can be overcome. Changes in the
funding, administration, and orientation of the labs
are necessary, and should help the labs to increase
their potential contribution to increase U.S. competitive-
ness in manufacturing. The following sections
explore how the labs are responding to legislative
and executive mandates to improve technology
transfer. While progress has been made, more could
still be done to make labs’ research available to
industry.

The Federal Laboratories: An Overview

The Federal Government spends approximately
$21 billion on its labs, mostly through: the Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD), $10.5 billion; DOE, $4
billion; National Aeronautics & Space Admini-
stration (NASA), $2.5 billion; and National Insti-
tutes of Health (NIH), $1 billion. Various smaller
agencies, such as the Agricultural Research Service,
account for the remainder.23 Most of this money is
spent on lab work for defense and basic research.
Almost all of DoD’s money and about $2 billion of
DOE’s goes to defense-related R&D, largely weap-
ons development. Most of the DOE labs’ remaining

resources (after defense-related spending) are spent
on basic energy research.

Neither of these two predominant missions, de-
fense and basic research, is directly connected to the
needs of the private sector. Not only is defense-
related R&D designed to produce weapons systems
(not usually transferable to civilian manufacturing),
there are security-related barriers which tilt the
institutional culture of defense-related researchers
producers away from technology transfer into the
civilian sector. Basic research faces different, but
just as significant, problems in forging links to
developers and users of its technology. Basic
researchers are almost by definition interested in the
pursuit of knowledge, not its application. This tends
to be true for both the institution and the individual
researcher.

Nevertheless, defense R&D and basic research
can sometimes be made useful to commercial
manufacturing. Labs differ in their potential to help
the private sector, and in their success in giving such
help; they come in different sizes and with different
structures and orientations. It is therefore useful to
begin with a brief overview and some central
distinctions.

DOE Labs

The DOE labs are key factors in any discussion of
the Federal labs. Indeed, the nine multiprogram
DOE labs are usually simply called the national labs,
even though they account for only about a sixth of
total government spending on Federal labs.

The DOE labs are funded primarily through three
program areas,24 which orient the work that they
fund in different directions: Defense Programs ($3
billion) supports the DOE’s weapons work and
nuclear materials production; Energy Research Pro-
grams supports basic research in energy, mainly
nuclear energy ($2 billion); and the Nuclear Energy,
Fossil Energy, and Conservation and Renewable
Energy Programs (collectively referred to below as

20An&  RePo~:  Te~.lo~ Tra@er, Sad”a  Natio~ ~or~orles, Fiscal yew 1987,  SAND 87-0749, UC-13, April 1988 (Springfield, VA;
National Teehnical Information Service, 1988), p. 7; Robert Stromberg, Technology Transfer and Policy Department, Sandia National Laboratories,
personal communication, June 19, 1989.

zl~~d J*, Rogm  A~inis~ator, Office of T~hnolo~  Applications, M~n Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
personal communication, June 20, 1989.

22Rees L. Dwyer, III, Executive Assistant to the Assistant Secretary, Management and Administration. ~Partment of Ener8Y~ Wrsoti
communication, Oct, 18, 1989.

zsNational Sci~tl~Fomdatim,~~&r~  Fu~forResearch  a~~eve~p~e~t: Fiscal years 198P, 1988, util$l?$l, VO1. 3’7, ~taikd Statistical Tablcs,
NSF 89-304 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Riming Office, 1989), p. 29 (estimates for fiscal year 1989) (totals of figures shown for intramural
researeh and researeh in all Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDC s)). These figures are by agency, not by lab; agencies
sometimes spend money for research in other agencies’ labs. See ibid., pp. 4, 31.

zdsae o~r a~ncies also fund R&D in DOE labs.
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Applied Energy programs) support various projects
beyond basic research that are not related to weapons
($1 billion). Only Applied Energy has commerciali-
zation of technology as a specific part of its
institutional mission.

These three programs support the work done in
three sets of labs: the four big national labs primarily
concerned with defense-related work (Lawrence
Livermore, Los Alamos, Sandia, and Idaho Engi-
neering); the five medium-sized national labs that
focus primarily on basic research in energy (Ar-
gonne, Brookhaven, Lawrence Berkeley, Oak Ridge,
and Pacific Northwest); and 28 generally smaller
labs (e.g., the Princeton Plasma lab). Three of the
smaller labs —including the Solar Energy Research
Institute (SERI)—are run specifically by DOE’s
Applied Energy programs. In general, the larger labs
do some work for each of the three programs.

DOE labs are unlike nearly all the rest of the
Federal labs, in that all except two of the smaller
ones are operated by contractors (they are government-
owned, contractor-operated, or GOCOs). Almost all
other Federal labs are government-owned and govern-
ment-operated (GOGOs). The contractors who oper-
ate GOCOS vary: some are profit-making, others
non-profit; some are industrial firms like Martin
Marietta, other are universities like the University of
California. GOCOS face some specific problems of
their own in the transfer of technology, as we shall
see later.

DoD LabS

There are some 68 DoD labs, and DoD spent
about $10.5 billion on lab R&D in 1989. These labs
are run directly by the Departments of the Army,
Navy, and Air Force.

Less is known publicly about the DoD than the
DOE labs, partly for security reasons. However, the
DoD labs have also been under increasing pressure
to encourage commercialization of the technology
that they develop. The Stevenson-Wydler Tech-
nology Innovation Act of 1980, the Patent &
Trademark Amendments Act of 1980, and the
Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 cleared
legal barriers blocking transfers from these labs and

promoted structural changes (like the delegation of
key decisions) that would encourage transfer. Some
DoD labs are clearly making a major effort in this
field and others have historically worked well with
the private sector. However, in October 1989 DoD’s
Office of the Inspector General published a report
that was sharply critical of the extent to which the
letter and spirit of the law had been implemented.25

Other Labs

NIH spends about $1 billion in Federal labs. All
NIH labs but one are GOGOS. NIH has a good
reputation for pushing its technology out toward the
private sector and encouraging its scientists to do
so.26

NASA spends about $2.5 billion in the Federal
labs. All but one of NASA’s seven labs are GOGOS.
NASA’s labs (and those of its predecessor, NACA)
have been productive in collaborating with industry
(see box 2-A). Some of NASA’s lab work is still
useful to civilian aircraft manufacturers, but its main
focus today is the national space program.

NIST (the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, formerly the National Bureau of Stand-
ards) sees its work with industry as part of its
primary mission. NIST spends about$110 million in
its labs. The NIST labs have long worked closely
with industry in the areas of measurement, stand-
ards, materials science, and computer systems, and
NIST’s Center for Manufacturing Engineering (funded
at about $6 million) follows the tradition.

This section concentrates mostly on DOE’s nine
national labs. They are big, they work on a variety of
projects that could be of commercial interest, and
information about them is readily available. For
these reasons, the report uses an analysis of DOE’s
national labs to illustrate the problems and potential
of the Federal labs as a whole. As discussed below,
the light cast by the DOE national labs helps to
illuminate the positions of other agencies and labs.
While some might argue that DoD labs cannot be
expected to follow the same path toward the
commercialization of technology, there is evidence
that the defense-oriented DOE labs provide some
commercially important technology.

~U.S. ~p~rnent  of ~fense, C)ffice of the inspector General, Report on the Audit ofthe DoD Domestic Technolo~ Tran$er  Pro8ram,  No. w-
(Arlington, VA: U.S. Department of Defense, Oct. 19, 1989).

W“he one area of special interest to manufacturing--biotechnology-is the subject of a separate OTA report, Biotechnology in a Global Economy,
scheduled for release in late 1990.
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Commercializing DOE’S Technology:
Mechanisms

“Commercialization” here means making tech-
nology developed in the Federal labs useful in
industry. In the past, that typically meant nothing
more than the publication of research results in
conferences and journals, after which the results
would make their way to industry and eventually
find application. Today, such delay is costly, as U.S.
firms fall behind in applying the latest technology to
manufacturing. In these changed circumstances,
faster commercialization takes on more importance,
and several useful mechanisms to promote it have
emerged. Collaborative R&D is lab-industry team-
ing to create new technology for industrial use.
Spin-offs and startups transfer already existing
technology to existing and new firms respectively.
Various mechanisms (e.g., personnel exchanges)
can prepare the ground for either form of commer-
cialization.

Collaboration

Collaborative R&D-planned, performed, and
sometimes funded jointly by the labs and industry—
is a powerful means of commercializing technology.
It is not entirely new for the Federal labs: NIH and
NIST, for example, have done collaborative work
with industry for years. 27 However, it is not at all
common in DOE’s national labs; only 57 collabora-
tive projects were under way in all national labs in
1987.28

Most of DOE’s collaborative R&D has been
carried out by its Applied Energy programs. These
have sometimes targeted particular industries for
ongoing R&D projects. This continuity allows the
labs and companies to get well acquainted with each
others’ interests, abilities, and needs, and to smooth
out ways of working together. For example, SERI,
which has worked on solar energy applications for
more than a decade, collaborated successfully with
U.S. industry in an effort to catch up with Japan in
the commercialization of amorphous silicon tech-
nology for solar cells. The SERI project lasted from

1984 to 1987 and had a 3-year budget of $19 million;
four firms put up 30 percent of the funds. A second
3-year program, lasting through 1990, is now under
way, and half of its $40 million funding is industry-
supplied. In both programs, the firms are given
patent rights and certain proprietary rights to data,
enabling them to get a jump on the competition.29

DOE’s HTS pilot centers, also run by Applied
Energy, follow the targeting model. This experiment
is discussed in box 7-B.

Until recently, DOE’s Defense Programs viewed
commercialization as a distraction from its mission
of supplying the military’s needs, but it has come to
believe that the military would benefit from stronger
civilian industries.30 In 1989 it funded two lab-
industry consortia for work on dual-use technologies
(those having both military and civilian uses). One
group, working to improve the quality of specialty
metals such as nickel-based or titanium alloys, will
use Sandia’s specially instrumented research fur-
naces to monitor and control the production process.
During 1989-94, government will provide $2 mil-
lion and the collaborating companies will contribute
$4.75 million. The industry share will increase
steadily, rising to 100 percent after 5 years. The
second consortium, the Advanced Manufacturing
Technology Initiative, will work on next-generation
manufacturing technologies such as advanced con-
troller software and artificial intelligence. DOE has
funded this project at $500,000 for fiscal year 1990,
a level that will be maintained for four more years.
DOE funds for the two projects rose from $400,000
in FY 1989 to $1.1 million in fiscal year 1990.

Several other lab-industry collaborations for dual
use technologies are under consideration. These
include projects on plasma destruction of toxic
substances, combustion synthesis of ceramics, and
ceramic metal composites. However, the two proj-
ects noted above will entirely exhaust Defense
Programs’ funds for such collaborations for fiscal
year 1990.

‘z~,s, Gener~ ~cout~g Offjce,  Tec~loU Tra~fer: ]Wiemen~tlon st~~ of the Federal Technology Tra@er Act of 1986, RCED-89-154
(Gaithersburg,  MD: 1989), pp. 29-31.

z~ner~  Research Advisory Board, op. cit., p. 21.
zgIbid., pp. B5-B6.
soMilltW depdence  on Civilian tw~olo=  is &ScuSsed  in U. S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, ~o~ing the Edge: Maint~”~”n8  fhe

Defeme Technology Base, OTA-ISC-420 (Washington, DC: U.S. Governrnent  Printing Office, April 1989).

21 -700  0- 90 - 7
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Box 7-B—DOE’S HTS Pilot Centers
As part of its research program in high-temperature superconductivity (HTS), the Department of Energy (DOE)

started up HTS pilot centers at three of its national laboratories—Argonne, Oak Ridge, and Los Alamos—in October
1988.1 These centers are planned as new ventures in lab-industry collaboration, a conscious experiment in rapid
technology development and transfer.

Each center has government funding of $1,6 million for FY 1989 (total $4.8 million), and $2.0 million per
center (total $6.0 million) is planned for FY 1990. In their first year of operation, the pilot centers negotiated 20
cooperative R&D agreements, with costs usually shared equally between the lab and industry. Industry was ready
to join in many more projects than the centers could fund.

Several features of the pilot  centers are designed to expedite technology transfer. First, the centers have a
transfer-oriented mission and funds to accomplish that mission. The funds are spent only on projects requested by
industry. The labs and industry plan to collaborate over the whole R&D cycle, from basic research through product
development, with lessons from development fed back into research, Each center has an industry advisory board
which DOE consults on the substance and procedure of lab-industry collaboration.

DOE has tried to speed up the negotiation process by offering a model collaboration contract, which carries
automatic approval with changes requiring varying levels of clearance. At first, many firms found the model
contract’s terms unacceptable, but DOE has been revising the terms to meet the fins’ objectives. DOE also agreed
beforehand to waive rights to inventions made in pilot center research, to a greater extent than for cooperative R&D
generally. Also, for work funded at least half by industry, DOE allows, on a case-by-case basis, the withholding
of technical data from publication for up to 2 years. This delay, not generally allowed in DOE cost-shared research,
can give the firm a valuable head-start in the market.

The HTS pilot centers experiment will be evaluated after 2 years. DOE is committed to applying the lessons
learned to cooperative R&D in other programs,

1~~ AImos Natio~  Laboratory had rwmmxmied establishing these centers, when asked by DCIE to study how to involve industry
in developing HTS technology. John T. Whetten,  associate director, Ims Atamos Nationat Laboratory, testimony at hearings before the House
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, Subcommittee on Energy Research and Development, July 27, 1988, Serial No,  100-122, pp.
90-91.

In some cases of lab-industry collaboration, DOE Spin-Offs to Existing Firms
has put up all the money, with the private company
acting essentially as a contractor. This was the case Lab work done for purely research or defense
in the collaboration between Cray Research Corp. purposes sometimes turns out to have valuable
and Los Alamos National Laboratory. Cray pio- commercial applications. Firms that make a point of
neered the development of supercomputers. Its first staying in touch with the latest developments, in the
and crucial customer was Los Alamos, which
needed massive computing power to simulate the government labs and elsewhere, can find out early

operation of weapons and nuclear power plants. about such promising research results and can adapt

Although Cray did most of the R&D and Los them to commercial purposes ahead of the competi-

Alamos paid for it, the lab was more than a passive tion. A firm’s own engineers are in the best position

customer, spending several person-years studying to glean research results from outside labs, because

Cray’s machines and suggesting design changes to they know their own product development cycle,

better suit the lab’s needs. The lab’s purchases were and hence the best times for incorporating new ideas.
crucial to Cray’s early survival. In 1976, when the However, monitoring the vast Federal labs system is
company was on the verge of bankruptcy,31 Los difficult even for large firms and often impossible
Alamos bought the first machine sold by Cray. By for smaller firms with more limited staff, Without
1989, Los Alamos had bought 14 Cray machines, for help from the labs, they are not likely to benefit from
a total price (net of trade-ins) of about $200 million. spin-off. The labs can help in several ways.

Slcray had appll~ t. the swfities  and EX~h~ge Commission in 1975 for penmsslon to go pubhc,  but its application WaS rejected because SEC
believed that there was no market for the Cray machine and the company would not survive.
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Occasionally, DOE labs have encouraged spin-off
by seeking out firms to apply the technology. For
example, Los Alamos gave copies of its Common
File System, software that lets different supercom-
puters share the same data, to several other govern-
ment and commercial labs between 1980 and 1988.
To ease the burden of supporting the software and
also to reach a wider audience, Los Alamos found a
private firm to develop the software into a commer-
cial product, and in January 1989 concluded an
exclusive licensing agreement providing for royal-
ties and continued cooperation.32

Spin-off also takes place in less formal ways.
Firms with technical questions often get modest
amounts of free help from government labs. For
example, Sandia receives 600 industry visitors per
month and believes that its “free, helpful consulta-
tion” with industry is “probably the most produc-
tive and yet hard-to-quantify source of technology
transfer by the laboratory.”33 For example, the lab
has helped in designing high-pressure glass columns
for liquid chromatography; assisted in testing the
strength of metals; and provided manufacturers with
new types of glass that it developed for sealing to
metals. 34 Sandia staff even make house calls on
occasion. In one plant visit, the lab staff showed a
firm how to use new equipment to duplicate
Sandia’s superconductor fabrication process. This
help, according to the firm, ‘leaped us months ahead
of schedule. ’35 In turn, Sandia staff also learn how
their technology works in the field.

Startups

A lab’s technology is sometimes commercialized
not by an established firm but by a new firm started
for that purpose. Startups often can get a new
technology to market quickly and they may be more

committed to the technology than established firms,
but they may lack internal funding, experience in
manufacturing, plant or equipment, and distribution
channels. From 1985 to 1987, 87 startups were
formed to commercialize technologies from DOE
labs. 36

Researchers may leave a government lab to head
or work in the startups. Some labs encourage this by
granting entrepreneurial leave, with the right to
return to their old jobs within a stated time.37 These
labs see the movement of researchers into startup
firms as a good way to commercialize technology
quickly. However, some people are concerned that
lab research teams could be depleted and also that
labs might improperly favor their own researchers
over established firms for commercializing the
technology.

Some labs have gone farther in encouraging
startups. The Tennessee Innovation Center (TIC)
was formed in 1985 with $3.5 million from Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, the operator of Oak Ridge
National Laboratory .38 TIC provides numerous serv-
ices to entrepreneurs, including office and lab space
and help in forming business plans and incorpora-
tion. TIC typically contributes capital of $30,000 to
$100,000 in return for a minority interest in the firm.
Its stock in its most successful investment was worth
about $7 million by June 1989.39

Another approach is offered by the non-profit
ARCH Development Corp., formed in 1986 as an
affiliate of Argonne National Laboratory and the
University of Chicago. ARCH is given patent rights
to virtually all inventions at Argonne and the
University of Chicago.40 It identifies those worth
patenting, bears the expense of obtaining patents,
and tries to license the inventions or, where it makes

SZC ‘Gener~ Atomics to Mtiet Los Alarnos Computer”softwme,  ’ Los Alamos National Laboratory Public Affairs Office, Jan. 26, 1989; Raymond
Elliott, Computing and Communications Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, personal communication, July 3, 1989.

33R. Geer, “Ta~olog  Transfer Is a ~ocess of Q~et Matchm&ing,  ” ~b N~s, vol. 41, No. 12, June 16, 1989,  p. 1; Annual  Report: Technology
Transfer, Sati”a National Laboratories, Fiscal Year 1987, op. cit., p. 9.

sdAn~ Report: Techno~~ Transfer, San&a National L.uboratories, Fiscal Year 1987, OP. cit., PP. 16, 23-25, 28-29.
35~.er from [author is ~onfidenti~]  t. Dr. Dan Doughty, SuFWIWr,  ~organic Materi~s, chemis~ Division 1846, Sandia National Laboratories,

June 8, 1989.
sGEnergy Re~~h Advisory Board, op. cit., p. 42.
3Tu.s.  Department of Energy, Technolo~ Tra@ers~ ry, July 1988, p. 6; see also David Kramer, “Two Los Alarnos Scientists Forma Spin-off

To Develop New Cell-Probing ‘Tweezers,’” McGraw-Hill’s Technology Tran.@er Report, February 1989, p. 3.
3EThc funding in turn came from the management fee paid by DOE
sg~n~d  J~ed,  ~ogm  A&n~istrator,  Office  of T~hnolo~  Applications,  M~~  M~ietta  Energy  Systems,  OA Ridge National LtdX)ratory,

personal communication, June 20, 1989.
%incetheUniversity of Chicago, which operates Argonne, is a nonprofit organization, DOE waives its patent rights on request, with some exceptions.

The waiver process is discussed later in this section.
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good business sense, forms a startup firm itself to
commercialize the invention. The startup’s initial
capital comes partly from a $9 million venture
capital fund managed by ARCH, but ARCH usually
waits to get additional capital from an unrelated
party, as an objective check on the proposed
company’s worth. ARCH is seeking to replicate the
environment at MIT and Stanford, which has done
well in supporting startup fins. MIT, with its
research budget of only $700 million and only seven
professional staff working on patents and licensing,
produces about the same number of licensing
agreements and new firm startups as all of DOE’s
labs combined, with their government budget of
more than $5 billion.41 The success of MIT and
Stanford owes much to the infrastructure of entre-
preneurs, venture capitalists, business planners,
lawyers, and bankers, which ARCH is seeking to
replicate.

Other Forms of Technology Transfer

A common and relatively simple way of making
lab technology available for commercial purposes is
to let firms use the labs’ specialized facilities. This
is not a new idea. Before World War II the National
Advisory Committee on Aeronautics made its wind-
tunnels and other test facilities available to commer-
cial aircraft companies, and NASA continued to do
so after the war. Today, DOE’s national labs allow
private firms to use an array of expensive special-
purpose facilities. In 1987, about 185 scientific
facilities in the national labs were used by 1,623
industry and university participants.42 As of March
1989, Brookhaven National Laboratory’s two syn-
chrotrons, set up as advanced X-ray sources, were
being used by more than 80 American universities,
23 U.S. fins, 14 other government labs, and 22
foreign institutions.43 The Combustion Research
Facility at Sandia National Laboratories offers
specialized lasers and computers for studying how
fuels burn. Its users include General Motors, Ford,
Chrysler, Exxon, Mobil, Conoco, Unocal, Combus-
tion Engineering, AT&T, and GE.44

The Federal labs are also putting new emphasis on
technology transfer in their formal communications—
published papers, conferences, and so on. Several of
DOE’s national labs, for example, publish semi-
technical brochures to acquaint industry with tech-
nologies which may be of interest. Meetings and
workshops focused on technology transfer are in-
creasingly common.

The Federal Laboratory Consortium (FLC), com-
posed of representatives from Federal laboratories,
also promotes communication with industry .45 The
FLC guides firms into the Federal lab system,
showing them where to go for help on a particular
problem--often within a day or so of the initial
inquiry. In conjunction with the Industrial Research
Institute, the FLC held lab-industry conferences to
identify possible areas of collaboration in manu-
facturing technology (in 1988) and in hazardous
waste management (in 1989). The FLC also funds
projects to demonstrate technology commercializa-
tion. For example, the University of Utah has a
database on specific interests of high-technology
firms, using it to market the University’s own
inventions. The FLC paid the university to adapt this
database for experimental use by three Federal labs.
Finally, the FLC, the Department of Commerce, and
DOE all maintain computerized general-purpose
databases on technologies of possible interest to
industry. Some of the labs also maintain specialized
databases, such as one on superconductivity at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory.

Many of the mechanisms described above rest
implicitly or explicitly on personal contact between
lab employees and private industry, and indeed the
exchange of personnel between labs and industry
offers another mechanism for technology transfer.
Lab researchers can take sabbaticals or visiting
positions to spend time (perhaps a year or two) in an
established company, and vice versa—with benefits
both of immediately transferring information in both
directions and developing personal contacts for the
future. Such formal exchanges have been rare in the

41 JohII T. Reston,  Director, MJT Technology Licenstig Office, ‘ ‘Creating New Companies and Business Units Within Existing Companies via
University License Agreements, ” presented to the European Venture Capital Association 1987, modified April 1989; Senator Pete V. Domenici,
testimony at hearings before the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, Subcommittee on Energy Research and Development, May 11,
1988, SeriaJ No. 100-602 (Part 2), pp. 34.

qz~er~  ReWarch Advisory Board,,  Op. cit., pp. 21, 61.
dsDavid timer, “For Mre: Lab Facilities,” McGraw-Hill’s Tech Transfer Report, Mwh 1989, P.1
~~bid.;  An@ Report: Tec~~gy  Transfer, Sandia Natwnal  Laboratories, Fiscal Yeu 1987, op. cit., p. 8.
45~@~ly e~~blish~  by tie ~fe~~p~ment  in 1971,  the ~C evolv~ ~ an info~~  coordinating ~oup ~ti] it was given an offki~ mandate

by the Federal Technology Transfer Aet of 1986 (see 15 U.S.C. 3710(e)).
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national labs. In 1987 just 19 industry researchers
came to them, and 4 lab scientists went to compa-
nies, in an exchange program underwritten by DOE.
However, about 400 more industry scientists and
engineers worked less formally at the national labs
at some time in 1987, using funds from industry and
DOE R&D programs. Lab researchers can also serve
as consultants to industry-a practice that increased
in the 1980s (from 266 consulting projects in 1981
to 697 in 1987).46

Barriers to Technology Transfer

A number of factors limit the Federal labs’
transfer of technology to industry. There are prob-
lems related to the labs’ historical mission, the
bureaucracies that run the labs and supervise them,
and the nature of technology transfer itself (espe-
cially in the area of exclusive rights). Industry itself
is not blameless: for example, both U.S. universities
and foreign corporations send more visitors to the
labs than does U.S. industry .47

Mission--The lion’s share of DOE labs’ funding
comes through the Defense and Energy Research
Programs. For these programs, commercialization
tends to be low priority. In contrast, DOE’s Applied
Energy projects are usually planned with commer-
cial application as an integral part of their mission,
and it is on the whole accomplished effectively.
However, Applied Energy has a small and declining
share of DOE lab funding.

Funding-Technology transfer does not come
cheap. Identifying technologies with commercial
possibilities, finding firms that might be interested,
and exchanging information with those firms take
time and effort, but are necessary parts of aggressive
technology transfer. Negotiating terms with firms

interested in licenses—and fighting through red tape
back at the lab or agency—takes still more effort,
indeed probably requires some full-time technology
transfer staff. Encouraging startup firms can also be
expensive. Patenting is also expensive, especially
outside the United States. And if the labs go in for
collaborative R&D projects with industry, the labs’
share must be funded--often a a level greater than
could be justified by the labs’ defense or basic
research missions.

On the whole, DOE’s technology transfer effort
has been underfunded. Collaborative R&D has
rarely been funded outside the Applied Energy
programs and technology transfer offices have been
thinly staffed. DOE is not alone in this. DoD, for
example, has required its labs to fund technology
transfer activities out of overhead.48

Lab directors and agencies can hardly be expected
to embrace technology transfer enthusiastically if
they have no money to pay for it, or have to rob Peter
to pay Paul. Low spending is also a signal. Skimpy
funding leads companies to question the labs’
commitment. 49 Dependability is important too. De-
lays in expected funding have caused industry to
view the labs as unreliable collaborators.5o I n
addition, firms may hesitate to pledge themselves to
multi-year projects when the government will com-
mit funds only year by year.

Incentives—Incentives for collaboration in the
labs are sometimes weak or even negative. Time
spent answering a fro’s questions is usually time
spent away from research; and help to industry does
not always count in a researcher’s performance
evaluation, even though the law specifically directs

46Enera RexMch Adviso~ B~~d, op. cit., pp. 21.22.  @Iy 45 indus~ re~~chers visited the DoD labs in 1986,  while  291 visited the much Smidler
NIST (then called NBS) labs; U.S. General Accounting Office, Technology Transfer: U.S. and Foreign Participation in R&D at Federal Laboratories,
RCED-88-203BR (Gaithersburg, MD: U.S. GeneraJ Accounting Office, 1988), p. 20.; Rees L. Dwyer,  III, Executive Assistant to the Assistant Secretary,
Management and Administration, Department of Energy, personal communication, Jan. 4, 1990.

d?David fi~er, “TriVelpl~e:  Visits Give Rise to Tech Transfer,” McGraw Hill’s Tech Transfer Report, March 198~, p. 5.
48u.s.~p~ment  of ~fe~, Office of tie ~swtor Gener~,  Report on be Audit  of the DOD Domestic Technology  Transfer ~ogr~, Report No.

90-006, Oct. 19, 1989, pp. 8-9.
dgJo~  Whetten, act~g dir~t~,  LOS Almos National Laboratory, testimony at hearings before the House COmmitti on Science> SPace~  and

Technology, Subcommittee on Energy Research and Development, July 27, 1988, Serial No. 100-122, p. 90.
s~llli~ Black, Jr,, Senior  Vice President, Biomagnetic  Technologies Inc., testimony at hearings before the House COmmittw  on scie~e~ SP~el

and Technology, Subcomrni tt= on Energy Research and Development, June 23, 1988, Serial No. 100-118, pp. 79-80; William Gallagher, manager,
Exploratory Cryogenics, Thomas J. Watson Research Center, research division, International Business Machines Corp., testimony at hearings before
the House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, Subcommittee on Energy Research and Development, June 23, 1988, Serial No. 100-118,
p. 156; Harold Hubbard, Director, Solar Energy Research Institute, testimony at hearings before the House Committee on Science, Space, and
Technology, Subcommittee on Energy Research and Development, July 27, 1988, Serial No. 100-122, p. 97.
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that it should.51 Collaborations with industry maybe
unattractive if the work is proprietary and the
researcher cannot publish his results. In addition,
time that researchers spend on sabbatical in industry
is often not counted as pensionable.

Recently, researchers and their labs have been
permitted to keep portions of patent royalties paid
for their inventions. While the amount of money is
often modest, it does offer recognition for work that
is useful to industry .52 Some agencies and labs
provide added incentives. At least one lab (Oak
Ridge National Laboratory) sets aside an extra 4
percent of royalties to reward lab researchers other
than those named as inventors on licensed patents
for extraordinary contributions to technology trans-
fer.53

Slow Negotiations--Speedy negotiations for li-
censing of technology, and also for collaborative
R&D (which typically includes licensing provi-
sions), are important to fins. They have to fit
innovations into their product development sched-
ules and hold on to earmarked funding (their own or
investors’). Delays can cause deals to collapse as the
firm’s strategic situation changes, or the people
involved move on. Startups are especially vulnera-
ble.

Negotiations with labs can often take many
months. Some delay may be hard to avoid but some
is caused by bureaucratic slowness and government

reluctance to grant exclusive rights. Both are largely
avoidable. Reviews by agency headquarters that
convert two-way negotiations between a lab and a
firm into three-way negotiations have often been the
culprit.54 For GOGO labs, agency review of collabo-
rative R&D agreements was in principle short-
circuited by the Federal Technology Transfer Act of
1986 55 and an Executive Order in 1987,56 which
respectively permitted and required agency heads to
delegate to lab directors the authority to negotiate
collaborative R&D agreements, subject to agency
veto within 30 days. However, many agencies have
been slow to implement this delegation.57 Moreover,
these provisions did not apply to DOE’s GOCO labs.
After complaints by labs and industry about DOE
red tape, Congress in November 1989 amended the
law to permit similar delegation of authority to
GOCO labs.58 DOE will probably make such a
delegation. 59

Exclusive Rights—Many delays revolve around
the companies’ desire for exclusive rights, to help
recover the cost of expensive R&D efforts. Exclu-
sive rights may also carry certain social costs,
including higher prices and reduced use of the
technology by others.60 These costs and benefits
must be balanced case by case.6l This sort of
decision might be made by the labs themselves,
subject to agency guidelines and audits. However, in
many cases the labs’ hands are tied.

slThe  F~er~ Technology Transfer Act of 1986 directs lab directors tO “ensure that efforts to transfer technology are considered positively in . . .
evaluation of. . . job performance.” 15 U.S.C. 3710(a).

s2The F~er~  T~~ology Tr~sfer Act of 1986 ~lo~s re~~chers in GOGOs to collect 15 percent of the roy~ties from their patf311tS,  Up tO $]~,ooo
per year. Many agencies, including DoD, voluntarily give inventors a greater share. The lab gets much of the rest. Many of DOE’s GOCO  labs also give
the inventors a share of patent royalties. U.S. Congress, General Accounting Office, Technology Tram~er:  Implementation Status of the Federal
Techno@yActof  1986, op. cit., pp. 37-38; Energy Research Advisoxy  Board, op. cit., p. 44; U.S. Department of Energy, Technology Transfer Summary,
July 1988, p. 5.

Ssclyde HwfiM,  ~sident, M~in  M~ena  Energy Systems, Inc., testimony at hearings before the House COmmitw on science, Space>  and
Technology, Subcommittee on Energy Research and Development, Mar. 25, 1988, Serial No. 100-136, p. 45.

54JoWh  ~len,  &=tor,  Offiw of F~er~ T~~oloa  Management, U.S.  ~p~ment  of Commerce, ~rson~ communication, MM. 9 ~d 21, 1989.
55Se  15 u,s.c<  qTIOao  ~s au~ori~  applles  o~y to projats  in which  the  lab  contributes  only personnel,  se~ices,  facilities,  quipment or other

in-kind resources; the lab cannot pay money to its industrial partners.
sGEx~utive  Order 12591, Apr. 10, 1987.
s~.so Congess,  ~ner~ ~comung  office, Techno~gy Trawfer: Implementation Status of the Federal Technolou Tra~fer Act of 1986, oP.  cit.,

pp. 23-30; U.S. Department of Defense, Office of the Inspector General, op. cit., p. 10.
58Nation~  Comwtitiven=s  ‘r’~hnolow Transfer Act of 1989, fib~ic Law 101-189, SCC. 3133 (amending 15 U.S.C. 3710a).
59D0E  h~ ~Eviou~ly ~upW~~ ~ bill which ~o~d have made s~h  delegation mandatory for the nation~ labs.  (The bill Wm not enacted.) btter

from John Herrington, secretary, U.S. Department of Energy, to Senator Pete Domenici,  Sept. 28, 1988, supporting S. 1480, as reported in Senate Report
No. 100-544, Sept. 23, 1988. See Sec. 205.

~hese  costs and benefits apply to intellectual property protection (patents, copyrights, trade secrets) in general, not just in lab-industry agreements;
see the section below entitled Intellectual Property,

61ExcluS1ven@~ c~o~n~ liml~ to ap~c~~  applic~on  of We t~hnology.  For ex~plc,  ~ engine  manufacturermight  be gh%tt the fSXChlSk
right to use a patented alloy in engines, but be given only a nonexclusive right, or no right at all, to use the alloy in other products.
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. Patents. In order for DOE labs to give firms
patent rights, DOE must generally first waive
those rights. In the past few years, labs have
experienced long waits in obtaining waivers. It
appears that it typically took 6 to 12 months
from the lab’s application until DOE approval.
In early 1989 DOE’s patent counsel worked to
eliminate any backlog of applications over 6
months old, but the waiting times have again
grown longer pending resolution of policy
issues. Some labs have complained about the
paperwork DOE requires for waivers. DOE’s
view has been that it is required by statute to
consider certain factors in granting waivers.62

In the Bayh-Dole Patent Amendments Act of
1984, Congress tried to cut this red tape for
DOE’s labs with non-profit operators. The Act
provided that, with certain exceptions, these
labs need not apply for waivers but can simply
claim the right to government-funded inven-
tions.63 Congress specifically exempted inven-
tions that are classified for security reasons (for
which DOE rarely if ever grants waivers
anyway), and also unclassified inventions at
defense-oriented labs that relate to weapons or
naval nuclear propulsion. Congress also per-
mitted DOE to exempt other inventions under
“exceptional circumstances.”64 After DOE
implemented this provision in its operating
contracts with these laboratories,65 DOE had
disagreements with the Commerce Department
and the University of California over the proper
scope for DOE’s ‘exceptional circumstances”
exemption.

DOE has supported extending the Bayh-
Dole approach to national labs with for-profit

●

●

�

operators, 66 and also to unclassified weapons
inventions unless they are designated as sensi-
tive technical information-all subject to guide-
lines and safeguards such as restricting the use
the operator may make of royalties.67 However,
this legislation was not enacted.

Proprietary Rights. The right to keep data
proprietary may be as important as patent rights
to firms. Until recently, the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act (FOIA) was a major obstacle, at least
calling into serious question an agency’s ability
to keep secret the results of collaborative R&D.
This discouraged firms from participating.68

However, Congress recently largely removed
this obstacle, exempting the results of collabo-
rative R&D from release under FOIA for 5
years-usually enough time to get a head start
in the market.69 DOE’s organic statute (the
provisions that set up DOE and its predecessor
agencies) provides that DOE should not hinder
the dissemination of technical data.70 The
courts have not ruled on how this might apply
to results of collaborative research. DOE be-
lieves that the Act might apply, but only to data
actually in the custody of DOE or the lab.

Copyright of Software. Firms that develop
government software into a commercial form
or who collaborate with the government to
create software are also likely to insist on
exclusive rights. Often secrecy is not practical,
as software can be duplicated once it exists.
Copyright could provide effective protection.
However, it is generally not possible in collabo-
rations with or licenses from a GOGO, because
material developed in whole or part by govern-

6~e law ~~nc. ~E t. follow  the ~o~~ of ~romot~g  Commercialization, fostefing  competition, making  tie benefits of R&D widely available
in the shortest possible time, and encouraging fiis’ participation in DOE research, and to consider such factors as the firm’s investment, ability to
contribute to research or commercialization, and the need to grant rights as an incentive to participation. See 42 U.S.C.  5908.

6335 UOS,C. 202(a). Al~ou@  AT&T T~~ologies, tie AT&T subsidi~ that ~s Sandia,  takes no management fee, it is considered a fOr-prOfh  fi~
for this purpose. .

~35 U.S.C.  202(a); see also 35 U.S.C.  200.
65s~ Energy Rese~ch  Advisory Board, Op. cit., p. 49.

@These include Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., which operates Oak Ridge; AT&T Technologies, which operates Sandia; and EG&G  Idaho,
Inc., Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Co., Inc., and Rockwell-INEL,  which operate Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.

67~~er from Jo~ Hern~gt~n,  s=re~,  us, ~p~ment  of Ener~,  to senator  Pete  ~menici,  Sept.  28, 1988, suppofiing  S. 1480, as reported in
Senate Report No. 100-544, Sept. 23, 1988. See Sees. 207,209.

MU,S,  Congess, Gener~ ~comting  office, Tech~~gy Transfer: lrr@ementation  Status of the Federal Technology Tra~fer Act of 1986~  OPO CitOI
p. 49; US. Congress, General Accounting Office, Technotbgy Transfer: Constraints Perceived by Federal Laboratory and Agency ~ciah, op. cit.,
pp. 15-17.

69Nat10~ Competitiveness Tw~o~on  Transfer Act of 1989, ~blic Law 101-89,  &x. 3 133(a)(7) amending 15 U.S,C.  3710a.
T~e law stites, for exmple,  that ~mgements  for conducting research shall not “contain any provisions or conditions Which  Prevent the

dissemination of scientific or technical information except to the extent such dissemination is prohibited by law. ” 42 U.S.C.  2051.
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ment employees is not copyrightable.71 Hence,
officials at several labs and agencies favor
changing the law.72

This problem does not arise in GOCO
collaborations, since GOCO lab staff are not
government employees. However, DOE ini-
tially permitted firms to copyright software
created partly by a lab only if the firm agreed to
deposit the source code for public inspection—
which firms were sometimes unwilling to do. In
1989, DOE changed its policy to permit fins,
on a case-by-case approval, to make public
only an abstract of the software.73

Additional Concerns—Even if labs and parent
agencies make it a part of their mission to put
government research at the service of industry, and
if they get funds for the purpose, other concerns still
can stop efforts to promote commercialization un-
less a strong voice within the agency favors such
efforts. Moreover, balancing other concerns, such as
U.S. national security, against the benefits of com-
mercialization is likely to require intra- and inter-
agency coordination and indeed Presidential leader-
ship.

One concern is fairness. In offering licenses to
technology and opportunities for collaborative work,
labs and parent agencies try to avoid favoring
particular fins. The practical matter of avoiding
lawsuits or complaints to Congress is involved, as
well as the ethical issues of fairness. But attempts to
be fair can slow commercialization.74

Also, lab-industry collaboration has the potential
for conflicts of interest. For example, the collaborat-
ing lab researcher may also have done private
consulting for the firm, may have once worked for
the firm, or may seek royalty payments for himself
or the lab from the firm. Guarding against conflicts
of interest takes careful planning and judgments.
Agencies without a strong commitment to technol-

ogy transfer might prefer to avoid the whole
problem.

Some labs, such as NIH, place a high value on free
exchange of ideas within the lab and with people
outside. This poses problems for collaborations
involving proprietary research with industry .75

National security needs may also clog the free
flow of information out of the labs. In response to
this problem, DOE’s Defense Programs office as-
signed responsibilities for information security and
technology transfer to the same staff, thus helping to
ensure that the two concerns are fairly balanced.
Sandia did the same.76

Finally, there is the tricky double problem of
defining a U.S. firm and determining Federal lab
policy toward non-U.S. firms.

General Applications

The story of the DOE labs has implications for all
the Federal labs, despite the differences among
them. One is simply that technology transfer can be
done. There are some success stories from DOE,
most of them rather unpublicized. Technologies did
emerge from the labs and were exploited by U.S.
fins, often with help from the labs. On the other
hand, the story also suggests that even the DOE labs,
which have faced considerable congressional scru-
tiny on this issue in recent years, have a long way to
go in improving their performance.

The HTS pilot projects illustrate both sides of the
story. DOE took significant steps forward in setting
up the projects and committing to apply the lessons
that may emerge from them to other lab programs.
However, the process is likely to be a slow. The
experiment lasts 2 years, evaluation will take time,
the development of DOE-wide policy will take
longer, and implementation of that policy will take
longer still. This is in the nature of the beast, and
DOE should not be faulted for working methodi-

7117  LJ.s.c. 105, 101.
72u.so Congess, Gener~ ~comting office,  TechM~gy Transfer: Implementation Statu of the Federal Technolou Tra~fer Act of 1986*  oP. cit. >

pp. 4849; U.S. Congress, General Accounting Office, Technology Transfer: Constraints Perceived by Agency ~icials, op. cit., pp. 11-12.
73~cording  t. DoE’s  ~oul, it is Wsslble hat a cow wo~d  nevertheless compel disclosure  of tie entire source code under the NE’s OrgaIliC

statute. Richard Constant, Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S. Department of Energy, personal communication, Feb. 23, 1989. However, DOE’s
position is that publication of the abstract satisfies the agency’s dissemination requirement.

WU.S. ConHess, Gener~ Accounting Office, Technology Transfer: Implementation Statw  of the Fedemf  Techhv  Tra~fer Act of 19~6~
RCED-89-154  (Gaithersburg, MD: May 30, 1989), pp. 49-50. In general, collaborative R&D agreements contracts are not subject to the stringent fairness
requirements of government procurement contracts.

75u.s.  Congess,  Gener~ Accounting C)ffice,  Technology Tran@er: Constraints Perceived by A8enV  o~ic~~~  oP. cit.> P. 17”
76Ad Report: Tec~~~ Tramfer,  Sa&’a  Natio~l  ~boratorles,  Flsc~ Year 1987, op. cit., ~. 9.
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cally. However, the process could easily take 4 to 5
years-the equivalent of two generations of prod-
ucts in some high-technology sectors.

Attitudinal barriers need to be further dismantled
as technology transfer becomes an organic element
of most programs, rather than remaining the prov-
ince of isolated specialists or even special programs
(like Applied Energy at DOE). Commercialization
needs to be supported with funding, which includes
funds for appropriate people. For example, the
recent Inspector General’s report on the DoD labs
highlights the paucity of patent lawyers, leading to
a backlog of applications and hence of technology
transfers that cannot be made until applications have
been filed. Legal obstructions need to be addressed,
such as the problems surrounding software copy-
rights and DOE’s ability to maintain proprietary
information. Also, authority must be delegated to
levels low enough to get the job done. DOE’s labs
have suffered long delays at agency headquarters
and, according to the Inspector General’s report, the
DoD has not delegated sufficient authority or given
policy guidance to a low enough level in the DoD
hierarchy.

There are many reasons-financial, legal, practi-
cal, and philosophical-why the gears still grind
slowly in bringing new technologies out of Federal
labs and into manufacturing companies. It is much
easier for both labs and parent agencies to go on
doing things the traditional way than to tackle new
problems in government-industry interaction— such
as justifying extra funding for technology transfer,
wrestling with conflict of interest issues, or negotiat-
ing collaborative research. It is also evident that real
difficulties stand in the way of making the necessary
changes. The labs’ success in transferring technol-
ogy will depend very much on funding for this
purpose and on the will and attitude of senior lab
managers and top officials of parent agencies, along
with continued leadership from Congress and the
President.

ENGINEERING RESEARCH
CENTERS

The idea of creating university-based, multidisci-
plinary engineering research centers (ERCs) came
out of discussions in 1983 between the National
Science Foundation (NSF), the National Research
Council, and the President’s Office of Science and
Technology Policy.

77 It was hoped that these center%

would help the performance of U.S. industry by
strengthening some of the weak links in American
engineering: the link between engineering education
and the real world of manufacturing, the link
between university engineering research and indus-
try engineering problems, and the links between the
engineering disciplines.

NSF began to setup the program in 1984, and by
1988 had funded 18 ERCs at an average of about $2
million per center annually .78 (Box 7-C lists the
ERCs and their areas of research.) The NSF funds
cover about half the costs. Industry contributes about
one-third, and the rest comes from university, State,
and local finds. Each center gets NSF funding for an
initial 5-year period, with a review after the third
year. If the evaluation is positive, the ERC gets 5
more years of funding, starting with year four.
Another review after the sixth year leads (if it is
positive) to a final 5 years’ funding from NSF—a
total of 11 years, after which the ERC has to compete
for new funds with proposed centers or else find
some other source of money.

For an innovative n-year program that was
deliberately planned with a long time horizon, it is
too early to draw definitive conclusions about the
program’s success in meeting its goals. A few
observations based on experience so far are in
order. 79

Overall, the centers have attracted impressive
levels of financial support and participation from
industry—a crucial element in their success. Indi-
vidual centers get from 9 to 61 percent of their
funding from private companies, and about 420
companies are taking part. However, most of the

TTMuCh of tie material in this section is drawn from ~hp  Shapira, “The National Science Foundation’s Engineering Research Centers: Changing
the Culture of U.S. Engineering?” contract report to the Office of Technolo~ Assessment, March 1989. Additional material is drawn from David
Sheridan, “The Engineering Research Centers,” contract report to the Office of Technology Assessment, June 1989.

T81n  January IW th.rtx more ERCS  were established.
T~ew ob~ryations we b- on inte~iews with NSF officials, and site visits to ERCS  at four universities, including interviews with fac~ty

members, students, and industry participants in the ERCS. The universities were Carnegie-Mellon, the University of Illinois at Urbana, the University
of Maryland, and Purdue. For more details of the visits and interviews, see Philip Shapira, op. cit.
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Box 7-C—The National Science Foundation Engineering Research Centers

In June 1984, the National Science Foundation (NSF) invited proposals for the creation of Engineering
Research Centers (ERCs). The Foundation received 142 proposals from over 100 universities. Six centers were
selected in 1985:

. Columbia University, telecommunications
 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, biotechnology process engineering
● Purdue University, intelligent manufacturing systems
● University of California-Santa Barbara, robotics systems in microelectronics
* University of Delaware, composites manufacturing
● University of Maryland/Harvard University, systems research

Another round of 102 proposals was evaluated in 1986; NSF awarded five additional ERCs:
● Brigham Young University, University of Utah, advanced combustion
. Carnegie-Mellon University, engineering design
Q Lehigh University, large structural systems (for construction)
. Ohio State University, net shape manufacturing
. University of Illinois, compound microelectronics

In 1987 three more centers were designated:
. Duke University, emerging cardiovascular technologies
. University of California-Los Angeles, control of hazardous wastes
* University of Colorado/Colorado State University, optoelectronic computing systems

in the fourth round, 1988, four more centers were awarded:
. North Carolina State University, advanced electronics materials processing
● Texas A&M University, University of Texas-Austin, offshore technology for recovery of oil and other

resources
* University of Minnesota, interracial engineering

Madison, plasma-aided manufacturing● University of Wisconsin—

In 1988, the third year review of the first generation of ERCs resulted in decisions to phase out two
centers-Delaware and Santa Barbara--over the following 2 years. The other four original centers were continued
for another 5 years.

And in January 1990, three more centers were added:
* University of Montana, interracial microbial proves engineering
. Mississippi State University, geometrically complex field problems
● Carnegie-Mellon University, data storage systems center

companies are large (over 500 employees). The operation for more than a couple of years can all cite
program does not reach many small or medium-size
firms. 80

Industry participation ranges from short-term help
with specific problems, to recruitment of well-
trained engineering graduates, to collaborations in
long-term strategic research (e.g., several firms are
participating in the optoelectronics program with the
two Colorado universities, as a way of getting into
future generations of semiconductor manufacture
and application). The centers that have been in

specific examples of technology transfer to industry.
For instance, an advanced engineering design sys-
tem developed at the Carnegie-Mellon Center is now
being used by General Motors. Most of the technol-
ogy transfers so far. though, have tended to be highly
specific technologies. For example, a performance
analysis workstation developed at the University of
Maryland center has been commercialized by AT&T-
SUN. NSF hopes that the centers will develop
‘‘whole new technology systems rather than pieces
of systems. ’

‘ao~ ~xception is MT’s biot~hnology program, In this field, many of’ the leading ~ornp~lcs  we Srnal!
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While comments by industry representatives on
the ERCs were nearly all favorable, observations by
university faculty members on industry’s involve-
ment were more mixed. Many faculty members
emphasized that contacts with industry had a posi-
tive influence on their own research, and that the
program had established new relationships or en-
riched existing ones. On the other hand, some
faculty members criticized industry’s short-term
outlook and unstable participation. Some (not all)
companies seemed interested only in getting imme-
diate answers to particular problems and avoided
risky or long-term research. More generally, ERC
faculty were concerned about the constant turnover
of industry representatives, which obliges them to
keep training new industry people. Said one: ‘There
is a constant educational process. ’

The evidence so far shows the ERCs are making
good progress in educating engineers in new ways.
They are giving students opportunities to work with
industry while they are in training; exposing them to
an array of engineering disciplines and methods;
giving them access to sophisticated research facili-
ties; and fostering an interest in manufacturing. ERC
graduates seem to have little trouble finding jobs,
and in several cases corporate sponsors have actively
recruited students before they graduated. Some of
the students fear, however, that they will not be
properly recognized by industry since their educa-
tion has broken the mold of traditional disciplinary
boundaries.

The number of students affected by the program
is still small. In most of the universities with ERCs,
only about 1 percent of engineering undergraduates
are taking part in the ERC program (MIT, with
nearly 14 percent undergraduate participation is a
notable exception); between 2 and 14 percent of
engineering graduate students in universities with
ERCs are participating. And only 18 of the 280-plus
U.S. colleges and universities offering engineering
education have ERCs.

The ERCs have far less funding from NSF than
originally planned, and this has caused problems for
some of the centers. Individual ERCs are getting
$300,000 to $1 million less per year than expected.
Some have been able to makeup the difference from
industry contributions, but others have had to reduce
the scope of research and cut funds for equipment
and students. One ERC director said that the
shortfall in funding had curtailed efforts to build

relationships with smaller businesses, and forced
him to spend more time in fund-raising and less in
research. It is possible that the industry share of ERC
funding will continue to rise. However, companies
tend to emphasize short-term projects, and their
support over the long term is uncertain. In a survey
by the General Accounting Office of companies
sponsoring ERCs, 85 percent of respondents said
they would continue support for the following year,
but only 41 percent were willing to commit support
4 years in the future. Thus, it is likely that with
greater industry funding would come less stability
and more pressure for short-term results.

The ERC program is mostly at the research end of
the R&D spectrum in industry. Whether it will lead
to successful commercialization of new products or
manufacturing processes is unknown. On this point,
there is some skepticism within the program itself.
As one ERC program manager with NSF said: “I
think the ERCs will make clear the next generation
of technology systems in their particular areas of
research, but who in the United States will be
capable of manufacturing those new technologies?’
A faculty member at the University of Illinois ERC
said: “It will be Sony, Toshiba, and other Japanese
companies that will commercialize it. ’

Possibly the ERCs’ biggest impact on industry
will be the caliber of the engineering students turned
out. ‘‘When they move into industry,” said one NSF
official, “those engineering students will be well
prepared to take on the engineering problems of
industry in a real world industrial context. ” He
added: “I look for them to move into management
eventually where they will make their greatest
contribution. About half the managers in Japan have
a technical background, but the proportion in the
U.S. is much lower. I’m hopeful the ERCs will play
an important role in correcting this imbalance. ’

TAPPING INTO JAPANESE
TECHNOLOGY

Until recently, U.S. industry gave rather scant
attention to research results and new technologies
developed in Japan, for several reasons. First, many
people in U.S. industry were hard to convince that
Japanese technology had much to offer. This skepti-
cism is now rare. Second, much of the Japanese
superiority stems from excellence throughout the
manufacturing process, and this involves things that
are hard to copy. It is no easy matter to imitate a
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whole interrelated system of organizing work and
managing people. However, many U.S. managers
are trying to adopt various aspects of Japanese
manufacturing practice, and some are making head-
way.

Today, interest in Japanese technology goes
beyond the factory into the laboratory. Japanese
engineers and scientists are adding strength in
research to their proven abilities to adopt foreign
technologies and improve on them. Thus, keeping
up with research results from Japanese labs is taking
on new importance.

People-to People Technology Transfer

The Japanese have long been adept at keeping up
with foreign scientific and technological research by
sending people to study in other countries. For years,
a great many Japanese scientists and engineers have
undertaken graduate studies in American universi-
ties, attended scientific meetings in the United
States, visited U.S. national laboratories, and won
fellowships in U.S. Government laboratories. But
the flow has mostly been one way. For example, in
1988 there were over 6,700 Japanese scientists and
engineers working in U.S. Government and univer-
sity facilities. The number of Americans working in
Japanese labs was probably 800 at most.81

Several factors account for the meager presence of
technically trained Americans in Japan. First, U.S.
engineers have not been particularly eager to work
in Japan. Not many speak Japanese and until quite
recently, few were interested in learning it. For those
engineers and scientists who do want temporary
assignments in Japan, high living costs and the
difficulty of finding jobs for spouses are other
important obstacles. Moreover, very few U.S. com-
panies or institutions have wanted to send technical
people to Japan for extended stays, nor do they
especially reward scientists and engineers who have

experience in Japan. For example, MIT graduate
engineers who take MIT-sponsored internships in
Japanese Government, industry, or corporate labs
usually find on their return that they are hired on
much the same terms as engineers with no Japanese
experience or Japanese language.82 However, the
personal relationships the interns form in their year
or two in Japan may prove of great importance over
the years in learning about the latest Japanese
advances in technology. One company manager said
that these young people may well turn out to be the
industry leaders 25 years later.

The nature of Japanese institutions also deters
U.S. researchers from doing work there. Much R&D
in Japan—including some of the best—takes place
in private industry, and since a good deal of this
work is proprietary, acceptance of outsiders in
corporate labs can be difficult. In government and
university labs, the quality of basic research has been
uneven, very good in some fields but less so in
others. Furthermore, foreign researchers’ access to
government labs was rather limited until recently. In
the United States, university and government labs
have the reputation for consistently high-quality
work. Positions in the United States interest foreign
researchers, and foreigners are generally welcome.
Japanese scientists win many of these positions on
merit, often drawing stipends from the U.S. Govern-
ment.83

Since 1962, the United States and Japan have had
bilateral exchange programs in the field of science
and technology. The U.S.-Japan Cooperative Sci-
ence Program, established by executive agreement
that year, has supported hundreds of joint seminars
and short-term cooperative research projects ever
since. In the late 1980s emphasis in these bilateral
exchanges shined to longer term projects and more
research by American scientists and engineers in
Japan. A new agreement signed in 1988 reflected
this changed emphasis.84

81Nation~  science  Fo~ation,  $Jt&tic~  Rese~ch s~ices.
swn~r its Japan Scienw and Technology program, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has sponsored 1-or 2-year internships in Japan since

1983. Returning interns reported to an OTA-MIT workshop in 1988 tiat, while employers took a positive view of the interns’ Japanese experience, they
were not always interested in making immediate use of that experience, or able to do SO. Representatives of American companies that support the MIT
program confirmed the point; the interns are treated like other newly hired engineers and are expected to fit into existing patterns of work assignment
and rewards. (U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Techwlogy Transfer to the United States: The MIT-Japan Science and Technology
Program, background paper, April 1989).

83For  exmple,  327  Jap~e~  did  ~mh  at the Nation~  Institutes  of Health in 1986-87, compared to 72 West Germans and 68 French. StiWnds  for
five out of six Japanese werepaid by the NIH, at a cost of $6,8 million; fewer than half of the Germans and two-thirds of the French got NIH stipends.
See Marjorie Sun, “Strains in U.S.-Japan Exchanges,” Science, July 31, 1987.

~The A~ment BetW~n the Uniti  States  of America and Japan on Cooperation in Research and Development in Science and TNhnoIogY, first
signed in 1980 and revised in 1988.
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One goal of the U.S. negotiators in the new
agreement was “equitable contributions and compa-
rable access to each Government’s research and
development systems.”85 In 1988, the Japanese
Government established two award programs to
bring as many as 100 young (under 35) post-doctoral
or master’ s-degree American scientists and engi-
neers to Japan each year for research lasting 6 to 24
months. Placements are in university and govern-
ment labs, some of which rank as world leaders (e.g.,
the Institute for High Energy Physics at Tsukuba).
The awards pay for airfare to Japan, travel within
Japan, a stipend, housing and family allowances,
medical insurance, and Japanese language instruc-
tion. Each award is worth about $50,000 per year;
100 awards would amount to about $5 million per
year.

In addition to founding these two programs, the
Japanese Government also made a one-time gift of
$4.8 million in 1988 to enable U.S. investigators to
do research in Japan.86 The National Science Foun-
dation administers the fund, using it mostly for
long-term visits for U.S. researchers (of any age, not
limited to post-docs) in all kinds of Japanese
labs—university, government, or corporate-with
whom NSF concludes agreements. For example,
NSF has an arrangement with the Japanese Ministry
of Industry and International Trade (MITI) to offer
U.S. applicants up to 30 research spots per year in the
16 laboratories directed by MITI’s Agency of
Industrial Science and Technology.

NSF also provides awards covering tuition, fees,
and a stipend for researchers undertaking intensive
study of the Japanese language. The program is
primarily for graduate or post-doctoral scientists and
engineers, but is also open to senior researchers,
including people in industry; it can accommodate
about 50 people per year. In addition, NSF supports
programs at four universities to improve the teach-
ing of Japanese, and about 50 more individual
students get tuition and stipend awards in connection
with these programs. Altogether, NSF set aside
$800,000 in fiscal year 1988 for its Japanese
Initiative programs, and $725,000 in 1989; spending
in 1990 is expected to stay at the 1989 level. Most of

the NSF funds are spent for bilateral seminars,
short-term visits, and the Japanese language pro-
grams.

In late 1989, NSF spokesmen said that the
Japanese language programs were oversubscribed
and ‘‘competitive, ” and that qualified people are
being turned down. Participation in the new pro-
grams for long-term visits and research in Japan was
spottier. NSF estimated that of the 100 places
available from April 1989 to March 1990 in the two
Japanese Government programs, about 60 to 65
would be filled. NSF’s own program supporting
long-term visits to Japan has had 18 participants
since May 1988, but some seemingly attractive spots
have had few takers. For instance, only one of the 30
slots offered in the MITI labs was occupied in 1989.
None of a possible three posts in the Fifth Genera-
tion project was filled (one was the previous year).
Only one researcher so far has been posted to a
Japanese corporate lab.

The reasons mentioned above—the high cost of
living in Japan and ignorance of the Japanese
language—are still important deterrents to many
potential candidates. The age limitation may be
another; American researchers find it easier to take
a year abroad when they are already established in
academic or research positions than when they are
just starting out. But a major factor may be
unfamiliarity. These programs are barely more than
1 year old. As their reputations grow, they could fill
up, as have some of private programs that sponsor
placement of U.S. engineers and scientists in Japan.
One of these is the Japan Science and Technology
Program of the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, which sends MIT graduate engineers and
scientists to corporate, government, or university
labs in Japan for 1- or 2-year internships. In its first
6 years, 1983-89, the MIT program had 53 partici-
pants (an average of fewer than 10 per year). In
1989-90, it sent 47 interns to Japan.

Even assuming fairly rapid growth, all these
programs together, public and private, will send only
a few hundred researchers to Japan per year. Adding
in those who go on their own, the numbers are still
small compared with the thousands of Japanese

85~~er  from~e  HO~O~~bl~Gw~~~p.  ShUltZ,  swretw of Smte of the Ufited States of America,  to His Excellency, Soustie  Uno, Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Japan, June 20, 1988; letter from Mr. Uno to Mr. Shultz, June 20, 1988. See alSO the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, which
directed that federally supported international science and technology agreements should ensure “equitable and reciprocal” access to technological
research, to the maximum extent practicable (Public Law 1O(M18, Part II, Sex.  5171, ‘‘Symmetrical Access to Technological Research”).

We gift was arranged by then Prime Minister Takeshita.
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scientists and engineers who study and work in the
United States. Moreover, relatively few Americans
in other fields related to industry and technology—
economics, business administration, current busi-
ness experience-spend time in Japan acquainting
themselves with Japanese management and business
practice. A few university programs (e.g. Stanford’s)
encourage exchanges of this kind by offering
intensive training in the Japanese language.

Scanning Japanese Technical Literature

U.S. acquaintance with written research results
from Japan does not begin to match Japanese
knowledge of U.S. research. One reason is the idea,
still current in some companies, that anything
important will be published in English.87 A more
important reason is the scarcity of technically
trained Americans able to read Japanese. Companies
that want to keep up with Japanese research often
cannot find someone to do it.88 Job-seekers who
offer this skill may be highly valued. For example,
one American specialist with experience in scanning
Japanese journals, translating titles and abstracts,
and using on-line Japanese databases was hired by a
high-technology company that told her to name her
own price. The experience of this information
specialist contrasts with that of the MIT engineers
returning from Japanese internships, whose experi-
ence in Japan and knowledge of Japanese were
usually not much used or specially rewarded in their
first jobs back home. Companies may set a higher
value on knowledge of Japanese in a full-time
information specialist than in a freshly minted
engineer, whose main value to the company is
technical competence.

Government and private efforts to provide serv-
ices that scan and translate Japanese technical
literature have been only modestly successful so far.
In the Japanese Technical Literature Act of 1986,
Congress directed the U.S. Department of Com-
merce to set up an office to provide such services.
The office established to do the job is small, staffed
by two people and funded at less than half a million
dollars per year, reprogrammed from other depart-

ment funds. Initially, the office arranged for transla-
tions, but the service was so expensive ($60 per
page) that there was little demand for it. Services still
provided by the office include a directory of
translation and monitoring services, a listing of
important Japanese documents available in English,
and a yearly report on important Japanese advances
in science and technology.

A more direct and focused effort to learn about
Japanese accomplishments in high-technology
fields is JTECH, managed by the National Science
Foundation in collaboration with other Federal
agencies and funded at $600,000 in fiscal year 1990.
JTECH sends teams of leading scientists and engi-
neers to Japan to evaluate R&D in areas such as
computer-assisted design and manufacturing of
semiconductors, complex composite materials, and
supercomputing. Workshops at NSF discuss the
teams’ preliminary findings, and the panel reports
are distributed by the National Technical Informa-
tion Service. In 1989, JTECH published reports on
the much-discussed topics of superconductivity
applications and high-definition television.

Learning the Japanese Language

For the long run, broader knowledge of Japanese
among Americans is the best assurance that scien-
tists, engineers, and business managers will be able
to keep up with technological advances in Japan.
And the best way to learn Japanese is to start early.
Japanese school children get 10 years of instruction
in English, from the elementary grades through high
school. (Though the instruction is weak in conversa-
tional skills, most Japanese professionals learn to
read some English.) It is the rare American high
school that offers Japanese courses, and instruction
in the elementary grades is practically nonexistent.

R&D CONSORTIA
Traditionally, consortia have played a much

greater role in technology development in other
countries, such as Japan and Korea, than in the
United States. Antitrust law and the prevailing free

sTone yougen@nWr, a formermA  Japan fellow who now works for Hewlett-Packard, told the OTA-MIT workshop that he reads Japanese twhnicd
articles on his own, but few of his colleagues see the need. The company does not use his Japanese beyond asking him to translate occasional messages.
U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Technology Transfer to the United States from Japan, op. cit., p. 11.

ssIt mi@t be thought  hat  ~me  Of tie JapaneW scientists and engineers who study in the United States would stay and work for U.S. ftIIIKS  (SS Komn
and Taiwanese researchers have done in large numbers), thus providing a source of technically trained people able to read Japanese. However, most
Japanese have been little inclined to stay in America and work for American companies, and some Korean and Taiwanese are returning to their home
countries even after many years of working for U.S. firms.
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market ethos combined to make cooperative re-
search appear inefficient or even illegal.

When American technology led the world, means
of improving not just the technology but the process
for creating it had little place in the public policy
agenda. Yet as America’s competitive position has
deteriorated, and a state of crisis has emerged,
especially in certain high-technology sectors like
semiconductors, some now argue that R&D consor-
tia are a critical element in the return to international
competitiveness. The argument contains the follow-
ing points.

First, as manufacturing processes become more
complex and the technology more sophisticated, the
cost of R&D rises. In particular, the sheer size of the
investment necessary to advance to new generations
in microelectronics implies risks unacceptable to all
but a few large firms. For example, developing
X-ray lithography technology runs into hundreds of
millions of dollars. Such investments are beyond the
reach of smaller firms, and even IBM is balking at
that on its own. Consortia can allow the maximum
leveraging of resources, by giving a company access
to substantial R&D returns for a relatively small
outlay. Companies can also ensure that they are in a
position to appropriate the results of the research in
that field-reducing a different risk, that they will be
frozen out of a key development.

Second, U.S. industry is known for short-term
thinking-which is a particular handicap in develop-
ing new technology. Consortia can reorient the
perspective of participants toward longer term in-
vestment.

Third, there are externalities. Single firms may not
be able to capture benefits from research that would
nonetheless benefit the community as a whole. If a
number of firms join together to do the research, the
risks are spread and diluted.

Fourth, research consortia often have an impor-
tant training function, even when they do not reach
the technological goals they originally aimed for.

Fifth, consortia may improve the diffusion of new
technologies by increasing the speed or the breadth
of diffusion or both, a very important attribute. This
may be especially true for consortia designed to help
companies to catch up in areas of technical weak-
ness.

Sixth, the creation of significant alliances and
even a consensus among participants in the face of
foreign competition can be useful. In textiles, for
example, the Textile and Clothing Technology
Corporation (TC2) is credited with developing
inter-and intra-industry linkages that have strength-
ened the domestic industry, even though the original
technological goal of the project was not achieved.

All these benefits are important. If they were the
only side of the story, strong backing for R&D
consortia would bean obviously appropriate goal for
public policy. But three main sets of drawbacks have
been put forward. Some have stressed an anti-
competitive and hence antitrust element of coopera-
tive R&D; this argument becomes more telling for
consortia that are further downstream toward manu-
facturing. Alternatively, some argue that R&D
consortia have minimal effects-they simply don’t
work and are not a useful means of furthering
competitiveness. Finally, there are questions about
the relationship of the government to R&D consor-
tia.

The problem of antitrust is discussed in the last
section of this chapter and in chapter 2. However,
since R&D consortia are under discussion here, the
antitrust argument is not very relevant; few people
see antitrust problems in nonproduction cooper-
ation.

The second criticism is more cogent. Not all
consortia are successful, but some are. The problem
is to identify the circumstances that make for
success, rather than offering simplistic generaliza-
tions. Some of the key questions are:

●

●

Goals. Are consortia designed to attain some
goals more successful than those aimed at
others? For example, is basic research a more
appropriate goal than research closer to com-
mercial application? Does a consortium do
better trying to produce new technology or
should it simply focus on catching up with
technology that exists elsewhere?
Players. Who needs to be involved? Must the
biggest firms in an industry be part of the
consortium? Should all participants be roughly
the same strength or size? Should the industry’s
technology leader participate? Do consortia
with vertical participation fare better than those
involving only firms from a single stage of the
production process?
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●

●

●

●

Financing. Are there optimum forms of financ-
ing? Should the government help? How much?
Technology transfer strategies. R&D consortia
have two primary purposes-the creation of
new technology, and the diffusion of technol-
ogy. Can successful diffusion strategies be
defined?
Personnel. Firms are typically reluctant to send
their best people to consortia. Does this matter,
given that in some consortia most scientists are
hired directly rather than being seconded from
participants? How does this affect technology
diffusion to participating companies?
Structure. Does the structure of the consortium—
timeframe, forms of participation, location of
research labs, accrual of patent rights to insid-
ers and outsiders, etc.-affect its success?

The third set of criticisms concerns the role of the
government. In particular, the use of government
money for R&D inevitably means that the govern-
ment will have a say in which technologies to
support. Critics argue that the U.S. Government in
particular lacks the institutional capacity to make
such choices.

This section examines some of the more impor-
tant cases involving R&D consortia, focusing on the
United States and Japan. It then offers some possible
guidelines for cultivating successful consortia.

Collaborative R&D in U.S. High Technology:
Electronics

The electronics industry accounts for the majority
of joint R&D activity in the United States as well as
in Europe and Japan. In the United States, most joint
activity has occurred in the last 10 years. Early joint
R&D efforts in this country were centered in
universities, mainly because of antitrust concerns.
Over time, and with relaxation of antitrust prohibi-
tions, more joint efforts have been undertaken by
private companies and those tend to be targeted
further downstream.

This section looks at three different types of joint
R&D in electronics: basic research (industry-
university collaboration), long-term strategic re-
search (MCC), and manufacturing R&D (Sema-

tech). The following section looks at collaborative
R&D more generally in Japan.

Basic Research: Industry-University Consortia

This form of research collaboration has grown
rapidly in the microelectronics industry during the
1980s. 89 Usually, the projects focus on basic re-
search and on training students in subjects that fit the
industry’s needs. Member firms are granted access
to all research findings. They are also encouraged to
send technical people to the university to do research
for extended periods. They often use their university
access for recruitment; this may be the most
important aspect of cooperation for the firm. Univer-
sities benefit because the extra research funding
helps them to attract and keep faculty and graduate
students and to upgrade their laboratories and
equipment. Also, it encourages interdisciplinary
teaching and research-something that is hard to
accomplish with the university’s own resources.

Some programs are designed to promote regional
development. An example is the North Carolina
Microelectronics Center (NCMC), which draws on
university faculty from the Research Triangle to
conduct R&D in a center constructed and operated
in part with State funds. Member firms work
together in vertically integrated teams: NCMC's
initial sponsors included a semiconductor manufac-
turer (General Electric), a telecommunications equip-
ment maker (Northern Telecom), a semiconductor
manufacturing equipment firm (GCA), and a sup-
plier of manufacturing process gases (AIRCO).
Although NCMC’s success at economic develop-
ment has been questioned, it appears to have been
effective in achieving technical goals.90

In microelectronics, the Semiconductor Research
Corp. (SRC) is a key case.91 It plays the role ‘ f

broker for the semiconductor industry’s basic re-
search activities. An early goal was to stem the
proliferation of expensive and duplicative university
facilities for R&D on integrated circuits, and in this
SRC had some success. Through the SRC’s techni-
cal advisory boards, member firms have also ap-
proached some consensus on the main technologies
to push for rapid advance. In addition to shaping the
research agenda in microelectronics, this team-

8!?Much  of the ~aten~ ~this ~tion  is b- on David C. Mowe~, ‘ ‘Collaborative Research: ~ Assessment of Its potenti~ Role k the ~veh)pment
of High Temperature Superconductivity, “ contract report prepared for OTA, January 1988.

wan Dirnancescu  and James Botkin, The New Alliance: America’s R&D Consortia (Cambridge, MA: Ballinger, 1986), pp. 9-10; 75.
glIn 1989, SRC had 28 mernbm companies and a budget of about $30 million, $20.4 million  of that from indusn.
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building exercise helped lay the groundwork for
Sematech.

SRC has had less success in transferring results of
the research it funds to member firms. The reasons
are not altogether clear, but a likely one is the typical
difficulty companies find in making immediate use
of basic research. Another is the separation between
R&D and manufacturing in many member compa-
nies, and a third is the lack of a reward system within
companies for adopting ideas developed outside.

Long-Range Strategic Research: MCC

The Microelectronics and Computer Technology
Corp. (MCC) was founded in 1982 by leaders of the
computer industry, galvanized by the threat of
Japan’s Fifth Generation computer project.92 The
idea was to share resources and risks, and to
undertake mid to longer term R&D where individual
companies might not venture. More than at its
founding, MCC today conducts numerous special-
ized projects tailored to the needs of its members,
and it is putting more effort into meeting the needs
of smaller companies and into technology transfer.
However, it has so far kept the ability to do some
core, longer range R&D projects.

MCC funding is almost entirely private. It was the
first U.S. industry consortium in a non-regulated
industry, and is a large one, with a staff of 430 and
an annual budget of around $65 million. It currently
has 20 member firms (shareholders), drawn largely
from the computer, semiconductor, and aerospace
industries .93 MCC’s five research programs are
application-driven; they are in advanced computing
technology, computer-aided design, packaging and
interconnect, software technology, and high-
temperature superconductivity. They operate on 6-to
10-year horizons, with an increasing emphasis on
spinning off interim products.

MCC originally expected to draw staff from its
shareholders but the firms were reluctant for com-
petitive reasons to assign their best people. Admiral
Bobby Ray Inman, the first CEO of MCC, initially
rejected 95 percent of the researchers sent by the

member companies, instead hiring highly respected
outside scientists who were attracted by the large
R&D budgets, high wages, and the central mission
of long-term R&D.94 These direct hires now com-
prise 85 percent of MCC’s staff.

The structure of MCC is also an accommodation
to competitive rivalries. Each of the five main
research programs is operated independently, and
there have been strict rules (recently somewhat
loosened) about information exchanges among sci-
entists across programs. Shareholders can pick from
among the programs, joining as few as one. This
cafeteria structure allows member firms to work in
areas where they are weak and keep their strengths
to themselves.

Both MCC’s structure and the large percentage of
directly-hired staff have impeded the transfer of
technology, particularly within the consortium. Inman
noted that although these factors made managing
MCC much more difficult, they also helped MCC to
attract and maintain a sufficient number of share-
holders.

The Six-Year Mark—As MCC ended its sixth
year, evaluations were mixed. Membership was
holding steady, and MCC managers believed that
existing shareholders represent a generally solid
core of supporters. But shareholders continue to
withhold their best people and their best ideas from
MCC: virtually every good research idea pursued by
MCC has come from within the consortium. More-
over, member firms are demanding a more immedi-
ate bang for their buck, and some have said they are
looking to lower their contribution to MCC. (Most
of the shareholders pay at least $1.5 million per year;
some 20 associate members pay annual dues of
$25,000 for limited access to MCC research.)

For members, a basic problem is the dearth of
clearly usable research results. Only three commer-
cial products have resulted from MCC technology .95
However, some firms also use MCC technology less
directly, as Honeywell did to develop an internal
product designed to place components on a multilay-

X2The ~dW~  gl~~,  ~M and AT&T, did not join, possibly fOr antinst  re~ns.
g3Me~r  accomt for one.h~f  to t~o-~irds of ~1 firms in Mose industries, ad most have R&D budgets of $100”  million  or more. Merton  J. P~k,

“Joint R&D: The Case of Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation, “ Research Policy, 15, 1986, pp. 224-225.
gdInterview M* ban, NOV. 1, 1989.
9SNCR cow. rwently in~~uc~  ~sl= Advisor, an Cxwfi system for ~tegrat~ circuit designers b- on MCC’S work in artificial intelligence.

The consortium has also licensed its laser bonding technology, a technique for comwting  the leads of semiconductor chips to the circuit board. Most
recently, the Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)  amounced  plans to use MCC’S tape-automated bonding technology in one of its VAX computer systems.
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ered printed circuit board. Boeing has set up four
labs in Seattle to develop technologies that it takes
from MCC.96 Other benefits are apparent but hard to
measure. For example, access to MCC has allowed
member firms to delay capital investments and then
make the right ones when the time comes. And even
negative results help shareholders to avoid blind
alleys.

Nevertheless, MCC members and executives
alike feel that the consortium should be spinning off
immediately usable technology even as it pursues
long-term projects. This pressure for results has been
intensified by a change in the corporate level of
interaction with the consortium; MCC executives
refer to this as the ‘‘kings, dukes, and barons
progression. In place of CEOs with long-range
visions (the founding members, or kings), responsi-
bility for interacting with MCC has migrated down-
ward to the managers of profit-and-loss centers
(dukes and barons) in many member firms. These
managers have much more immediate needs, and
generally press for nearer-term payoffs.

A few shareholders--Digital Equipment Corp.,
Control Data Corp., and Boeing, for example-have
made major technology transfer efforts. DEC spends
half again its investment in MCC seeking ways to
use the consortium’s results.97 But others largely
ignore MCC. Scientists at MCC describe some
shareholders as “black holes’ because of the
difficulty of locating-and then maintaining contact
with-the appropriate recipient for a particular
technology. “Too many [shareholders] are waiting
around for a virtual product design to emerge before
they examine what’s happening and why they might
use it, ” Inman observed after he left MCC.98 In
addition to diverting MCC resources away from
long-term research, this demand for neatly packaged
results creates tensions, according to one program
manager, because ‘the weak sisters want us to bring
the technology damn near to market,” while the
strong ones don’t.

Some technology transfer problems arise in strong
firms as well as weak ones. For example, MCC’s
CAD program serves a group of semiconductor
manufacturers who have become increasingly de-
pendent on the emerging software vendor industry.
When MCC gave CAD members research algo-
rithms instead of completed software tools, it was
“like feeding grass to tigers,” according to MCC’s
chief scientist, John Pinkston.99 The CAD program
director stepped down and the program was substan-
tially reorganized. A similar problem occurred with
MCC’s much-praised laser-bonder. Most MCC share-
holders could not use the technology in ‘raw’ form.
It was eventually licensed to a non-member firm
with the sophisticated capacity to make use of it.

Mid-Course Corrections-MCC has changed its
structure to combine shorter with longer term
projects. l00 The CAD program and two others were
each reorganized into a core unit working toward
long-range goals, plus several satellite projects,
designed to produce ongoing results for sharehold-
ers. In these programs, shareholders must buy into
the core project and at least one satellite. However,
MCC’s Advanced Computing Technology (ACT)
program (by far the largest) recently eliminated the
core structure altogether. A shareholder can now
select from 12 medium-term projects—including
neural networks, optical computing, and artificial
intelligence—at an annual price of $125,000-
$700,000 apiece plus a one-time fee of $250,000 for
access to the program. Although some of ACT’s
$1.5 million contributors are sure to trim their
investment, MCC hopes that new participants will
more than offset that loss.

MCC has begun to seek government money in
cases where shareholders fail to exploit its research
or where the government funds complementary
research. For instance, the shareholders did not pick
up the parallel processing work of the advanced
computing program, so MCC instead attracted a $6
million DARPA contract. Toward the end of 1989,
MCC estimated that government contracts would

WMamgemeti  Review, February 1989* P“ 26-
~~ong o~er ~ngs, DEC rwufies hat evew MCC project it supports have an individual sponsor within the company. BY including  tie funding

for external R&D in the budget for internal research projects, DEC  encourages managers to pay close attention to the work of consortiums. Scientific
American, May 1989, p. 100. DEC also works hard to put researchers returning from a tour with MCC into positions where they can help the company
the most.

g~r~ Guterl, “MCC:  The Dilemma of Joint Research,” Business Month,  M~ch 1987,  p. 50.

991ntetview with Pinkston, MCC, May 12, 1989.
l~m ~ discmsion of MCC’s  rargafization,  ~ J. Robefi  Lineback, ‘ ‘Mcc,  After  Five yews  Of R&D,  Refocuses  To  Em Its K&p,’  E/ectrom”cs,

December 1988.
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grow from 2 or 3 percent of its budget to 10 to 15
percent in 1990. MCC now also does proprietary
work for individual member firms. The packaging
and interconnect program (MCC’s most successful)
runs such projects for five of its seven shareholders.
These projects exploit other ongoing research and
currently total less than 20 percent of the program’s
effort.

MCC is putting more resources into transferring
its results. In 1988, for example, there were some 80
technology transfers to shareholders compared to a
handful in 1985. Fully a quarter of MCC’s budget
now goes into technology transfer activities. Other,
more qualitative changes include relaxing the barri-
ers between programs, formal voting on program
research to increase shareholder commitment to
MCC’s work, and attempting to increase the share-
holder portion of MCC’s staff to 35 percent. On the
members’ side, most do keep some people on the
premises in Austin-and not just to see what other
shareholders are up to, as in the early days, but to do
real work. Although staff seconded from sharehold-
ers are still a small minority, those who are assigned
there could be used to transfer technology back to
the company.

MCC’s Future—The shift in MCC toward more
client-centered and more immediate results is in part
a response to the needs of weaker members. One
function of MCC is to help C companies become B
companies, or help A and B companies strengthen
weak areas. Thus the trend toward shorter term,
more specialized R&D has positive aspects. At the
same time, the trend could upset the balance between
MCC’s original goal, to take on long-term and
relatively risky research, and the need to generate
products that are more immediately or more nar-
rowly useful to members of the consortium. It is this
balance that distinguishes MCC from institutions
that are devoted mostly to serving individual cus-
tomers with proprietary R&D.

Manufacturing R&D: Sematech

SRC and MCC notwithstanding, microelectronics
industry observers were skeptical about the 1987
announcement of a proposed manufacturing re-
search consortium to be funded equally by industry

and government. Twenty years of intra-industry
competition would not be easily set aside. The
newfound cooperation was partly based on fear, as
Japanese inroads into the market for dynamic
random access memory (DRAM) chips—the work-
horse of the chip business—threatened U.S. firms’
very existence.

Despite the similarities between MCC and Se-
matech, including a handful of common members,
there are major differences. The Federal Govern-
ment, consciously excluded from MCC, is a full
partner in the 5-year chip consortium: DARPA is
contributing $100 million per year, roughly half of
Sematech’s budget.lO1 More important, Sematech’s
focus is narrower and more applied; it goal is to
develop 0.35 micron manufacturing technology by
1993. Sematech’s membership is relatively homoge-
neous: 14 semiconductor manufacturers, both mer-
chant and captive, which together represent 80
percent of U.S. chip production capacity. Sematech’s
15th member is Semi/Sematech, an organization of
U.S. equipment and materials producers.

Sematech’s members include IBM and AT&T,
the industry giants that have stayed away from
MCC. Sanford Kane, then IBM’s vice president for
industry operations, explained his company’s ration-
ale for supporting Sematech:

The survival of the U.S. semiconductor industry
was critical to us for several reasons. Number one,
we were one of the largest purchasers of chips in the
world. We liked to source locally, and we didn’t
want to be in a position where we had no choice but
to be dependent on our competitor. Second, IBM was
the largest manufacturer of chips in the world. We
produced in-house those chips that gave us a
technological edge. In order to stay state-of-the-m%
we needed to have sophisticated equipment to make
the semiconductors. If the U.S. chip makers go, so
would the U.S. equipment companies. We knew it
would be difficult to establish close relationships
with the Japanese, especially since most of their
firms are associated with chip companies. We would
be forced to share information and it would be
doubtful whether we could get access to state-of-the-
art equipment as quickly as our Japanese counter-
parts. l02

IOl~D’S SUm~  is sCh~Ul~to  end  in 1993,  Ro~~  Noycc  anticipates  ~at,  if Sematwh  is successful, kdus~ will continue to fund the effOll ~lhOUl
government support, albeit on a smaller scale. If industry is unwilling to fully fund Sematech after 1993, he maintains, it should be ended. “I’m a fmn
believer in sunset provisions,’ says Noyee. Interview with Noyce, May 11, 1989.

lm’’semat~h,” Harv~d Business School Cm #N9-389-057,  1988,  p. 10.
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So important is Sematech’s success to IBM and
AT&T that the two firms shared their respective 4
megabit (M) DRAM and advanced 64 kilobit (K)
SRAM processing technologies to the consortium,
along with the engineering support necessary to get
them into operation. These contributions have al-
lowed Sematech to establish baseline manufacturing
with 0.7 and 0.8 micron technology less than a year
after moving to its Austin facility. Although Se-
matech’s fabrication facility (fab) will turn out only
a few hundred wafers a day, just a fraction of a
commercial fab’s output, the consortium considers
that sufficient to achieve rapid process learning.
Sematech’s strategic plan calls for high-yield, pilot
application of 0.35 micron processing technology an
estimated 6 to 18 months ahead of leading foreign
chipmakers. 103

Three strategic objectives are central to achieving
this goal: 1) improving suppliers’ technologies, 2)
improving chip makers’ manufacturing skills and
techniques, and 3) strengthening the manufacturing
technology base for semiconductor production.

Objectives-First of all, Sematech must strengthen
U.S. materials and equipment suppliers. The indus-
try includes hundreds of small supplier fins, most
with sales of less than $10 million per year. These
firms have traditionally had an arm’s-length, and
often adversarial, relationship with semiconductor
producers, who preferred to keep their chip designs
and manufacturing processes secret. A recent report
describes the industry’s situation:

Compared with captive equipment makers in
integrated Japanese and European electronics firms,
U.S. equipment makers lack the advantages of
predictable internal markets, access to broad scien-
tific expertise, and deep pockets for high-cost R&D.
They also lack the opportunity for joint development
and internal site testing of new equipment, and the
benefit of systematic high-quality feed-back on
product performance.l04

Sematech represents an attempt to overcome
some of these structural handicaps. Through com-
petitive R&D contracts to selected suppliers, it will
try to promote long-term alliances between chip-
makers and suppliers. Although chip producers are

the source of two-thirds of the innovations in
semiconductor equipment, they have traditionally
kept these innovations secret, so as to preserve their
competitive advantage in process technology.l05

The consortium structure encourages chipmakers to
reveal their secrets to equipment producers.

By awarding contracts to multi-company teams,
the consortium is also trying to promote cooperation
and consolidation among suppliers. For example, a
team composed of three rivals in high purity gas
technology was recently awarded a contract to
develop gas pipelines, filters, and other technology
for Sematech.

The R&D funds awarded to selected suppliers
will also be important, although probably less so
than the knowledge it generates and improved
relationships with chipmakers. Sam Harrell, presi-
dent of Semi/Sematech, expects over half of Semat-
ech’s budget to filter down to equipment and
materials firms in the first few years of the consor-
tium. lO6

Finally, Sematech will provide a high-quality beta
test site, where suppliers can test run their new
equipment and processes under realistic manufactur-
ing conditions. Currently, a supplier firm must test
its equipment on an actual production line; since it
can take weeks to debug a new piece of equipment,
chipmakers are understandably reluctant to act as
guinea pig. This test facility will also serve to certify
the quality and composition of chemicals and other
inputs.

Sematech’s second objective is to improve manu-
facturing skills and techniques among chipmakers
themselves and, in so doing, to change the very
culture of semiconductor manufacturing in the
United States. Sematech’s director of strategic
planning, A. S. Oberai of IBM, describes the problem
this way:

In Japan, engineers spend 70 to 80 percent of their
time on “continuous improvement programs. ” The
process operator is king-the first line of attack. It is
he who keeps the equipment in order and decides
when to call in the engineers. In the United States,
engineers spend 70 to 80 percent of their time on
crisis management as opposed to crisis avoidance.

1~’lle consortiums interim goal is to apply 0.5 micron manufacturing technology by 1990, roughly even with leading fomi~ chipmakers.
1~’’sem~h:  ~o~esws  and prospwts,”  Re~rt of the Advisory Council on Federal Participation in Sematech, 1989.
IOS~c Von  Hip@, The SoWce~ of Innovation (New York, NY: Oxford University Press 1988).
1~’’sema~h,”  Harvard Business School, op. cit., p. 12.
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The system encourages that by rewarding doers—
problem solvers—rather than problem avoiders. [In
contrast to Japan, in the United States] process
operators do no maintenance or planning-they just
push wafers.107

Sematech should also provide an arena for the
cooperative development of standard equipment
interfaces-a key problem up to now—and mem-
bers will be able to use their substantial market
power to get those standards accepted industry wide.
The ultimate goal is a computer-integrated manufactur-
ing system, which will provide diagnostic informa-
tion about chip manufacturing to a computer in a
standardized format.

Sematech’s third objective is to strengthen the
manufacturing technology base. Through expert
workshops, the consortium tries to identify the most
promising paths to its various technical goals. In
addition, 10 percent of Sematech’s budget is going
to 11 university centers of excellence,108 whose
activities are being directed by the SRC. The centers
are conducting research in a limited number of areas
that will be critical to Sematech’s post-1990 activi-
ties: for example, contamination/defect assessment
and control, and advanced plasma etch processing
technology.

Preliminary Assessment—Sematech got off to a
rocky start. Member firms clashed over the kinds
and volumes of chips to produce.l09 There were
problems in recruiting a CEO, and DARPA rejected
the consortium’s first operating plan. However, after
a year-and-a-half of operation, Sematech has made
significant progress. It has built a world-class clean
room and fab in less than half the normal time and

at lower cost. In March 1989, several days ahead of
schedule, the consortium produced its first chips,
using AT&T’s SRAM technology.

Member company assignees to Sematech are
generally high caliber, and the consortium has,
unlike MCC, achieved its goal of balance between
assignees and direct hires. 110 There is other evidence
of members’ commitment. National Semiconductor
has built a pilot production line to apply the tools
that Sematech is developing.lll And some supplier
firms appear to have made preliminary plans to
locate R&D and production facilities in Austin.112

According to Sematech officials, members’ com-
mitment went ‘from casual to urgent” following the
Federal Government’s decision to participate.113

Whether or not DARPA’s financial contribution is
critical, 114 Federal participation is certainly impor-
tant symbolically: it gave Sematech credibility and
encouraged industry members to believe that gov-
ernment officials will take seriously their concerns
about unfair Japanese trade practices.

The participation of IBM and AT&T is at least as
important. Their contribution of leading-edge tech-
nology represents an enormous benefit to merchant
firms-one that has probably outweighed any costs
to them of Sematech membership. However, the real
test of commitment will come only later, when
merchant firms will receive much less relative to
their contributions, financial and otherwise.

Even now, not everyone would agree that Se-
matech is a conditional success. One concern is with
Sematech’s decision to limit actual production of
chips in its fab, in keeping with strong opposition
from IBM and Texas Instrument to high-volume

lm~temiew with A. S.Oberai, May 10, 1989.
10SAS  of January 1990.
109Sme  ~~ysts  ~We  that,  in Choosing  hi@.volWe  C h i p s ,  Sematech  is attacking  the ~ong problem.  mey  see the  indus~’s  fUtUR h

application-specific integrated circuits (ASICS),  which are custom-made in small quantities.
11OAccording  t. LW Novak, a Texas ~s~ents  assign= and  sema[~h’s  dir~tor  Of l~hnology  ~ansfer,  an msignmenl  to sematech iS .CXXn a.s

“career enhancing. Slow growth of the industry has kept many employees from moving up the career ladder in their home companies. Sematech
provides an alternative ascent route<

lllN~  York Times, July 2, 1989.
1 lz’’sema~h: %o~ess and Prospects,” Op. cit., p. ESA$.
113~id,

114claUde  B~le]d,  Americ-nEnt@se  ~tltute,  inte~fiony  ~fore the  Joint ~onomic  committ~,  J~e g, 1989, argued that industry was pEpWd
to fund Sematech on its own. However, Robert Noyce argues that semiconductor companies can ill afford the $100 million per year they conrnbute, since
their profits are among the lowest in manufacturing.
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production. 115 Some critics believe that a high-
volume operation is essential for testing yield and
reliability, and that frictions between design and
manufacturing teams can otherwise be swept under
the rug.

High-volume production would require attention
to every step in the process chain instead of the
current selective emphasis, principally on lithogra-
phy. That would cost considerably more money than
Sematech has available. Some believe that the
consortium’s budget is too small to ensure success.
Financial constraints do force Sematech to place its
bets on a limited number of technologies aimed at
achieving 0.35 micron circuitry. If those bets prove
wrong, as one member company liaison said,
“Sematech will have bought the farm.”

Even if Sematech’s technology wagers pay off, as
most experts expect, the consortium still faces major
problems. Technology transfer is one: Will member
companies actually adopt the manufacturing tools
that Sematech develops, let alone the new ‘culture’
of semiconductor manufacturing? Similarly, will the
new closer relations between chipmakers and their
suppliers be sufficient or lasting? Finally, will all of
Sematech’s work translate into significantly greater
U.S. market share?

Cooperative R&D Ventures in Japan

In a nation where corporations are famous for the
ferocity of their competition, the continued use of
cooperative research ventures could not have come
about by accident. Several factors have combined to
produce the level of joint research activity seen in
Japan.ll6

First, the nation has a tradition of government
efforts to promote cooperation between competing
firms that dates back to the beginning of industrializa-
tion in Japan. This history has conditioned firms to

accepting joint R&D.117 Second, the stability of
firms within industries fosters the development of a
certain level of trust. Wakasugi describes member-
ship in a research consortium as ‘effectively perpet-

ual."118  Third, firms want to participate because
they are afraid of letting rivals gain a competitive
edge. 119 Companies do not invariably join R&D
consortia when invited; 120 however, reluctance to
flout powerful, respected government agencies such
as MITI, combined with fear of missing the bus,
usually win out.

On the government side, Japanese ministries are
constantly engaged in turf battles. One way for them
to gain size and prestige is to become the promoter
of more and more cooperative R&D ventures. The
Science and Technology Agency established the
Japan Research and Development Corp. in 1961, the
same year MITI started the Engineering Research
Association program (ERA). When MITI announced
a 10-year biotechnology research consortium in
1981, three other agencies responded with their own
cooperative biotechnology projects. Government
agencies provide substantial financial inducements
for joint R&D, including loans whose repayment is
contingent on the venture’s success, rapid deprecia-
tion of equipment, R&D tax credits, and outright
grants.

Finally, Japan’s legal climate is extremely favora-
ble to cooperative ventures. One of the clearest
expressions of Japan’s attitude towards antitrust is
embodied in the regulation that, even if the Japan
FTC feels they have a legitimate case, they cannot
act if it would “cause a loss of international
competitiveness” for that firm.121

Private cooperative research ventures are com-
mon in Japan, but they usually do not involve
government participation. Although fully one-third
of industrial R&D is collaborative, 90 percent of that

1ls~g~e  Plaming ~age5  of Semat=h,  may  indus~  offici~s  argued that a high-volume production operation wfi essential foresting yield  and

reliability, but Texas Instruments did not want competition in the DWM market. IBM also opposed high-volume production for a variety of reasons.
Sematech members eventually agreed on a facility capable of high-volume production but with an actual output of only 200 wafers a day. New York
Times, Mar. 5, 1987.

llsThissectiondraws  p~fily on the following sources: Mark Eaton, ‘‘MIT1 and the Entrepreneurial State: The Future of Japanese Industrial Policy,’
unpublished monograph, 1987; George R. Heaton, Jr,, ‘‘The Truth About Japan’s Cooperative R&D,’ fssues in Science and Technology, fatl 1988; Jonah
D. I.Awy and Richard J. Samuels, “Institutions and Innovation: Research Collaboration as Technology Strategy in Japan,” MIT Japan Science and
Technology Rogram, WP 89-02, April 1989; Daniel I. Okirnoto, “Regime Characteristics of Japanese industrial Policy,” Japan’s High Technology
Indmtries,  Hugh Patrick (cd.) (Seattle, WA: University of Washington Ress, 1986); Richard J. Samuels, ‘ ‘Research Collaboration in Japan,” MIT Japan
Science and Technology Program, WP 87-02, 1987; and Ryuhei Wakasugi, “A Consideration of Innovative Organization: Joint R&D of Japanese
Firms,” Shinshu University, Faculty of Economics, Staff Paper Series 88-05, March 1988.

llT~~ and Samuels, op. Cit. p.%’
l18~@i  Wbugi,  1$)87,  cited  in by  and Samuels,  Op.  Ck,  PI 38.
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is simply two-firm contracts between users and
suppliers (i.e., firms that would not compete any-
way). Only one-fifth of all joint research----or about
6 percent of total industry R&D-occurs between
rival firms. These are the cases in which government
participation is most common; because of competi-
tive pressures, such alliances tend to succeed only
with government sponsorship.

The typical vehicle for a joint project involving
rival firms is the Engineering Research Association
(ERA). The kenkyu kumiai ho (Cooperative Re-
search Act), passed in 1961, gave ERAs the same
legal standing as industry associations. Early ERAs
were designed to help small and medium-sized firms
catch up technologically, and so aimed to import and
distribute technology, rather than develop it from
scratch. In the early 1970s, ERAs entered a new
phase. Although technological catch-up was still the
goal, large firms began to play a bigger role and the
focus shifted to more advanced research and product
technologies. Critical to this change was a new MITI
policy encouraged use of ERAs for “large-scale
projects” involving research too extensive for any
single firm to undertake. The projects (31 to date)
were initially designed to meet specific goals,
including creation of a prototype in some cases. The
risk was primarily financial, since the technologies
themselves had almost all been proven in the United
States or Europe. A celebrated example of this kind
was MITI’s VLSI project (1976-79), which helped
Japan’s electronics firms master the manufacture of
large-scale digital integrated circuits.

Around 1980, cooperative R&D in Japan entered
a third phase, as the Japanese Government began to
shift from catch-up to state-of-the-art projects. The
Fifth Generation Computer Project, a successor to
VLSI, is a 10-year national project focused on
artificial intelligence and other leading edge tech-
nologies designed to make computers far more
accessible to untrained users. Large-scale projects
have become increasingly risky: for example, opto-
electronic elements had not been proven when the
Optical Measurement and Control System Project
began in 1979. Similarly, the Next Generation
Industries Program has turned increasingly to uncer-
tain technologies such as bioelectronic integrated
circuits.

As cooperative R&D in Japan entered its third
phase, new vehicles were set up to promote coopera-
tive research, and existing institutions are evolving
to meet the new challenges. MITI and the Ministry
of Posts and Telecommunications established the
Japan Key Technology Center (KTC) in 1985 to
fund promising proposals from research consortia.
Much like a venture capitalist, KTC buys equity
shares in the new firm-up to 70 percent of total
capitalization. The research group, not the govern-
ment, retains all patent rights.

Like ERAs, KTC consortia will have initial terms
of 7 to 10 years and budgets for term of around $100
million. Unlike most ERAs, KTC projects must
break new ground in basic or applied research, and
the work is more likely to be conducted in joint
facilities. 122 So far, KTC has provided more than
$250 million in capital to 61 research projects. Eaton
sees the program as a watershed: “It is difficult to
overstate the significance of the KTC . . . It signals
a new willingness by the Japanese, led by the state,
to risk resources for basic industrial research. ’’123

For all its contributions, joint R&D has not been
the primary means of technical advance for Japanese
industry. It has always complemented rather than
dominated the research that companies were simul-
taneously doing in their own labs. Nevertheless,
cooperative R&D ventures have proved technologi-
cally significant, especially in electronics. During
Japan’s period of catch-up, they provided an effi-
cient way to rapidly raise the overall technological
base of Japanese industry. As research consortia
shift their activities to more exploratory research,
success will be less predictable and more elusive,
since uncertainty is the price of doing things that are
really new. However, consortia do have the virtue of
spreading the risks in uncertain ventures.

R&D consortia have also helped to speed the
diffusion of technology between Japanese compa-
nies. Getting firms to share technology can be
difficult. Though intellectual property laws are
weaker in Japan than in the United States, they do
provide some protection. The problem of technology
sharing can be avoided if all the major player
participated in its development in the first place.
That way key capabilities are less likely to become
proprietary, and the overall level of technological

l~Eaton, op. cit.
l~Ibid.
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competence rises faster. No major firms are left
behind in the technology race, and more firms mean
more competition. (For further discussion of compe-
tition and technology diffusion, see the section
Intellectual Property.)

As for the Japanese government’s part in R&D
consortia, the idea that Japan’s technology advance
is driven by a massive, government-directed program--
a view fairly widely held in the West at one time-is
untrue and largely discredited. It is a mistake,
however, to underestimate the government’s influ-
ence. Although government’s annual spending per
project is typically rather modest (the $300 million
MITI spent over 4 years for VLSI was unusually
high), the government commitment is steady and
long-term, and this counts for a great deal.

Moreover, the fact that the government enters into
relatively few R&D consortia should not be taken as
a sign that the government’s role is insignificant.
The projects in which government participates are
carefully chosen. Usually they are the upshot of
continuing discussions between government agen-
cies and business councils. They are consistent with
the “vision,” also developed by government and
industry, of what kinds of technologies and indus-
tries are essential to the Japanese nation. Projects in
the 1970s and 1980s were chosen for their contribu-
tion to the Japan’s becoming a knowledge-intensive
society.

Thus, the government’s choices are both strategic
and symbolic. They also give a signal. Private banks
and financial institutions follow MITI’s lead. And
funding of joint R&D is only one of a whole raft of
tools at the government’s disposal for supporting
strategic technologies. Besides the special loans,
grants and tax breaks companies can get as induce-
ments for joining R&D consortia, they may also get
similar benefits from government programs in the
commercial development that follows.

Making Successful Consortia

The innumerable factors (ranging down to the
personalities of key participants) that affect the
outcome of R&D consortia prevent the development
of a recipe. Nonetheless, it is possible to offer some
guidelines.

Because companies in the same industry are
primarily competitors, minimizing conflict between
consortium participants is critical. It is always

difficult to get participants-often with long histo-
ries of competitive relations-to work together on
anything, although successful cooperative research
demands that they do. Consortia which fail to reduce
conflicts to workable levels either collapse during
the planning stages or find their effectiveness
sharply reduced.

Conflicts can be avoided in more than one way.
First, the evidence from Japan suggests that coopera-
tion is more easily established when a technology is
already known. Catch-up consortia have the advan-
tage of avoiding certain conflicts by definition; for
example, the participants need have little fear that
any monopoly-creating technological breakthrough
is at stake. Catch-up consortia also benefit from their
clear goals, which make them inherently more likely
to succeed than new technology consortia. This
comparison by itself is misleading, however. Catch-
up consortia should be compared with other catch-up
mechanisms, not with new technology consortia.
Likewise, new technology consortia should be
compared with other mechanisms of technological
innovation.

It may also be easier to avoid conflicts when a
cooperative project is aimed at goals far from the
competitive arena. For this reason, some claim that
R&D consortia should be aimed at basic industrial
research rather than applied research. Yet if partici-
pants can agree on well-defined areas of precompeti-
tive research, they can overcome the potential for
conflict. Indeed, international competitive pressures
can be so strong in some cases that participants
become exceptionally interested in making major
cooperative R&D efforts that go right through pilot
production (e.g., Sematech) perhaps even into com-
mercial manufacturing (e.g., Airbus). Moreover, the
results of applied research may be more useful to
consortium members than yet another increment of
basic research-in which the United States is
already strong.

Conflict is not the only impediment to success.
Ultimately, success comes only when the products
of a consortium are adapted and integrated into the
mainstream of participating fins’ operations. There
are several ways of encouraging diffusion of the
results from cooperative R&D. Most important, a
substantial financing commitment from participants
seems to be necessary. Firms pay attention when
enough of their own money is at stake. Of course,
defining “enough” is possible only case by case;
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Sematech defined it as 1 percent of each fro’s
revenues. Another funding strategy is to make sure
that the resources given to the consortium are taken
from the budget of the department in the firm that is
responsible for using the consortium’s results.

Another issue is personnel. Firms do not often
send their very best people to R&D consortia. But if
they send fourth-best personnel, the consortium will
have no credibility within member fins. Firms must
recognize the problem and send at least their
second-best people, if the consortium’s results are to
get an attentive hearing. Also, a powerful patron for
the consortium within the member firm helps to
ensure that the results are exploited; without such a
patron, the consortium can easily fall victim to the
‘‘ilot-invented here’ syndrome.

To establish closer links between consortia and at
least some participants, the EC (almost always) and
the Japanese (sometimes) have located their consor-
tia research within the labs of participating firms. In
contrast, MCC and Sematech have their own labs.
Another diffusion strategy is the promotion of
parallel research. Japanese firms taking part in
consortia often have entire research labs devoted to
shadowing the consortiums results.

On a slightly different point, one key reason why
Japanese companies take part in consortia is to keep
an eye on what their competitors, domestic and
foreign, are up to. Technology diffusion is an
acknowledged weakness of U.S. manufacturing (see
ch. 6). If R&D consortia succeed not only in
transferring their own results effectively to mem-
bers, but also in raising members’ awareness more
broadly of technology advances in their field but
outside their members’ own area of emphasis, then
the consortia will have served a useful purpose.

The Role of Government

Government should try to ensure that consortia it
supports are designed appropriately, taking to heart
the lessons described above. But this is not sufficient
grounds on which the government can make a choice
of projects. For example, it is necessary but not at all
sufficient that the project have enthusiastic partici-
pation (including a hefty financial commitment)
from industry. The government—with its inevitably
limited funding-must also have some notion of the
extent to which the projects it supports are important
for the economy as a whole.

Some areas of technological advance offer long-
term benefit to society but do not attract sufficient
private investment because they are high-risk activi-
ties with uncertain pay-offs, and are very expensive.
In the past, industries and technologies have been
supported by the government on the grounds that
they were vital for the nation’s security. But today
other grounds appear more pressing. Certain indus-
tries have vitally important spill-over effects: knowledge-
intensive industries have ramifications far beyond
their own (fast-expanding) boundaries; the whole
complex of industries that the Europeans call
‘‘telematics’ directly affects the competitiveness of
many other industrial sectors. And there are other
“key” technologies. It is not an accident that both
Japan and the Europeans have targeted the same key
industries and technologies.

The notion that some consortia are more worthy
of government support than others implies that some
government agency must make that determination
(see ch. 2). It is fair to argue that any large-scale shift
toward cooperative R&D with government support
will, in the end, imply the kind of choices that a
civilian technology agency would be designed to
make. Only such an agency could have the necessary
expertise.

This brings up a final important point. While the
government must seek to ensure that its support goes
to projects that are both valuable and likely to
succeed, government support is itself a factor in the
equation. In Japan and Europe, government support
provides both cash and credibility to a project, and
may make the difference between success and
failure. That, after all, is why these governments’
support for R&D projects can be justified: if
government money did not make the difference
between success and failure, there would be no need
for that spending in the first place.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Intellectual property rights, once largely ignored

in our Nation’s trade policy, are now an important
issue. Foreign firms skilled at imitation are said to be
stealing our inventions, and weak protection of
intellectual property is held to blame. The United
States is negotiating for stronger rights worldwide
(including better enforcement), both bilaterally and
in multilateral negotiations of the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). There is
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also concern to maintain strong protection in this
country-especially against infringing imports.

Attention has been focused on the whole range of
intellectual property rights, including (among other
things) patents for inventions; copyright for books,
records, and computer software; and laws concern-
ing trademarks used to identify a fro’s goods. l24

This section, however, addresses only those intellec-
tual property rights that directly protect technologi-
cal innovation, including patents and software copy-
rights. Generally, the term “intellectual property”
in this section denotes only intellectual property of
this sort. (Box 7-D describes those intellectual
property rights and explains how their effectiveness
can vary.)

Inventors do not always need legal protection to
keep imitators out of the market. Sometimes they
can keep the new technology secret long enough to
get a good lead in the market.125 For example, it is
hard for an outsider to determine the exact composi-
tion of many chemicals, and still harder to determine
the process used to make them. In other cases,
secrecy is not feasible. Many products are rather
easily examined and duplicated—machinery, for
example. Even computer chips, with their micro-
scopic maze of interconnecting circuits, are surpris-
ingly easy to copy. Information can also leak out
through employees switching firms, and through
suppliers and customers. In many industries, de-
tailed information about new products and processes
often leaks out to competitors within a year after
they are developed.126 When secrecy breaks down,
inventors may turn to the legal protection of
intellectual property rights.

The U.S. interest in intellectual property rights to
protect technological innovation is not surprising.
While other countries have surpassed us in imple-
menting some new technologies, the United States is
still a world leader—perhaps the leader—in discov-
ering new technologies. The inventor of something
new has an obvious interest in keeping to himself the
right to make and sell the thing-or in extracting
royalties if he wishes to sell that right to others.

The case that stronger protection would yield
great dividends is not clear, however. Protection of
inventions is only one factor—by no means the most
important-in competitiveness. Furthermore, the
net effect of stronger protection on the advance of
technology is uncertain. While it might encourage
R&D by rewarding inventors, it can limit the
diffusion of the new technology. Finally, it is not
easy to persuade less developed countries, where
intellectual property protection is relatively weak, to
raise their level of protection. While intellectual
property protection does matter, even the best
foreseeable changes in protection here and abroad
will probably have at best a modest positive effect on
U.S. manufacturing. The most promising avenues of
change are: 1) streamlining enforcement of patent
rights in the United States and Japan, and 2)
harmonizing patent procedures among different
countries.

How Much Can Increased Protection Help?

This section considers whether: 1) stronger pro-
tection for technological innovation can prevent
large trade losses to imitators, 2) stronger protection
would make the U.S. economy (and other econo-
mies) more efficient by encouraging research and
development, and 3) the United States can convince
other countries to increase protection.

Preventing Losses

It is not known how much the U.S. trade deficit is
increased by gaps in intellectual property protection.
The U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC)
estimated that for 1986 these gaps caused U.S. firms
to lose revenues of $43 to $61 billion.127 This figure
is extrapolated from survey responses by selected
firms with estimated losses totaling $23.8 billion.
The sum includes at least $1.8 billion in sales lost
directly in the United States to infringing imports,
$6.1 billion in sales lost directly abroad because of

l~For a more gener~ ~scussion  of in~ll~tu~ property rights, see U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, fnteffecrud Properfy  Righfs  in
an Age of Electronics andlr@ormation,  OTA-CIT-302  (Springfield, VA: National Technical Information Service, 1986).

l~Tr~e  ~re~ 1aw Cm pro~t  against competitors’ use of information gained by unauthorized Mcas.
126~wln  Mansfield,  ‘ ‘How Rapi~y  ~s Technolo~  ~~ out?” The  Jour~iof/~lr~/Eco~mics,  VO1. 34, No. 2, December 1985, pp. 219-221.

Mansfield reported on a survey of 100 fms in 13 industries, chosen at random from those industries’ high R&D spenders. Ibid., p. 217, fn. 2.
12’7UOS.  ~ternation~  Trade  Comi5sion,  Foreign Protection of lntellect~lprope~  Righfi ad the Effect on fJ.S.  I&t~ and Trade (Washington,

DC: USITC Publication 2065, February 1988), pp. H-2 through H-3.
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Box 7-D-Intellectual Property Rights Protecting Innovation
Intellectual property rights follow national boundaries. They are granted by national (or state or provincial)

governments, and apply only within the national territory. A firm that desires rights in other countries can seek such
rights from those countries, If a firm’s rights are being violated in a foreign country, it must go to that country’s
courts for monetary compensation or an order stopping future violations.

The most important intellectual property right for protecting technological innovation is the patent. Patents are
granted by a national government for inventions of new, useful, and non-obvious products or processes (including
new, useful, and non-obvious improvements of existing products and processes). A patent grants the right for a fixed
period (in the United States, 17 years) to stop others from doing the following things within the national territory:
making covered products; using or selling covered products, wherever they were made; using covered processes;
and (in some cases) using or selling products made abroad by covered processes.

Other rights include copyright, semiconductor mask work protection, and trade secrets+ Copyright is the right
for a fixed period (in the United States, the term varies depending on circumstances but is at least 50 years) to control
the copying and other dissemination of textual, artistic, or other expressions; it is significant for protecting
technology because in the United States and many other countries, copyright protects against the copying of
computer programs and data. Mask work protection, a new form of protection created by the United States in 1984
and since adopted by other countries, protects against copying the layouts of semiconductor chips, which involve
elaborate interconnections and are very expensive to design. Trade secrets law concerns the stealing of a firm’s
secrets, including technical know-how. Depending on the law, a firm which has tried to keep its knowledge secret
may be able to stop other firms which gained unauthorized access to this knowledge from using it.

The scope and effectiveness of protection varies from country to country. For example, Argentina, India,
Brazil, and Mexico do not grant patents for pharmaceutical products, and Brazil does not grant patents for processes
for manufacturing pharmaceuticals. Also, the duration of patent protection varies. The United States generally
grants protection for 17 years from the date of the patent grant, while in India patents concerning foods,
pharmaceuticals, veterinary products, pesticides and agrochemicals last only 5 years from the patent grantor 7 years
from the application, whichever is shorter. Some countries require that, when it is in the national interest, patent
owners must grant a license to a local producer. If the parties cannot agree on a royalty rate, an administrative or
judicial authority will set one.

Thus, the laws vary in scope; but the effectiveness of protection might depend still more on procedures for
enforcing legally defined rights. For example, applying for and enforcing patents can be costly, especially in foreign
counties where companies have to hire foreign patent lawyers and pay to have documents translated. Application
and enforcement proceedings often take several years, during which time others are in most cases free to imitate
the invention. Moreover, the rules of procedure and evidence in some countries might make it difficult to prove that
a violation has occurred.

inadequate protection, and $3.1 billion in lost estimates of their losses. It is hard for a firm to state
royalties. 128 It also includes other items, such as
reduced profit margins, business never attempted
abroad, loss of manufacturing economies of scale,
and the effect of a weakened sales force on other
product lines. The ITC’s report did not quantify
these other items separately.129

As the ITC acknowledges, projecting from the
193 companies that estimated lost revenues to the
whole U.S. economy is problematic. Even for these
193 companies, the ITC depended on firms’ own

confidently how much it has lost even in direct sales,
and even more so for other items such as hypotheti-
cal losses from sales never attempted. The estimates
could also be too high if the firms incorrectly
believed that certain goods were infringing. In
addition, the ITC study concerned infringement of
all intellectual property. If losses were restricted to
technology-based intellectual property, the subject
under investigation here, the ITC’s estimate would
probably be at least 10 percent lower.130

l~Ibid,,  pp. 4.5, A-c. These  Mm fi~res  arc  compiled from firms tha[  estima[ed  these items separately. Other responding firms may have inCUrrd
these losses but did not estimate thcm separately.

1291 bid., p. 4-4.
130Ente~~ent,  f~ and ~verages,  pUbllShlng  and ~rlntLng,  a[ld textl]es  and  apparel  comprise $2..Q~  billion  oftie  total  losses of$23.8  billion. Ibid.,

p. 4-3. These particular categories probably mvolvc  almost exclusively trademarks and hterary or arustic copyright.
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More fundamentally, the existing forms of protec-
tion cannot always protect against imitation. Even
when a firm has a patent, others can often invent
around it—i.e., develop alternative technologies to
get the same result.131 The patent does give the
original inventor a headstart while others catch up.
During this time, the inventor might be able to
improve the manufacturing process, expand produc-
tion to exploit economies of scale, and develop
marketing channels ahead of his competitors. If
competitors are better at manufacturing or market-
ing, however, they can overtake the inventor. This
has happened many times. A classic example is the
CAT scanner, whose inventor was eventually re-
warded with a Nobel prize. The invention was
carried out for the British firm Electrical Musical
Industries (EMI) Ltd. in the late 1960s. Although
EMI produced and sold the CAT scanner success-
fully at first, the company lost its lead in the U.S.
market half a dozen years after introducing it there;
its biggest, most successful competitor was General
Electric, which quickly developed a somewhat
improved scanner and provided hospitals with
superior training and servicing. A couple of years
later, EMI dropped out of the CAT scanner busi-
ness. 132

Promoting Economic Growth

The theoretical basis for intellectual property
protection is to promote economic growth by
encouraging research and development—a factor of
special importance to the United States, since U.S.
manufacturing competitiveness depends heavily on
technological superiority. Without strong protec-

tion, the argument goes, many innovations that
would benefit society as a whole might never be
made because the innovator could not make enough
profit to recover the costs of research and develop-
ment and compensate for the risks of failure.133 It
should be borne in mind that not all R&D pans out.
Profits on the successes must be great enough to
cover the costs of the inevitable failures as well. In
addition, the world today is so full of competent
manufacturers that imitation is occurring faster than
ever, making it increasingly harder for innovators to
recover enough profits. If they are to get sufficient
reward for their inventions, they need strong protec-
tion of the law.

This argument for intellectual property protection
has some force. However, there is evidence that
many inventions would still be made even if legal
protection were unavailable.l34 In an opinion survey,
100 firms in the United States were asked what
percentage of their patentable inventions commer-
cially introduced in 1981-83 would have been
introduced even if patent protection were not availa-
ble. The answers, by industry, were: 35 percent in
pharmaceuticals, 70 percent in chemicals, 80 to 90
percent in petroleum, machinery, and fabricated
metal products, and over 90 percent in primary
metals, electrical equipment, instruments, office
equipment, motor vehicles, rubber, and textiles.135

In another opinion survey, 130 firms rated patents as
fairly ineffective in many industries, including
electronics; secrecy and lead time were generally
considered more important.136 Another study also
found that patents provide relatively little protection

131~ven~g  ~Omd  ~atentS  iS relatively  emy  in elatronics,  and relatively  difficult in ph~aceutic~s.  Rich~d  Levh, Alvin Klevorick,  Richard
Nelson, and Sidney Winter, “Appropriating the Returns From Industrial Research and Development,” Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, No.
3, 1987, p. 811; Edwin Mansfield, Mark Schwartz, and Samuel Wagner, “Imitation Costs and Patents: An Empirical Study,” Economic Journal, vol.
91, 1981, p. 913. In general, broader interpretation of what a patent covers can make the patent harder to invent around.

lszDavid J. T-e,  1‘Captting  Value  From Technological Innovation: Integration, Strategic Partnering, and Licensing Decisions, ’ Technology ati
G/obaf Industry: Companies and Nafions in the Wor/dEconomy,  Bruce R. Guile & Harvey Brooks, (eds.) (Washington, DC: National Academy Press,
1987), pp. 65-66,85-86.

lssM~t Ofien tie major  exwme  is not  ~ m&ing  an invention or discovering a new res~t,  but  rather  in Subquent  development work culminating
in commercial production.

l~~e li~ratm on this pint  is review~ in Wesley Cohen and Richard hvin, ‘‘Empirical Studies of Innovation and Market Structure, ’ Handbook
o~lndusm”al Organization, Richard Schmalensee  and Robert Willig, (cd.) (New York, NY: North Holland, 1989), vol. 2, pp. 1091-1093.

135~~n  Masfield,  ‘cp~ents and ~ovatlon:  An  Empficd  Study,” Ma~gementScie~e,  vol.  32, 1986, pp. 174-175.  The firIIIS were dSO askd
what percentage of their patentable inventions made during 1981-83 would have been made even if patent protection were unavailable; the responses
were similar, The fms were chosen at random from 12 U.S. industries (excluding very small firms). Of the 100 fins, 96 responded,

136Richmd ~vin, Alvin Klevorick,  Richmd Nelson, and Sidney Winter,  op. cit.,  pp. ‘7~, 792, ‘794,  796-797,811. The flrms  d.%)  rated process piMeIItS

less effective than product patents. The data suggests several reasons: processes are easier to keep secret and fms prefer to keep processes secret rather
than disclose them in a publi~ed patent; processes are patentable less often than products; competitors can find alternative processes rnon easily man
ahemativeproducts;  competitors’ uses of patented processes are harder to detect and prove than competitors’ manufacture and sale of patented products.
Ibid., pp. 794 (table 1), 797 (table 2), 803 (table 5).
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in electronics, compared to drugs and chemicals.137

Yet the electronics industry spends about 8 to 9
percent of sales on R&D, compared to an average of
about 3 percent for all R&D-performing manufactur-
ing industries.138

In addition, the social benefit of encouraging
R&D must be balanced against certain social costs.
One cost is reduced diffusion of new technology—
including technology that would have been devel-
oped even without legal protection. By exercising
intellectual property rights, an innovator can prevent
others from using the new technology. Thus, people
wanting to buy products dependent on the new
technology might find the products expensive or
unavailable because competition has been stifled.
Perhaps even more important, other researchers will
be reluctant to build on a protected invention (e.g.,
by improving it or by applying it in a new way), since
the original inventor may try to stop other firms from
using any derivative technology. (And if the inven-
tor is willing to license the invention, the royalties
might be more than most firms would pay.) For
example, the semiconductor industry would have
been slower to take off if AT&T had been able to
keep others from using the key technology covered
by its early transistor patents.139

While all patents to some extent risk inhibiting
technology diffusion, some recent patents with a
broad sweep have aroused particular concern. These
include patents on software to display multiple
windows on a computer screen and to compare the
texts of different versions of a document,l40 and a
patent on a new mathematical technique to solve
problems such as routing of telephones and schedul-
ing of airlines.141 The courts might interpret such
patents narrowly or find them invalid altogether—
but first some firm must have sufficient stake in the
issue to mount a court challenge. In some fields, the
danger of inhibiting technology diffusion might be
relatively low. For example, patents on existing
pharmaceuticals generally do not stop rival firms
from developing and marketing new pharmaceuti-

cals based on different active ingredients (although
patents would stop rival firms from developing, for
example, new dosage forms of existing pharmaceu-
ticals).

Patents can also help diffusion of technology,
because they are published and must explain how to
practice the patented technology. Upon reading a
patent, an expert in the field might think of follow-up
work or might think of a way to achieve the same
result in a different way, outside the patent’s
purview. Many Japanese firms routinely track patent
applications (which in Japan are published 18
months after filing) to learn about new technology.
In the United States, applications are published
when a patent is granted—typically about 2 years
after the application is filed. However, this pub-
lished information often could be learned instead by
examining the products.

There are also costs of running the legal system.
Patent applications can be expensive for inventors to
file and for the government to evaluate. Lawsuits
between patent owners and alleged imitators are
expensive for the parties and take up valuable court
time. Moreover, in many lawsuits the court finds that
no patent rights have been violated, so the time and
expense was for naught---a, worse, the suit might
even have been brought deliberately to harass
legitimate competitors and scare their customers.
Another cost is that, to the extent the law is unclear
or its enforcement unpredictable, business planning
is hindered for both inventors and possible competi-
tors.

Since intellectual property protection entails so-
cial costs as well as benefits, providing ever stronger
intellectual property protection does not necessarily
promote economic growth. The best results come
from protection strong enough to encourage innova-
tion but not so strong as to greatly inhibit technology
diffusion—with some attention to making enforce-
ment predictable and inexpensive. Unfortunately,
determining what level of protection would work

lgT~win Mansfield,  Mark Schwartz, and Samuel Wagner, op. Cit., p. 913.
ls8Nation~ Science Fomdatlon, Nafiow/Patterm ~fR&f) Resources: ]989, Find Report  NSF 8$)-308  (Washington,  DC: U.S.  Government finting

Office 1989), p. 65. This source gives ‘‘Company R&D funds as a percent of net sales in R&D-performing manufacturing companies by industry’ for
1986. The percentage for electronic components (SIC 367) is 8.5; for drugs and medicines (SIC 283), 8.8; for other chemicals (SIC 284-285, 287-291),
2.6; and for all industries combined, 3.2.

IWU.SO Congess,  office of Twhno@y As~ssrnent, /nternutionu/ Competition in Services, OTA-lTE-328 (Sprinxleld, VA: Nation~ TCX~C~
Information Service, July 1987), p. 216. As part of a 1956 consent decree settling an antitrust suit against it, AT&T agreed to license its transistor patents
to other firms.

I@Lawrence  Fisher, ‘‘Software Industry in Uproar Over Recent Rush of Patents,’ The New York Times, May 12, 1989, p. D1.
lqlGina  Kiolata,  “Ma~ematicia~ Are Troubled by Claims on Their Recipes, ” The New York Times, Mar. 12, 1989, p. E26.
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best is largely a matter of guesswork. Empirical
studies of how the level of protection affects the total
amount of innovative activity (both invention and
diffusion) are few and inconclusive.142 Other effects
might also be weighed in the balance. For example,
strong patent and trade secret protection can make it
harder for employees in an established firm to leave
to found their own firm in the same field of
technology.

143 Whether this effect is desirable de-
pends on the characteristics of particular industries.

Another effect is that strong protection at home
can be a bargaining chip abroad. In the 1960s, both
IBM and Texas Instruments gained permission to
produce and sell in Japan only by agreeing to grant
Japanese firms licenses under their key U.S. patents
for computers and semiconductors respectively. In
effect, IBM and Texas Instruments gained access to
the Japanese market in exchange forgiving Japanese
firms access to the U.S. market.l44

Finally, in considering the optimum level of
intellectual property protection, it should be borne in
mind that intellectual property protection is not the
only way to encourage innovation. For example, the
government can fund research and development,
give tax breaks or preferential financing to industry
investing in R&D and in modern equipment, and
collaborate in industrial R&D projects. On the
whole, compared with some other countries, the
United States has chosen to rely less on these other
means of encouraging innovation and more on
protection of intellectual property. This choice
probably arises from the fundamental, widely held
view in this country that government and civilian
industry should be separate. Intellectual property
protection is seen as proper: it simply lets firms
make profits in the marketplace based on their
inventions. The alternative that the United States has
most strongly embraced—support for basic research
and for defense R&D-involves little interaction
between government and civilian industry.

If the United States were to put more emphasis on
various other means of encouraging innovation,

intellectual property protection might become less
important.

Convincing Other Countries

Assuming that stronger worldwide protection of
intellectual property could improve U.S. competi-
tiveness, is there a realistic prospect that other
countries can be persuaded to change their laws?
Generally, the less economically developed a coun-
try is, the less it desires intellectual property
protection.

Less developed countries are not much moved by
the argument that imitation is a form of stealing
because it takes the benefits of R&D without sharing
the costs. These countries are apt to reply that they
are already much poorer than we are, and that strong
intellectual property protection would just aggravate
the difference. Stronger protection would benefit
innovators in rich countries while driving prices
higher for consumers and stopping capable local
imitators in poorer countries.

The argument that protection is good for eco-
nomic development in the long run, because it
encourages local innovators, also falls on stony
ground. Imitation of existing technologies is at least
as well proven as a springboard for economic
development as local innovation. Korea and Taiwan
are modern examples. The United States, as colonies
and as a nation, based much of its own earlier
economic growth largely on imitation of European
technology.

Finally, developing countries are urged to con-
sider that they may not always be able to imitate.
Sometimes they will need to buy technology from
foreign firms, and these firms might refuse to license
or sell technologies in countries that lack adequate
intellectual property protection. This possibility
does not seem to scare developing countries much.
For example, many complaints have been lodged
about unlicensed imitation or “piracy” of inven-
tions in Korea, yet Korean firms have found willing
sellers of technology among U.S. innovators, espe-
cially in the semiconductor industry.

Idzwesley Cohen  and Richd kin, “Empirical Studies of Innovation and Market StIUChKG” Hana%ook of Industrial Organizatwn,  Richard
Schmalensee and Robert Willig, (cd.) (New York, NY: North-Holland, 1989), vol. 2, pp. 1089-90, 1094-95.

143when  a ~uent fm sues a spinoff for ~leged patent  or trade s~ret vlolations,  tie cost of fighting tie suit can intimidate the spinoff, regardless of
the merits of the case. The parent’s motivation is often more to prevent hiring away of employees than to protect intellectual property--as shown by the
terms of settlements. Professor John Barton, Stanford Law School, personal communication, June 12, 1989 and Feb. 1, 1990,

144u.s. Conmss,  Office  of T~~o]on  Asx55ment,  /~erMtwM/  co~etitiveness  in E/ec~om”cs,  OTA-ISC-ZOO  (Springfield, VA: National
Technical Information Sewice,  November 1983), pp. 193-194.
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If the United States cannot persuade other coun-
tries that strong intellectual property protection is in
their own interest, it can resort to carrots and sticks.
The carrot is often exemption from tariffs for certain
imports from that country under the Generalized
System of Preferences.145 The stick can be denial or
withdrawal of such benefits, or flexible retaliation
(often in the form of punitive tariffs on certain
goods) under the recently strengthened Section 301
of the Trade Act of 1974. This approach has
achieved some success. For example, partly because
of sustained U.S. pressure, Singapore strengthened
its copyright protection generally and also applied it
to software.l46 

If other countries under our urging do pass
tough-sounding laws, that does not guarantee their
enforcement. Enforcement requires sophisticated
governmental apparatus. A country that has trouble
feeding its population cannot be expected to spend
large amounts of money to ensure speed and fairness
in processing patent applications and trying patent
suits. Moreover, a country that has been pressured
into granting intellectual property rights might be
particularly inclined to give enforcement efforts a
low priority.

Specific Problems

Efforts to strengthen intellectual property protec-
tion are likely to be most effective when aimed at
protection in the United States and in other devel-
oped countries. Both have large markets for the
products of U.S. technology; and developed coun-
tries have more interest in granting strong protec-
tion. The weak spots in these countries largely
concern procedures for administering and enforcing
the law, rather than the law’s substance.

U.S. Patent System

Courts in the United States have ruled more
favorably toward patent holders in the 1980s than in
the 1960s. This applies to rulings on patent validity
(in particular, whether an invention was sufficiently

non-obvious to merit a patent); scope of coverage
(how broad a range of possible imitation is prohib-
ited by the patent grant); permissible conduct by the
patent holder (e.g., whether the patent holder may
impose various marketing restrictions on its licen-
sees); and compensation to be awarded for infringe-
ment. The changed legal climate in part reflects a
shift in viewpoint. Traditionally, judges enforced
patents narrowly on the ground that patents created
undesirable monopoly rights. Increasingly, how-
ever, judges have viewed patent rights as simply a
legitimate incentive and reward for innovation. In
addition, in 1982 patent-related appeals were consoli-
dated in one court, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Federal circuit. That court’s rulings have strength-
ened and clarified patent law. In fact, some believe
that this court has tilted the law too far in patent
owners’ favor.

The effectiveness of U.S. patent law is limited by
delay in enforcement. It takes over 2 1/2 years, on
average, to bring a patent case through trial for a
ruling. 147 Only then (with fairly rare exceptions) can
the patent owner get a court order to stop the
imitation. 148 A firm whose patent is being infringed
might not make it to the end of the trial, and even if
it does the court might not fully compensate for the
harm.

Delay is particularly troublesome in suits against
imported goods. Often it is hard to trace these
imports back to their source, to find out whom to sue.
Moreover, the U.S. courts have no way of enforcing
a ruling against a foreign manufacturer who has
neither assets nor employees in the United States. If
the manufacturer is beyond the court’s power, the
patent owner must sue domestic distributors instead.
(The same is true for other intellectual property
rights, including copyright, mask work, and trade
secret.) The patent owner might hesitate to sue, for
the foreign manufacturer’s distributor might also be
his own, for the same product or others. Even if the
court rules for the patent owner and orders the
distributor to stop selling the infringing goods, the

Idswhile gant~g  such preferences  might ~ conson~t with o~  over~l foreign policy obj~tives, ~e~  preferences do m~e  foreign ~mpelillOn
stronger in the U.S. market, thus to some extent offsetting the gain in our total competitive position due to stronger intellectual property protection abroad.

146R.  ~chWi G@bawmdT1mothy  Richads,  /nte//e~r~/ProPer~ Rights: G~b~Co~e~~, G/oba/Co@ict? (Bolllder,  CO: WestviewPress,  1988),
pp. 313,329.

~41An&RepO~Of  tie Director of t~ A~in~trati~e ofice of the United States Courts  ]988, p. 221. This  report  shows a rfldian tilIIC Of 31 mOnl.hS
from filing to disposition of patent cases after trial; the arithmetic mean, or average, would probably be somewhat greater, since 90 percent of the cases
take at least 11 months and 10 percent of the cases take at least 62 months.

1481t is ~ Pficiple ~ssible to get s~h  an order ~fore ~i~, c~l~ a prelimin~ inj~ction. However, in practi~ it is very had for a patent Owner
to get such an order unless he has already won a prior lawsuit based on that patent.
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foreign manufacturer need only switch to another
domestic distributor. The patent owner will then
have to start all over again, first identifying and then
suing the new distributor.

The owner of a patent or other intellectual
property right can avoid these multiple lawsuits by
filing a complaint with the U.S. International Trade
Commission (an independent Federal agency) under
Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended.149

If the Commission finds that imports are violating
the complaining party’s intellectual property rights,
it can issue an exclusion order, enforced by the
Customs Service, barring importation of those
goods. Moreover, the Commission is required to
render a decision within a year (18 months in a
minority of cases deemed “more complicated”), a
considerably shorter time than the average a court
suit takes.

The GATT has ruled that Section 337 violates
GATT treaty provisions by providing special, harsher
enforcement of the patent laws where foreign goods
are concerned.150 Section 337 is still in effect.
However, other GAIT members could now retaliate
against future use of Section 337 against their fins.
The GATT decision found many aspects of Section
337 inconsistent with the GATT treaty, and it will be
difficult to amend Section 337 to bring it into line
with the GATT decision while still keeping the core
advantages of: 1) a quick decision, and 2) an
exclusion order.

Japan’s Patent System
U.S. firms have often been frustrated by the

ineffectiveness of Japan’s patent system in protect-
ing their inventions.l5l Part of the problem has
stemmed from U.S. fins’ lack of familiarity with
how the system works. Difficulties have also oc-
curred due to the language barrier. But part of the
problem stems from the nature of the system,

especially from delays and a public policy that
favors granting of licenses to those who improve on
a basic patent.

While precise figures are not available, it seems
that an application for a Japanese patent, if opposed
vigorously by another firm, will generally be tied up
for at least 6 years before an inventor can proceed
with a lawsuit. (Patent applications in the United
States take an average of less than 2 years.) After a
patent is issued in Japan, a firm accused in court of
patent infringement could probably cause the law-
suit to take at least 3 to 4 years.152 (U.S. patent trials
are not much quicker. They average somewhat over
2 1/2 years, and a determined defendant often can add
delay.) This puts an inventor in a poor bargaining
position: grant a license, or wait at least 9 to 10 years
to get anything from a lawsuit.153

In addition, other firms might seek patents for
various improvements. This practice is very com-
mon in Japan. After an application is first published
(generally 18 months after the application), firms
frequently file many applications for improvements.
Under Japanese law, a firm that receives a patent for
an improvement can apply to the Patent Office for a
compulsory license under the basic patent, if the
owner of the basic patent refuses to agree on license
terms. The Patent Office has discretion to grant or
deny the request. l54 While this law has never
actually been used, its presence can weaken the
bargaining position of a patent owner.155

The Japanese system, which encourages licens-
ing, might work well for Japan’s economy by
promoting diffusion of technology. However, it
often does not serve U.S. firms well. To succeed at
all in Japan, a U.S. firm might have to be the sole
supplier of the item in question. As discussed
elsewhere in this report, Japanese firms have a
strong tradition and bias in favor of buying from

1491(3  USC. 1337. This ~em~y WM ~~en~en~ by the ~lbus Trade and competitiveness At of 1988, Public Law 1OO-418, SW. 1342.
ISOA GA~di~pute  ~e~olution  panel  ~~  in November 1988, upon the  complfit  of the EC, that Swtion SST violates the  ‘ ‘national Weatnlent”  ClaUSe

of the GATT treaty, which requires that a member country treat imports from another member countxy  in a reamer ‘no less favorable than that accorded
to like products of national origin in respect of all laws, regulations and requirements affecting their internal sale, offering for sale, purchase,
transportation, distribution, or use. ’ GATT Article H. The United States subsequently accepted the panel’s ruling, making it an officiaI  GATT deeision.

151~e Semte Comittm  on Comer&,  Science, and Transpo~ation, Subcommittee on Foreign Commerce and Tourism, has held hearings on the
Japanese patent system on June 24, 1988 (Serial No. 100-59) and Feb. 28, 1989 (Serial No. 101-19).

152Y01c~ro  Yamawhi, patent attorney regstered in Japan, Bevefidge, DeGran~ & Weilacher, personal communication, Jan. 30, 19$X).
lss~erdelays  we ~ssible  in ~th the Japanese and  us-  systems. The systems are hard  to compare ~rudy.  In general, both  systems involve  Sifik

types of delays (though sometimes in a different order), but the delays are longer in Japan. Ibid.
154Jap~ese  Patent  Law, IAW  No. 121 of Apr. 13, 1959, as amended, SeCS.  7292.

lssyolc~ro  Yamaguchi, op. cit.
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other Japanese firms. Japan’s complex distribution
system reinforces the preference for buying Japa-
nese. An exclusive patented technology might be the
only way for an American firm to get into the
Japanese market if it is forced to license Japanese
firms, they might capture the whole market.

The United States has been negotiating with Japan
to fix these and other problems. Already, Japan has
increased the Patent Office staff to reduce delay,
although not nearly as much as the United States
believes is necessary. Japan has also lengthened
various deadlines for non-Japanese parties, to allow
sufficient time for communication and translation.
Because Japan is now producing many inventions, it
might be receptive to granting stronger power to
patentees to exclude competition. The keidanren, an
influential Japanese association of businesses, has
already urged that patent systems worldwide should
provide “effective patent enforcement,” including
“preliminary and final injunctions [i.e., court orders
against infringement] as well as monetary awards
adequate to compensate patentees fully and serve as
an effective deterrent.’’156

Critics of Japan’s patent system might keep in
mind that the U.S. system has its own drawbacks.
Resolution of patent cases that go to trial is slow (on
average over 2 1/2 years). In addition, patent litiga-
tion can be expensive, and our patent law is quite
complex. Thus, foreigners may feel that our system
puts them at a disadvantage. While patents are issued
relatively quickly in the United States, they are fairly
often ruled invalid by the courts. Moreover, 20 years
ago the courts enforced patent rights more narrowly
than they do now. It should therefore not be too
surprising that Japan and other countries, following
in our economic footsteps, do not grant as strong
protection as we might wish.

Patent Office Procedures Worldwide

Procedures for issuing patents differ from one
country to the next. This raises the cost of filing
applications in more than one country. The United
States has been negotiating in WIPO and with Japan
and the countries of the EC on terms of possible
harmonization. The negotiations have already borne
fruit. At U.S. urging, Japan in 1988 started allowing
inventors to put multiple claims (in effect, multiple

variants of the same invention) in one consolidated
application, as has long been the practice in the
United States and Europe.

Most of the changes, however, will probably
come only as part of a comprehensive settlement. As
part of any package deal, it is likely the United States
will have to change from a first-to-invent system (in
which the first person to make an invention is
entitled to a patent) to a first-to-file system (in which
the first inventor to file an application is entitled to
a patent). Only the United States and the Philippines
follow the first-to-invent system.

A fret-to-file system has some advantages. Since
patents disclose the invention, early patenting could
increase technology diffusion. A fret-to-file system
also avoids extensive legal fights over who was the
first inventor. However, switching to a first-to-file
system in this country could disadvantage small
inventors (either individuals or startup or small
firms), who are probably more important in the
United States than elsewhere. Having no patent
department, small inventors usually have a harder
time filing applications and therefore prefer to delay
filing, to see if the invention warrants filing and to
have more time to prepare the application. Under a
first-to-invent system, these inventors can delay
filing applications without fear of being preempted.
Under a first-to-file system, a small inventor might
lose out to a later inventor in a large firm that gets its
application filed first. This hardship on small
inventors could be lessened by making initial
applications easier and cheaper to file, as they are in
many fret-to-file countries.

ANTITRUST LAW
Federal antitrust law prohibits a wide range of

business conduct that restrains trade or monopolizes
a market. Its core provisions, Sections 1 and 2 of the
Sherman Act of 1890, as amended, prohibit both
business “combinations . . . in restraint of trade”
and the “monopoliz[ation], or attempt to monopo-
lize," trade.157 The Sherman Act and other antitrust
statutes are worded in general terms, and could by
their literal language prohibit a great deal of
innocent business activity. The courts therefore have
taken the statutes as an invitation to fashion a body

l~e  ~~ll=tu~  ~~y  mi~~  (USA),  Keidanren  (Japan), and UNICE  (Europe), Baic  Framework of cm provisions  on l~ellect~
Property: Statement of Views of the European, Japanese and United States Bwiness  Communities, June 1988, p. 33.

15715 Uos,c. 1.2.
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of precedent to explain more clearly what conduct is
prohibited.

U.S. antitrust law has long been an effective
shield against the power of monopoly and has kept
many fields open to enterprising, innovative new-
comers. Today, as foreign competition looms large
in the U.S. economy, some have questioned whether
traditional interpretation and enforcement of anti-
trust law may need some changes. Antitrust law
could potentially prohibit firms from merging,
forming joint ventures, and cooperating in various
other ways—such as setting industry standards and
conducting joint R&D projects. This section as-
sesses the extent to which antitrust law might
prohibit or discourage such behavior even when it
would enhance the competitiveness of U.S. manu-
facturers.

While direct evidence is scanty, it appears that
antitrust law does discourage some competitiveness-
enhancing conduct, and would somewhat impede
government and private efforts to increase such
conduct. In most cases, the law does not actually
prohibit the behavior in question; but because the
law is unclear and involves stiff penalties, business-
men are often afraid to do anything that even looks
like it might be an antitrust violation.

The Changing Interpretation of the Law
●

The types of conduct prohibited by antitrust law,
and the philosophical justification for the prohibi-
tions, have changed somewhat through the years. In
the late 1800s and early 1900s, antitrust law was
aimed in part at keeping businesses small. Small
businesses were seen as more humane and more
responsive to local needs. The Supreme Court, for
example, criticized the transformation of “an inde-
pendent businessman, the head of his establishment,
small though it might be, into a mere servant or agent
of a corporation, ’’158 and noted the “widespread
impression that corporate power had been and would
be used to oppress individuals and injure the public
generally.’ ’159

In recent years, antitrust law has been aimed not
so much at preventing bigness as such but rather at
ensuring fairly free competition. Under neoclassical
economic theory, a free market-in which many
firms compete and no one firm is large enough to
affect the market for its product—is most efficient
for society. When one or a small number of firms
comes to dominate the market; those firms tend to
reduce output and raise prices compared with free
market levels. This market power is called oligopoly
(if only a few firms are competing) or monopoly (if
only one company sells the product).

Since the 1960s, the primary purpose of antitrust
law has been to promote competition by minimizing
the creation and exercise of market power.l60 Today
both the courts and the Federal enforcement agen-
cies acknowledge that some kinds of cooperation
can often be justified by compensating benefits to
society. l6l For example, suppose several competing
firms with large combined market share in metal
alloys create a joint venture to develop and sell a
particular new alloy. Despite the joint venture’s
market power, society might be better off with the
joint venture than without it because on their own the
firms might have taken much longer to develop the
product.

In evaluating a firm’s conduct, enforcement
agencies and the courts most often use a balancing
test, or “rule of reason. ” Conduct that threatens
substantially increased exercise of market power is
permitted if the societal benefits outweigh the
societal costs (or, as sometimes phrased, if the
pro-competitive effects outweigh the anti-
competitive effects). The rule of reason is not always
used. For example, certain egregious conduct, such
as agreements among sellers to fix prices or divide
markets, is deemed to be a per se (Latin for “by
itself’ violation. In such cases no balancing test is
performed, on the ground that the conduct rarely if
ever can have any social benefit.

The wide adoption of the rule of reason by the
courts and the enforcement agencies has made
antitrust law more accommodating than it once was.

lS8Fr~~ck Row, “me ~l~e of ~ti~t ~d tie ~l~ions of Models: The Faustian Pact of Law and ~OnOmiCS,”  Georget~n  @ JOIW@
vol. 72, June 1984, p. 1517, quoting United States v. Trans-Missouri  Freight Association, 166 U.S. 290, 319, 323 (1987).

l~~id.,  p. 1517 footnote 32, quoting United States v. Standard Oil Co., 221 U.S. 1. so (191 ~).
16Dp~llip  ma @ ~uis K@oW,A~~frwfAW@~~:  frobfe~,  Text, c~es, Ah ~. (Boston, w: Little Brown  & L’o.,  1988), pMS.  111, 130, pp.

13-14, 44-45; Frederick Rowe, op. cit., pp. 1524-1535.
161Reportof  the Amrican B@Asso~~tion  section ofAntip~t~  T~kForce on the Antitr~tDiv&n  of the U.S.  Department ofJwtice, hdy  1989,

pp. 8-16.
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Congress also modified the antitrust statutes in the
1980s because of concern for U.S. manufacturing
competitiveness. The Export Trading Company Act
of 1982162 provided for advance antitrust approval
for firms working together through export trading
companies. In the National Cooperative Research
Act of 1984,163 Congress mandated a rule of reason
approach, and in some cases lessened penalties, for
joint R&D. But whether these recent changes are
enough, or whether further modification of antitrust
law is called for to enhance U.S. competitiveness, is
still an issue.

The Terms of the Debate

There are arguments for maintaining the status
quo. In the past decade very few antitrust lawsuits
have been brought, let alone won, that challenge
activity which arguably should be encouraged on
competitiveness grounds (e.g., joint R&D). 164 More-
over, it is hard to find examples of firms’ giving up
any such activity because of antitrust concerns.

In addition, antitrust enforcement has substan-
tially lessened over the last two decades, especially
in the early years of the Reagan administration. For
example, civil cases filed by the Justice Department,
around 30 per year in the late 1970s, dropped to the
low teens by 1983. Cases against conduct other than
price-fixing and bid-rigging165 have become rare,
and the Justice Department’s guidelines, testimony
and other public pronouncements often express a
strong concern to ensure that antitrust law not
prohibit desirable business activity. Private suits
alleging antitrust conduct have also decreased in
recent years—from about 1,110 cases filed in the 12
months ending June 30, 1984 to about 660 in the 12
months ending June 30, 1988. Further weakening of
antitrust enforcement could send the wrong signal to
business, and invite anti-competitive behavior.l66

There are also arguments for further modification.
One argument challenges the neoclassical premise
that free markets always benefit society. Although
the premise might be true generally, it does not apply
in all cases. Specifically, perfect competition may
not be conducive to innovation in today’s business
and technological conditions.

Firms will perform less innovation than would be
best for society if they cannot capture substantial
benefits of their innovations. In a perfectly free
market, other firms imitate the innovator, take away
some of the business, and drive the price down to a
level that typically does not let the innovating firm
recoup its investment. If the innovator can get
market power, at least for a while, he can recover
more of the value to society of his innovation. In the
long run, a society in which innovators can expect to
gain some market power, at least temporarily, is
probably better off than one in which perfect
competition always prevails.167

The patent system provides one way of gaining
such market power. In fact, patent systems are
usually justified on the ground that they encourage
invention. A patent owner has the legal right to stop
others from using the patented technology for a term
of years (in the United States, generally 17 years),
and this right often yields some market power, at
least until others find a way around the patent.

Sometimes patents are not a very effective way of
getting enough market power to repay an innovator
(see the section Intellectual Property in this chap-
ter). Corning out first with a new or improved
product is an alternative way of achieving market
power, at least for a time. But it is often the case
today that neither patents nor the advantages of
being first to market are enough to encourage
adequate innovation by single companies. Increasingly,
the kind of innovation nations need to enhance

l~pub]ic  LSW 97-290, 15 U.S.C. 4001 et seq.

l~~blic ~W 98-4.62, 15 U.S.C. 4301 A305.
1640TA is ~wwe of n. ~~h ~-., exapt  hat  ~me  C=s have ~n fil~ (but not won) against grOUpS  of f~s ~tting industry stidards.
16SBid  ~%ing involves tie exe~i~  of m~et ~wer by buyers,  which  has un&sirable  eff~~  similar KI tie exerci~ of market power  by @kXS.
ltiRePort  of t~ Amr&an B~ &50c~twn section  of Antitr~t  ~ T~k Force on the  Antitrust Division  of the U.S.  Department of Jusn”ce,  Op. Cit.,

pp. 4-5, 16-18, A7 (source for chart on page A7 is U.S. Department of Justice, Antitrust Division Workload Statistics FY 1978 to F’Y 1987); Annua/
Report cfthe Director of the Ati”nistrative Q?ice of the United States Courts: Z988 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government printing  Office, n.d.)t PP. 181t
185; see also Patrick Marshall, “Do Antitrust Laws Limit U.S. Competitiveness?” Congressional Quarterly’s Editorial Research Reports, vol. 2, No.
1, July 7, 1989, pp. 368-70, The Reagan Administration did file a high number of criminal cases, but largely against small local businesses such as
construction. Report of the American Bar Associatwn  Section of Antitrust Luw  Thsk Force on the Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice,
op. cit., p. 17; Patrick Marshall, op. cit., p. 368.

167ThommJordeand  DavidTme,  “~ov~ion, CwPr~ionand~ti~t:  B~ancing ComWtition andc~ration,’ ‘High TechnofogyL.uwJournaf,
vol. 4, No. 1, spring 1989, pp. 8-13,
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competitiveness requires resources far beyond the
means of small companies.168 Even for very large
firms, the expense and risks of R&D may be too
great for the firms to go it alone. For example, both
high definition television and optoelectronics re-
quire expensive technology development in several
areas at once.

Capital costs for manufacturing can also be very
high. It costs at least $250 million to build a plant to
produce the present generation of DRAM semicon-
ductors, and for the next generation capital costs will
be much higher, perhaps $500 million per plant.
Such costs may be too great for most U.S. firms to
bear on their own. The manufacture of semiconduc-
tors and other high technology products also re-
quires technical expertise in many fields-often
beyond the capability of a single firm.

There are other reasons as well for cooperation
among fins. Small manufacturing firms sometimes
benefit from pooling their resources and bidding
together on large jobs. Voluntary establishment of
industry standards requires cooperation between
firms. Sometimes mergers are necessary to match
foreign fins’ economies of scale.

All of these cooperative activities might run afoul
of our antitrust laws. The law does not invariably
prohibit activities like these. In fact, if firms can
advance technology or otherwise improve their
competitiveness only by teaming up, then courts
may well judge that the benefits to competition
outweigh the harm. Under the rule of reason, there
would then be no antitrust violation. The trouble is
that firms cannot be sure of this ruling in advance.
Because elements of the law are vague, and the
penalties for antitrust violation can be severe, firms
often shy away from cooperative deals out of a
combination of fear and ignorance.

Several factors can make it hard to predict the
outcome of antitrust cases involving cooperation.
Under the rule of reason, the beneficial and harmful
effects of the deal must be compared. The harmful
effects are determined largely by how much market
power the deal creates, but in practice, market power
is often very difficult to determine. For example, a

proposed joint venture might be expected to sell 80
percent of laptop personal computers, but only 10
percent of all personal computers, in the U.S.
market. The venture’s vulnerability to antitrust will
depend heavily on the extent to which laptops and
other personal computers are substitutable. Even if
the products do not readily substitute, some manu-
facturers of non-laptop personal computers might be
waiting in the wings, ready to produce laptops if the
joint venture tried to raise prices. In that case the
joint venture would have little market power. In
general, the substitutability of products and the
ability and willingness of firms in neighboring fields
to enter a market could be points of contention in
court. Also in contention could be the deal’s claimed
beneficial effects. Will the firms substantially ad-
vance technology to develop a new product, or is the
deal really just a front for pooling market shares?
And is it really true that the individual firms could
not profitably develop the product in question on
their own?

How these points are resolved at trial again
depends on several factors. The judge or jury may
understand the need for firms to pool their resources
but they may not. Facts about the market are hard to
determine and are often the subject of conflicting
expert testimony. Even after the facts are resolved,
the weighing of positive and negative effects is not
a precise calculation. It inherently involves the
exercise of judgment.

In addition, while the rule of reason is widely
used, alternative legal tests might in some cases cut
short the full consideration of the activity’s benefits.
Antitrust doctrine contains the per se test (an activity
is condemned without any consideration of its
benefits), the “quick look” test (an activity’s
benefits are considered only if on a quick look it
appears reasonably likely that such benefits exist);
and the “least restrictive alternative” test (an
activity is condemned if the court believes its
benefits could have been achieved by another
arrangement with less restrictive effect on competi-
tion). These doctrines might, for example, be applied
to some joint production cases-especially if the

l~~ordingto~e  National Science Foundation, 200companies accounted for90percent of all industrial R&D spending in the United Staks in 1986.
The average R&D spending among this group was $273 million. If the average R&D intensity of the firms was 10 percent (a very high figure) the 1986
average net sales for companies in this group were $2.7 billion. William L. Stewart, “Effects of Corporate Restructurings on R&D Support,” testimony
before the House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Technology, July 13, 1989.

l@Jorde  and Teece, op. ci~, pp. 4M2, 47A8.
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court is skeptical that joint production can yield
benefits for society.l69

These are some of the complex issues of fact and
law that make the outcome of a particular case
difficult to predict. They can also make a trial quite
expensive. On the average, antitrust cases take
longer than other cases filed in Federal district court.
For example, of the cases that go to trial, antitrust
cases take a median time of 35 months, compared
with a median time of 19 months for all cases.170

Firms therefore have reason to be cautious about
activities that might be considered antitrust viola-
tions. The severe enforcement regime in antitrust
law, which includes multiple enforcers and stiff
penalties, reinforces caution.

Both the Justice Department and the Federal
Trade Commission enforce Federal antitrust laws.
These agencies can file civil suits to stop the
offending conduct. Also, if the Justice Department
establishes that an antitrust violation has caused
economic harm to the government, the defendant
must pay the government actual damages.171 From
1984 to 1987 the Justice Department filed a total of
46 civil suits. Of the 50 civil suits terminated in that
period, the government won 39, lost 2, and negoti-
ated an agreement in the remaining 9.172 For mergers
and some joint ventures above certain dollar thresh-
olds, firms must give the government advance
notice. 173 If the government announces its intention
to challenge the deal in court, the firms involved will
usually either modify the deal to satisfy the govern-
ment’s concerns or abandon the deal altogether.

The Justice Department can also file criminal
suits with potentially large fines for the corporation
and culpable officers and employees, and imprison-
ment for culpable officers and employees,174 al-
though criminal suits have been reserved for egre-
gious attempts to fix prices, divide markets, or rig
bids. From 1984 to 1987 the Justice Department
filed a total of 219 criminal cases. Of the 237 cases
terminated in that period, 210 resulted in convic-
tions.175

While the U.S. Government’s civil enforcement
in recent years has not been aggressive, firms are
often reluctant to gamble that government policy
will remain the same. Firms can seek approval in
advance for a particular course of action from the
Justice Department or the FTC,176 but these approv-
als often take several months and can involve
considerable legal expense. Firms usually save this
process for substantial projects (justifying high legal
fees) that can wait several months. Also, government
approval does not insulate firms against private
suits, though in practice it lessens the likelihood that
private suits will be filed or will succeed.

Private parties can file antitrust suits if they claim
to be threatened or to have suffered some economic
harm caused by an alleged violation. Private suits are
far more numerous than government suits. In the 12
months ending June 30, 1988, private parties filed
about 660 private antitrust suits in Federal court,
compared with 20 civil and 70 criminal cases filed
by the government.177 Private suits are on average

~~~An~  Report of the Direc@r  of the A&ninistrative @ice of the United States Courts: 1988, OP.  cit., pp. **O, **1.
ITIsee 15 U.S.C. 4, 15a, 25. The F~r~ Tr~e Commission proceeds under 15 U.S.C. 21 (mergers) or under the Federal Trade Commission ~t, 15

U.s.c. 45.
172u.s.  Dep~mentofJu~tlce,  ~ti~t Division WorNoad  Statistics 1978 to ~ 1987, reprint~ in Reportof  the American BarAssociation Section

of Antitrust L.uw Twk Force on the Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice, op. cit., p. A7 (total civil cases: filed, won, lost, dismissed).
17315  U.S.C. 18a.
17415 u-s-c.  1.
175u.s. ~p~mentof Justice, ~ti~t Division WorkJoad Smtistics  ~ 1978 to FY 1987, repl-int~ in Reportof  the~ericanBarAssoc;ation  Section

of Antitrust Luw Tmk Force on the Antitrust Diviswn of the U.S. Department of Justice, op. cit., p. A8 (total criminal cases: filed, terminated, won).
In 1987,42 individuals were fined a total of $1,636,(XKI;  15 individuals were sentenced to serve time in jail and 33 more were given probation; 1,994
jail days were served; and 66 corporations were freed a total of $16,265,000. Ibid., reprinted in Report of the American Bar Association Section of
Antitrtat  Law Tmk Force on the Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Jwice,  op. cit., pp. Al I-A13.

176Nei~erJmtice  ~p~mentapprov~snor  FTC st~f level approv~s  ~e  bindingon  the  government,  butno  firm  h~ everbeen  SUed for conduct within
the scope of such an approval. Janice Rubin, Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, American Law Division, “The Impact of U.S.
Antitrust Law on Joint Activity by Corporations: Some Background,” May 1, 1989, p. 7 (Department of Justice); Carl Hevener, Justice Department
Liaison, Federal Trade Commission, personal communication, Dec. 1 and 5, 1989 (Federal Trade Commission). During 1984-87, the Justice Department
received about 25 requests for approval per year and granted roughly 90 percent of them. U.S. Department of Justice, Antitrust Division Workload
Statistics FY 1978-1987, reprinted in Report of the American Bar Association Sectwn of Antitrust Law T&k Force on the Antitrust Division of the U.S.
Department of Justice, op. cit., p. A5 (business reviews),

~77An&  Report of the Direc~r of the Administrative Q@ce  of the United States Courts: 1988, OP.  Cit.,  pp.  Igl,  *W.
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less successful than government suits, although the
statistics are somewhat unclear.178

Private parties that bring suit are usually either
customers or competitors. If the suit is successful,
the offending conduct must stop and the offender
must pay to the complaining party: 1) treble
damages, i.e., three times the amount of economic
harm the complaining party can show he suffered,179

and 2) the reasonable cost of the complaining party’s
attorneys for the successful claims. These are severe
penalties. In most other areas of U.S. law, a
complaining party, if successful, is entitled only to
single damages, i.e., the actual amount of harm he
shows he has suffered, and is usually not entitled to
reimbursement of the expense of hiring attorneys.

The prospect of treble damage and attorney fee
awards can encourage lawsuits by competitors and
customers. Even if the defendant believes he could
probably win in court, the prospect of paying these
large awards—as well as the time and money needed
to fight the case-might scare him into paying
something to settle the case, and someone contem-
plating filing a suit knows this.180

Antitrust laws may be enforced by State govern-
ments as well. Under Federal antitrust law, State
governments may file civil suits on behalf of their
citizens--e.g., on behalf of a large class of consum-
ers who allegedly paid excessive prices because of
an antitrust violation. The penalties are the same as
if the citizens themselves had filed suit.181 State
governments also can enforce the State’s own
antitrust laws, if the State has any.

In sum, even if antitrust law does not usually
condemn activities outright that could improve
manufacturing competitiveness, it can often discour-
age such activities. For large firms, able to get expert
legal advice, antitrust risk is often considered as one
factor among many. Cooperative projects have

ordinary business risks as well. Will the technology
work? Will the market be there? Antitrust adds
another risk, and makes the project that much less
desirable. Similarly, the need to pay for a legal
analysis of the antitrust risk and for ongoing legal
supervision adds to a project’s cost at various stages.
For small fins, often unable or unwilling to pay for
legal advice, antitrust fear is more likely to act as an
absolute bar. If a small firm suspects that a project
involves antitrust risk, it might drop the idea
immediately-even if there is no real risk. The
ambiguity and complexity of antitrust law are
therefore particularly troublesome to small firms.

While the chilling effect of antitrust is plausible,
it is hard to tell how important it is compared with
other factors that discourage cooperation. It is
difficult to find examples in which antitrust actually
killed a cooperative project, and the examples given
here are not overwhelming. More telling examples
may exist. Firms might hesitate to offer them
because word of their actual or contemplated activi-
ties could provoke suits or give away strategic
information to competitors. More important, busi-
ness decisions typically depend on many factors, and
it is hard even for those involved to say whether fear
of antitrust changed a decision. A businessman
sensitized to antitrust concerns might even avoid or
quickly abandon ideas for cooperative projects.
Those ideas will never be counted or noticed as
activity discouraged by antitrust.

Some activities-e. g., R&D consortia, joint man-
ufacturing, and resource pooling by small firms—
have only recently received serious attention in
government and industry as ways to enhance com-
petitiveness. Even if antitrust in the past has not
visibly discouraged very much activity, it might do
so more in the future as more of these projects are
proposed.

ITSOf  the 891 priv~e anti~st  suits termi~ted in the 12 months ending June 30, 1988, 145 are Ikted as “settled,” 434 ss “other dismissed,” @ ss
‘‘other non-judgment, ’ and 248 as going to judgment by the court. Of those 248,67 are listed as “for plaintiff, ” 143 ‘‘for defendant, ” and 38 “other.”
David Germy, Statistical Analysis and Reports Division, Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, personal communication, Dec. 7, 1989. It appears
that at least 577 cases (“otherdismissed” plus ‘‘judgment for defendant’ went entirely for defendant, and that in 212 cases (’ ‘settled’ plus ‘judgment
for phdifr  plaintiff recovered something.

l?g~y @le d~~es M-C @d in stits concerning R&l) projects registered under, and within the scope of, the National Cooperative Resemh At
of 1984, discussed below.

l~smtisucs fm the 12 months end~g  Jwe 30, 1988 show 145 private anti~st  suits “se~led” out of 891 ~rmina~,  or 16 percent. David Gentry,
Statistical Analysis and Reports Division, Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, personal communication, Dec. 7, 1989. However, some cases where
some settlement was paid might be reported under a different heading.

18115 U.SOC. 1%.
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Effect on Business Activity

Joint Research and Development

Traditionally, joint R&D has posed relatively
little antitrust risk. Such projects offer obvious
potential benefits in spreading risks and improving
firms’ efficiency and competitiveness. Moreover,
member firms are generally free to manufacture and
market products on their own (although there might
be agreements restricting use of the resulting tech-
nology). Experts in the field know of no antitrust
case brought against genuine joint R&D, and the
Justice Department acknowledges that “[a]s a gen-
eral matter, joint R&D activities can have substan-
tial procompetitive effects. ’ ’182

The National Cooperative Research Act of 1984
lessened the legal risks of joint R&D.183 First, the
Act provides that such activity will always be judged
by the rule of reason, balancing its beneficial and
harmful effects. l84 While joint R&D would in
general have been judged by the rule of reason
anyway, this provision did remove some uncertainty
and sent a signal from Congress that cooperative
R&D can yield important benefits. This probably
increased judges’ sensitivity to the benefits in
balancing the pro- and anti-competitive effects of
joint R&D.

The Act also provides that, for joint R&D projects
registered promptly for publication in the Federal
Register, only actual damages (rather than treble
damages) may be awarded in a private lawsuit.
(Attorney fees can still be awarded.) 185 As of
January 1990, 160 separate projects had filed 323
registration statements including amendments.186

Some of these projects probably would not have
gone forward without the 1984 Act.187 Registration
greatly reduces the financial exposure in undertak-
ing joint R&D and by the same token greatly reduces
the incentive for parties to file private suits. The Act

further discouraged indiscriminate private suits by
providing that one who files a private suit breed on
a claim that is “frivolous, unreasonable, without
foundation, or in bad faith” must pay attorney fees
of the accused party.

One consortium registered under the Act is the
National Center for Manufacturing Sciences (NCMS),
which started operations in 1987 and by 1990
included over 100 manufacturing firms.188 The
membership encompassed large firms such as Gen-
eral Motors and AT&T; smaller firms such as
Kinefac Corp., a 70-employee metalworking firm in
Worcester, Massachusetts; and even some firms
with fewer than ten employees. (Many of the smaller
firms joined at the urging of their larger customers.)

It is not clear whether NCMS would have been
formed without the 1984 Act. Even with the Act,
antitrust has been a major concern for present and
prospective members. In its startup period, through
early 1989, NCMS spent about $200,000 for anti-
trust advice from a law firm. In the organizations’
first months, the director of NCMS spent most of his
time on antitrust issues. NCMS’s early meetings
were devoted largely to antitrust concerns, and into
early 1989 NCMS was still receiving about two
queries a week from members. Antitrust concerns ●

have gradually lessened as 1)NCMS became famil-
iar with the issues and could more easily address
members’ concerns, 2) members noted that no firm
had been sued for R&D registered under the 1984
Act, and 3) competition became more intense and
the benefits of joint R&D became more apparent, so
that members were willing to accept some antitrust
risk.

Before joining NCMS, most members were not in
the habit of sharing technical discussions or R&D-
partly from unfamiliarity, partly from antitrust fear.
NCMS has discovered that its members’ pressing
R&D concerns overlap considerably, so that coopera-

182u.s.  ~~m~t  of Justice, Antitrust Enforcement Guidelines for Internutwrud  operations, NOV.  10, 1988,  P. 56.

l~public LAW 98462, 15 U.S.C. 4301-$305. There are some limitations, discussed below, on what constitutes joint R&D un&r  the ~t.
l~The ~t requires that the tie of r-n also be used in judging joint R&D under State antitrust law.
l~~e kt simi]~ly  limits damage awards in cases based on State antitrust law.
186u,S. ~@~ntofJu~ti~repre~nt~ive,  ~wn~cou~cation,  Feb. 1,1990, The first 125 or so proj~ts~descri~ itl “National (kiOpertUiVe

Research Act of 1984 Consortia,” New Technology Week, Special Supplement, June 12,1989.
l~T~GovernentRo/e  in~oi~Ve~Wes,  he~ngbeforethe  Houx  committ~  on Science, Space,  ~dT~hnology,  Sept.  19,1989, serial No, 101-58,

testimony of Mauro  DiDomenico,  director, technical liaison office, Bellcore,  p. 101; and testimony of Peter Mills, chief administrative officer, Sematech,
p. 122.

188Thematen~ on NCMS  comes fmm ~ Miller, Dir~tor,  NCMS, Wrson~ communication, Apr. 10 ad 27, May 3, Aug. 5, Sept. 6, 1989, ad J~,
29, 1990; and Patrick Ziarnik,  counsel, NCMS, personal communication, Jan. 26, 1990.
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tive R&D can yield substantial savings. One exam-
ple is R&Don laser beam splitting-i. e., how to use
one laser beam for several processes at once. NCMS
also facilitates informal technical exchanges among
members—for example, while discussing whether
to fund proposed projects.

NCMS has sometimes made matches between
companies with complementary abilities. It did so,
for example, in the development of ductile iron as an
inexpensive substitute for structural steel in the
non-moving parts of machine tools. A consulting
professor had recommended the alternative of duc-
tile iron, but NCMS could not find any U.S.
company that could both design the specialized
molds needed for pouring the iron and do the
pouring. NCMS then brought together firms with the
CAD ability to design the molds and a company that
could pour the ductile iron once it had the molds. The
effort cost NCMS about $50,000. It has saved one
NCMS member about $250,000.

Although the 1984 Act lessened fears of antitrust
suits arising from joint R&D, these fears have not
completely vanished—as shown, for example, by
the continuing concern of NCMS’ members. Also,
the Commerce Department has from time to time

- provided a “safe house” in which competitors
afraid of prosecution for merely discussing a possi-
ble R&D collaboration could frost come together to
hold discussions under government supervision.189

The concerns are understandable. Even firms that
register their projects may still be sued by the
government or by private parties for single damages
and attorney fees. Firms that prefer to maintain
secrecy and do not register are subject to private
treble damages. Even under the rule of reason the
firms are not necessarily home free. For example, the
Justice Department’s 1980 guidelines for joint
research ventures state that “[a] joint venture
between directly competing companies in a highly
concentrated industry . . . will be subject to very
close antitrust scrutiny."190

In cases where cooperating firms need to ex-
change cost and marketing information in order to
guide the project in a commercially useful direction,

the 1984 Act covers such exchanges only when
“reasonably required to conduct the research and
development.” If, despite the firms’ belief that
certain communications were necessary, a court
should hold otherwise, then those communications
would not be protected by the Act’s provisions.

Also, the Act covers manufacturing only for
“experimental and demonstration purposes. ’’191 Some-
times sizable runs are needed to demonstrate a
process, and the firms involved would take a
significant loss if they could not sell the items
produced. Yet a court might rule that such sale is not
covered by the Act.

More fundamentally, the Act does not cover
commercial manufacturing. Yet there may be cases
in which the scale of the enterprise needed to
capitalize on R&D is beyond the means of single
f ins .

Joint Manufacturing

Joint manufacturing can sometimes make firms
more competitive, for example, by allowing econo-
mies of scale in production. This could be especially
important in fields such as semiconductors where a
production facility costs hundreds of millions of
dollars. Firms might sometimes need to share
technical as well as financial resources. Manufactur-
ing, like R&D, often requires expertise in many
fields. Again, semiconductor fabrication offers an
example. Future examples might be devices based
on optoelectronics or high temperature supercon-
ductivity. Sharing both financial and technical
resources can mean the difference between being
first to market or being an also ran.

Joint manufacturing can have another sort of
benefit when it follows joint R&D performed in a
central organization. Technology transfer from that
central organization back to the member companies
can be difficult. It might be easier for the central
organization to proceed with manufacturing. For
example, some say that it is unfortunate that
Sematech will not perform commercial manufacture
(see the section in this chapter on R&D consortia).
Innovation ideally consists of repeated feedback

189L~fi~  F~~~~,  f)i~~r, ~ufi~ TwhrIo]ogy  p~er~ip  PK)$JHUII,  U.S. ~p~mertt  of co~e~e, Prsond comm~ication? 3! 19$9’
IWOSO  ~pwment  of J@Ce, Gt&fe~~r  Research  joint  ventures (1980), Illustrative Examples, CztW B—red Re=wch and ~vdOPtnent  JO~t

Venture in Concentrated Industry, reprinted in Trade Regufatwn  Reports par. 13,120 (Commerce Clearing House 1988), While these guidelines might
be somewhat outdated in view of the more liberal tone of the U.S. Department of Justice, Am”trust Enforcement Guideiinesforlnternatwrud Operations
(1988), p. 56, the 1980 guidelines were relied on by NCMS’  antitrust counsel in 1989 in giving cautious advice regarding a proposed project.

19115 U.S.C.  4301 (a)(6)(C).
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between R&D, design, manufacturing, and market-
ing. Many rounds of feedback between a joint R&D
venture and its members might be much more
difficult than many rounds of feedback would be
within a venture that did both R&D and manufactur-
ing.

In general, joint manufacturing carries more
antitrust risk than joint R&D, because it can directly
reduce competition. When firms manufacture jointly,
purchasers may have fewer choices of products and
suppliers. However, in some risky high technology
ventures, joint manufacturing might be the only way
to encourage new entrants. High-definition televi-
sion (HDTV) offers an example of antitrust concerns
in manufacturing joint ventures. Starting in early
1989, the American Electronics Association (AEA)
sought to promote R&D and manufacturing consor-
tia for HDTV. During the first several months, AEA
had trouble even getting firms to talk with each
other, largely because of antitrust fears. Antitrust
then became less of a concern—partly because the
firms with AEA’s help were able to think through the
antitrust issues, and partly because the many con-
gressional hearings on possible changes in antitrust
law made it seem likely that Congress would amend
the law, or at least that enforcement agencies and the
courts would interpret the law with more apprecia-
tion of the benefits of joint production.192

Some analysts question whether U.S. firms really
need large joint manufacturing ventures, arguing
that Japanese firms have done very well without
them. Even if Japanese firms do not do much joint
manufacturing (and this point is subject to dispute),
the two countries are not the same. Japanese firms
are much better able to finance large manufacturing
projects on their own (see ch. 3). They also
sometimes have a wider range of in-house techno-
logical expertise. 193 In addition, Japanese high
technology firms are sometimes protected against
foreign competition-either by the government or
by customers who buy Japanese products preferen-
tially.

Antitrust concerns can also discourage small
manufacturing firms from cooperating in marketing
and in performing jobs that are too big or require too
many specialized capabilities for the firms to handle
on their own. Japanese manufacturing firms cooper-
ate a great deal in this manner, with the blessing and
active encouragement of their government; some
European firms have done so as well (see ch.6). Some
U.S. industry groups, encouraged by the Commerce
Department, are seeking to increase such coopera-
tion in this country. 194 Antitrust concerns seem to
have impeded these efforts somewhat.195

An example comes from the Flint River Project,
Inc., a subsidiary of Efficient Enterprises, Inc., in
Troy, Michigan. In 1988, Flint River began trying to
form a network of small manufacturers of spare parts
for automobiles, heavy equipment, and defense.
Flint River proposed to market the fins’ products
domestically and abroad by finding jobs to be done,
selecting a suitable team of firms for each job, and
performing any needed technical coordination, in-
cluding design and project management. The net-
work still had not formed as this report was written.
While antitrust was not the only problem, it was a
significant one. The firms were afraid that participat-
ing in such a network could be deemed an antitrust
violation--e.g., a conspiracy to fix prices.196

Another example: in the early 1980s, a few
members of the Milwaukee chapter of the National
Tooling and Machining Association discussed a bid
solicitation from the U.S. Department of Defense for
about 40 million dollars’ worth of special-purpose
carts to transport bombs. The members believed that
by combining their production capacities and their
various specialized abilities (such as welding, preci-
sion manufacturing, design, and possession of a
large crane) they could do the job as well as and
much more cheaply than traditional large defense
contractors. However, early in the discussions some-

l~pat Hill Hubbwd,  Viu president, EIA, personal communication, Sept. 8, 1989.
193GmgoVTm.y,6‘SncW~ ~mge and Competitiveness: The U.S. Semiconductor ~dusv, ‘‘ TechnologicalForeca.stingandSocialChange. vol.

38, 1990 (forthcoming); Richard Elkus,  chairman, Promernx Corp., personal communication. Dec. 1 and 7, 1989 (elec~onics ind~m).
l~~~we ~Ues, offiW of T~hnology policy, U.S. Department of Commerce, personal commun.icadon.  May 3. Sept. 7* 1989.
195Ro~Fn~m,  “FlexibleNctworksand  ~ti~st,’ T~En~eprene~i~Eco~myRevi~,  VO].  7, No, $), May 1989(published  by t.hecorporation

for Enterprise Development, Washington, D.C.).
l%Mich~l  H~ler, president  md chief executive officer, Efficient Enterprises, Inc., Troy, ~, PrSOnd  communication, Apr. 26*  MaY 3? ‘d SePt. 14>

1989, and testimony at hearings before the House Committee on Small Business, Subcommittee on Regulation and Business Opportunities, Sept. 13,
1988, Serial No. 100-74, pp. 125-28.
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one mentioned antitrust, and as a result the idea was
quickly dropped.l97

In neither of these two examples was the fear
based on a legal analysis of the particular circum-
stances. Rather, the firms’ managers said in effect at
the outset, ‘This might have antitrust problems, and
I can’t afford a lawyer to find out. Unless I somehow
get assurances that there will be no problem, I won’t
proceed.”

Standards-Setting

Voluntary industry standards are necessary for
industrial efficiency. Without them, for example,
light bulbs would not fit into sockets and regional
telephone networks could not exchange information.
However, it is possible for a standards-setting
association to be dominated by a clique of firms that
use the process of establishing standards to shut
other firms out. For example, a clique might develop
standards in secret, so that their competitors would
not be able to conform their products to the standard
promptly. In addition, a clique might pick one
standard not because it is the best, but because it is
difficult for competitors to meet. Such practices
would probably be deemed antitrust violations, as
well they should be.198

However, even if firms perform standards-setting
with no anti-competitive intent, other firms may
nevertheless file an antitrust suit claiming that the
standard somehow unfairly discriminated against
them. A court might take these claims seriously. The
Supreme Court recently stressed that standards-
setting can easily be abused to harm competition:

[T]he members of [standards-setting] associations
often have economic incentives to restrain competi-
tion and . . . the product standards set by such
associations have a serious potential for anticompetitive
harm. . . . Agreement on a product standard is, after
all, implicitly an agreement not to manufacture,
distribute, or purchase certain types of products.199

To forestall accusations, many U.S. associations
have adopted elaborate procedural rules for setting

standards, including open meetings at which all
firms are free to express their opinion. According to
Bell Communications Research (Bellcore), these
open meetings are cumbersome and can slow down
adoption and implementation of standards. In fast-
moving fields such as telecommunications, delay
might mean missed opportunities and reduced com-
petitiveness. Firms could speed up progress by also
meeting informally in smaller groups to iron out
difficult technical problems; however, they are
reluctant to do so for fear of an antitrust lawsuit.200

This problem arose in connection with communi-
cation standards for ways in which telephone
networks in different regions or countries can
exchange various information--e. g., route calls
around congested lines, determine whether a called
party’s line is busy, and verify credit card numbers.
These standards are handled by the T1.S1.3 Working
Group (formerly the T1.X1.l Working Group) of the
T1 Standards Committee, which is accredited by the
American National Standards Association. Accord-
ing to Gary Schlanger, that working group’s chair-
man for 1984 to 1987, U.S. and foreign approaches
to exchanging such information started to diverge in
1986. The working group’s efforts to resolve those
differences and harmonize the U.S. and international
practice were deadlocked for 2 years. Mr. Schlanger
believes that with smaller, informal meetings har-
monization could have been achieved. Instead, in
1988, the T1 Standards Committee adopted a U.S.
standard inconsistent with the international standard
used by the rest of the world. Now U.S. equipment
manufacturers and phone companies must cope with
translating between the U.S. standard and the world
standard. 201

Joining Forces Against Foreign Firms
In some cases, a fragmented U.S. industry faces

competition from a much more powerful foreign
industry. By combining forces, the U.S. firms might
achieve similar advantages and hold their own. But
some mergers or joint ventures between U.S. firms,
each of which hold substantial shares of the same

197CUI  ~qulst,  Resident,  c~lson  Tixd  & Manufacturing Co., Cedarburg  WI, Personat  comm~ication,  APr. 28, 1989,

198se  for exmple  R~”antBur~rs,  Inc., v. People’s Gas, Light and Coke CO., 364 U.S. 656 (1961).
~99Allied T&e & Conduit Corp. v. Indian Head, [rLc., 108 S. ct. 1931,  1937 (1988).
200Joe  ~e~,  Ge~r~  Atto~ey,  Bellcore, ~rWn~  commulcatlon,  May 3 and Sept.  13,  1989;  Ma~o  DiDomenico,  director, technical litiSOn  OffiCX,

Bellcore,  testimony at hearings before the House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology,
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market, are either blocked or never attempted
because of antitrust law. Under the Justice Depart-
ment’s Merger Guidelines, the firms involved must
provide a high level of proof of any claimed benefits.
Also, the Department will consider whether similar
benefits could be achieved by other means.202 One
merger blocked by the Department was the attempt
of BTU International, a manufacturer of furnaces
used to produce semiconductor chips, to purchase
Thermco, a subsidiary of the Allegheny Corp. (box
7-E). While the Justice Department in this case may
have simply followed judicial precedent and the
Merger Guidelines, these rules may be out of tune
with the realities of failing U.S. competitiveness.

Overall, the uncertain cost of keeping antitrust
law as it is today must be measured against the
uncertain cost of proposed changes. Several possible

modifications would leave intact the basic doctrine
of antitrust law and the basic enforcement machin-
ery, but would adjust around the edges. For example,
points of law could be clarified; safe harbors and
advance approvals could be provided; and treble
damages could be reduced in some cases to single.203

It is not clear that changes such as these would spark
significant anticompetitive activity, particularly in
light of today’s economic conditions. On the whole,
it is harder to maintain market power today than it
was earlier in the nation’s history. In some fields,
products and processes have shorter life cycles so
today’s monopolist might find his position eroded
tomorrow by competitors’ new technology. Most
significantly. foreign firms are more likely than ever
before to compete against U.S. firms that try to raise
prices above competitive levels.

~u.s. Upwmmt  of Justice, “Merger Guidelines,” June 14, 1984, sw 3.5, PP.  35-36.
~~e~ and otier proposals are discussed h ch 2.
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IThis SCtim is M on ~foma~on  fr~ the following personal communications: Paul van der Wansem, CEO, BTU  kterntiiond,
Ncwember2,  1989; Paul CYDonnell (the lawyer representing BTU to the Department of Justice), Ropes and Gray, January 18, 1990; Bob Cole,
President, Varian-TELLtd., Deeember,  1989; Anthony Mtdler,  CFO, Sillicon Valley Group, December5, 1989; Ken Phillips, Public Relations,
Motorola, Deeember, 1989; Bob England, Vice-President, Semiconductor Group, Texas Instruments, January 26, 1990; Representatives of the
Department of Justice, December 13, 1989, and January 31, 1990.
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old loyalty to TEL equipment did not represent a sufficiently large share of the market to prevent BTU from gaining
a monopoly position.

Immediately after BTU’s takeover effort failed, the Silicon Valley Group approached Thermco and was
allowed to buy the firm without ado. SVG makes other types of semiconductor production equipment and had
previously attempted and failed to enter the diffusion furnace business. Although BTU’s market share in the United
States is currently larger than TEL’s, SVG sees TEL and not BTU as its principal competitor. TEL’s 1988 world
sides of diffusion furnaces were bigger than the combined world sales of BTU and SVG, making it the world giant.

Though it is impossible to know for certain what the results of a BTU/Thermco buyout would have been, the
following seem likely: BTU and Thermco could have combined their current technological strengths, improving
production of the most advanced systems; BTU and Thermco combined could have significantly increased their
R&D by eliminating duplication; and the increased size of a united BTU/Thermco would have allowed the
companies to realize savings in production, marketing, and administration. Whether such advantages could have
slowed or stopped TEL’s penetration of the U.S. market cannot be known for sure. Further, the beneficial effects
of the merger might not have been as great as originally hoped.5 But both BTU’s van der Wansem and SVG’s Muller
think that combination would have been stronger than the current U.S. configuration of BTU on its own and SVG
with Thermco, In this case, the Department of Justice’s refusal to permit the merger seems to have hampered the
competitiveness of the U.S. manufacturers.

5~~C. ~d ~o~ ~mt t. ~ ~CqU~~+& ~=e B~ ~ ~n an ~ch fiv~  ad ~a~ layoffs were bound  (O result as tk tWO
operations were mmhed. SVG’S  Mtdler suggests that enough key personnel might have quit that BTU would have acquired only the hoilow shell
of ThermCo.


